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About the MoST project
The MoST Project: “A Model for Sustainable Tourism in Central Asia: Building Capacities, Creating
Awareness, Introducing Technology” is funded by the European Union under the framework of Grants
Programme “SwitchAsia”. It aims at promoting a new and well-structured model for sustainable tourism
in Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan that can contribute to preserving and strengthening local
heritage while protecting the natural environment, too. This will be achieved through the provision of a
life cycle and supply chain management approach to sustainability interventions in tourism, covering
issues that range from support for regional policies & planning, adoption of standards, introduction of
value chain concepts, to the awareness of relevant stakeholders, thus highlighting the multi-stakeholder
nature of tourism sustainability and the benefits of synergies between stakeholders.
The specific objectives of the MOST project are:





Supporting tourism companies in the three object Countries to adopt (SCP) practices by providing
appropriate knowledge and ICT tools;
Supporting regional and local authorities to plan and implement policies that assist the
development of sustainable tourism;
Raising awareness regarding sustainable tourism and consumer behavior about sustainable
consumption;
Strengthening the dialogue between authorities, MSMEs and end users for further promoting
responsible consumption and production.

The Project will intervene at three different levels:
At policy-institutional level the Project will work towards capacity building of local and regional authorities
in policy planning and implementation and linking to investment and other support instruments. At the
same time, the Project will strengthen the role of local and regional authorities regarding sustainable
tourism, and promote public and policy dialogue among key stakeholders and beneficiaries. Good/best
practices will be eventually transferred at policy, regulatory and financial support level.
At community social level, the Project will embark on a set of raising awareness activities for users of
tourist services regarding sustainable consumption in the areas of water, waste, recycling and energy
behavior, and for stirring the attention of the general population towards sustainable tourism.
At business organizational-operational level, the Project will work towards capacity building of tourism
MSMEs; training will focus on increasing their knowledge and information about GSTC criteria for
sustainable tourism, relevant standards and certification procedures, green procurement and transfer of
best practices and tools for rendering their work in a more sustainable way. The Project will also involve
equipping targeted MSMEs with standard/certification preparation software and real monitoring of water
and energy consumption as well as indoor comfort parameters. The target groups will also be supported
by the Project through training on marketing issues, identification of financial sources for adaption of SPC
practices, networking with investors and business angels.
The following instructions were developed umder the context of the working package N2: “Support the
implementation of Sustainable Consumption and Production”and its task 2.6: “Marketing Support of the
MSMEs”
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1. Are these guidelines for you?
Marketing is a concept that aims to open up to the external environment of a tourist area. At the center of his
philosophy is the Awareness that a tourist destination is primarily aimed at meeting the consumer needs
of the tourism product. Therefore, products and services that meet the specific needs of consumers
should be offered to the tourism market. For example, a tourist destination that offers tourism products
without taking into account the real needs of consumers / tourists risks putting on the market an
otherwise excellent product that one may not need and therefore not buy.
The philosophy of tourism marketing is essentially a cyclical process which includes conducting research of the
tourism market, defining marketing goals, implementing strategies, continuous evaluation of marketing plans
and market research again. Tourism marketing planning is an integral part of the whole process which
aims to identify, respond and satisfy the wishes of the potential clients.
Tourism marketing plans are directly related to strategic and tactical decision making. Decision making is
part of a more general problem-solving process. This process consists of four key concepts: analysis,
direction, selection and implementation. Tourism marketing plans consist of a logical sequence of actions
aimed at achieving marketing goals. The design attempts to control the parameters that influence the
results of decisions. It aims to implement actions that will lead to a desired result. To plan, in essence,
means to decide what one intends to do before one even does it.
If you own or participate at the ownership of a micro, small or medium enterprise or you are an executive
of the firm, or a marketing / communications employee, and you want to know how to use different
relevant tools to help achieve your firm objectives - then this guidelines are for you.
The aim of the guidelines is to provide the user with the essential information to judge when and how to
use the proposed tools and methods, which are more appropriate for the size, form, branch and
particularities of its sustainable tourism business.
It also indicates how to go about getting more detailed information where the reader feels that this is
appropriate and useful. More information may be required regarding the specifics of different issues. In
many cases, the management of tourism sector is carried out within regional subdivisions of state, with
considerable variation in the authorities involved and the methods used. These guidelines provide also
service in identifying precise contact points in each country, where the reader can get useful information.
At this point we must mention that these guidelines are in line with and obey the decision of UN General
Assemply (74th session, second committee, August 11, 2019) on “Sustainable tourism and sustainable
development in Central Asia”.
Perhaps you’re not even 100% sure what marketing / communications / promotion means or even where
to begin. Or maybe you already know quite a lot about these terms, but you just like a few tips or insights
from others doing similar work in this area.
These guidelines were designed to help you find effective ways to improve the planning and
implementation of marketing activities forward the sustainable tourism. The guidelines are based on
lessons learned, and it will help you to identify best solutions and avoid common pitfalls and mistakes. The
most important lesson provided by these guidelines is that communications can deliver real results for your
firm if you build it into the earliest stages of your planning process and in accordance with criteria for
sustainable tourism.

But why guidelines and not a guide?
The difference between guidelines and a guide is that the first are a non-specific recommended rule or
principle that provides direction for action or behaviour, while the guide is more mandatory and
approaches the standard operating rules of a system. Guidelines are a recommended practice that allows
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some discretion or margin in its interpretation, application or use. They give an overview of how to
perform a task and / or an advice how to act in a given situation. This is exactly what we need, as we have
three different countries - beneficiaries, with different macro environments, traditions and cultures and
also small and medium-sized enterprises in the tourism industry, which also have huge differences in their
capabilities, visions and needs.
The guidelines will show you that, if done right, appropriate promotion can provide excellent tools to help
you reach your objectives and it will give you some simple ideas on how to do it. The guidelines may not
provide you with all the information you need, but it will provide you with a solid starting point. The
principles in these guidelines can be applied to the daily work of your staff. At the same time, there is no
“one-size fits all” solution. Every promotion initiative will differ depending on its objectives and the
audience it is trying to influence.
The recent pandemic, in addition to the interdependence of the inhabitants of our planet, proved other
two important issues for the tourism industry, the sensitivity of the tourism cector to changes in external
conditions and its significant impact on the economy of countries and entire regions. We hope that these
guidelines will make a positive contribution to the efforts of MSMEs in the sector to make up for lost time
and heal their wounds as soon as possible.
What does these guidelines include?
The guidelines are divided into two parts. Users are encouraged to select the most appropriate tools and
techniques and adapt the guidelines considering the existing capabilities and weaknesse of their firms to
meet the real sustainable needs on their daily work and functions.
First part, defines communications and stresses the importance of the relation between marketing and
promotion. Demonstrate the necessity of incorporating communications into overall organisation
activities, right from the very start of the work. Also provides different tips and techniques for the
improvement of communications capacity.
Second part, go deeper into the marketing and promotion subjects introduced in the first part, in
accordance with the practical needs of the tourist MSMEs operating in the broad Central Asia region.
The guidelines includes many suggestions that were made by the project team and consortia staff during
project implementation so far.
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2. Current trends in the sustainable tourism for the past COVID 19 period
UNWTO called for solid international leadership and for tourism to be included as a priority in future
recovery efforts. Also calls upon the sector and travelers to address this challenge with sound judgment
and proportionate measures. We put at your disposal some trends found in the global sustainable tourism
sector to better prepare for the past COVID-19 in order to take advantage of what is applicable to your
business.
1. Less long-haul travel, more short-haul: Travel inside Asia will be more popular, businesses and
destinations aiming for far-reaching places like Europe and America may alter priorities.
2. Preference for direct flights - less cheap flights: People may avoid connecting flights. Short-haul direct
flights may be more effective market targets. Also physical distancing within flights may be in high
demand, less people on board means the cost of the flights rises i.e. keeping the middle seat open like
many European business-class flights.
3. Less group traffic - smaller groups: Like what ecotourism businesses have been practicing, people may
prefer to take smaller-group trips over more reasonable mass-tourism packages to keep the physical
distancing.
4. More private, customized excursions to less crowded tourism sites: Ecotourism sites are much more
private, very much often customized, and definitely less crowded so in the post-COVID, we will gain the
momentum from the mainstream! Destinations should also start supporting less crowded excursions.
5. Medium to smaller sized hotels, which can exhibit good health and safety protocols in operations will
be in demand: People will look for comfort and safety in less crowded situation means ecolodges and ecoresorts, community-based ecotourism accommodation facilities may be chosen over larger hotels.
6. High-end hotels and boutique properties in particular, they can be positioned as safe getaways for
wealthy visitors: The smaller properties with high quality standards in safety, sanitation, and comfort can
be sold well in the niche market.
7. More focused on wellness, yoga, authenticity, environmentally-friendly, nature-loving, well-being,
spirituality: People are thinking more about themselves, families, nature, improving life-style that matter,
etc. Going local to enjoy slow travels while their spirituality, wellbeing, and self-esteem are the aspects
they care more.
8. Reduction in MICE traffic: People avoid gathering at one place with a large number of people, at least
in the short term. The hotels and convention centers that cater the needs of MICE needs to rethink of the
revenue stream. More and more e-events will take place. That is a good thing for the earth emitting farless CO2 derived from transportation and other energy-intensive activities.
9. Almost zero cruise travel: The cruise industry may be the last industry to recover as it is seen as the
place to avoid. Island tourism economy dependent on the cruise industry needs take an action on
alternative choices.
10. Increase in business travel: On-line meetings are welcome, but face-to-face businesses still need to be
done and may experience faster recovery than holiday travelers in the short and medium term.
11. Increase of domestic tourism: People will start looking into quick getaways when things start to come
back to normal yet avoid heavy discounting rather focus on the value additions to regain what’s lost in
during the pandemic period.
12. Less buffet in hotels – less banquets and large events: Serving individual sit-down meals rather than
all-you-can-eat buffet will be more preferred to avoid contact with others. Note to stay away from
disposable containers and wrapping but utilize re-usable options. Also businesses that prioritize weddings,
large events, etc. need to look for other opportunities for a while.
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13. Flexible booking options: No one knows what may happen in the short-term future so even the lastminute cancellation may be accepted without any penalties to help spur the business.
14. Strict health and safety protocols for guests and staff: Housekeeping department has been the back
of the house, but now it becomes the front of the house indicating the safety of the business which people
want to see, the businesses need to practice deep-clean and may use professionals’ advice to train the
staff.
15. More take away and less eat-in: Stand-alone restaurants in particular will continue to see difficulty as
people would not feel comfortable sitting down with others having a meal. Help identify the locallysourced and employed businesses to revitalize the local economy.
16. Mergers, acquisitions, and consolidation: A number of businesses will not be able to survive though
this pandemic that might make a drastic change in the tourism industry. We hope that local capitals stay
in the area and the policy makers can help make it happen by implementing righteous actions.
17. And of course the strict and consistent observance of hygiene measures, prevention and vaccination
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3. External communication: forward messages to your potential clients
Any individuals, groups of people, institutions or firms that may have a significant interest in the success
or failure of your project or business at all (either as clients, partners, implementers, facilitators,
beneficiaries or adversaries) are defined as ‘stakeholders’.
There are a variety of key words used to differentiate between different types of stakeholder. A summary
of the terminology used in the EC context is provided below:
1. Stakeholders: Individuals or institutions that may – directly or indirectly, positively or negatively – affect
or be affected by a project or programme, policy or function (eg campaign)
2. Beneficiaries: Are those who benefit in whatever way from the implementation of a project.
Difference may be made between:
(a) Target group(s): The group / entity that will be directly positively affected by your project / action plan
at the purpose level. This may include existing clients, potential clients, collaborating organisations and
its staff, suppliers etc ;
(b) Final beneficiaries: Those who benefit from your project in the long term at the level of the society or
sector at large, e.g. your employees, collaborating firms, local producers, “consumers” due to improved
local sustainable production and marketing.
3. Partners: Those who implement your project / action plan / campaign in collaboration and under
supervision of your firm (who are also stakeholders, and may be a ‘target group’).
All the above mentioned categories might be defined as the primary audience of your firm. We must
understand and to remember that they have differences in various fields (importance, capabilities,
interests etc)
The secondary audience is that audience which do not mind directly for your organisation or its functions,
but might become important for the organisation’s reputation and must be considered during the
procedure of decisions making or activities implementation (eg state organizations, municipal authorities,
NGOs dealing with environmental, social or local development issues etc).
Your business messages addressed to the two different audience types might help in the firm’s vision and
goals definition. The external communications is a common responsibility for the whole firm staff, which
happens daily in different levels and through various channels.
This chapter provides you with detailed steps on how to develop and implement a communication
campaign and evaluate its success.
The methodology used includes four main steps:
Step 1: Assess
Step 2: Develop a dissemination concept
Step 3: Implement, Monitor and Evaluate the Campaign
Step 4: Reporting
Step 1: Assess
This first step provides an assessment of the current situation. The four key areas that need to be assessed
are: the problem, the context, the target groups and the resources
1.A. The Problem
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a. What is the problem your firm is planning to address?
b. What are the most common or serious consequences of the problem?
c. What can you already say about the problem?

Is it getting worse?
Did you use any analysis or assessment tools to define the peculiarities of the problem?
What are the functions of your business most affected by the problem? How would you describe it
(turnover, profitability, cost, clients etc)?
Are there specific groups or individuals that are causing the problem?
How can the problem be measured?
What are all the possible ways you could address the problem?
What are the most cost-effective ways to prevent the problem?
Who are potential experts you should interview to get more information on the problem?
1.B. The Context
a. What trends or other factors might affect the situation or circumstances in which your firm actions
will take place?
b. Which groups, community leaders, or other individuals, do you foresee supporting or opposing
your campaign?
c. Are there any policies or laws that might affect your campaign?
d. Are there any other firms addressing the same issue?
e. What external opportunities could your project take advantage of?
f.

What external threats will you plan and prepare for?

1.C. The target groups
Primary groups:
We usually need to start by targeting those groups that are causing the problem we want to address. In
order to make the most effective use of your limited communications resources you need to develop a
clear understanding of exactly why they think or act in the ways that they do:
a. Exactly who is causing the problem?
b. How are they causing it?
c. What do they currently think about the issue or problem?
d. What costs and benefits do they perceive in acting in this way?
e. What would you like them to do instead?
f.

Is the change easy to understand and implement?

g. What costs and benefits would your group associate with this change?
h. What would best motivate them to change? What help will they need?

Often the people you want to communicate with may not even be aware that they are the cause of the
problem you want to address. If your communications appear to be pointing the finger or blaming them
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for the problem, then you will almost certainly lose their support or cooperation before you have even
started. In any form of communications the key to success is to know your group.
Secondary groups that support and influence primary groups:
A major focus of a communications campaign is usually about gaining the support of key decision-makers
responsible for allocating resources and developing policies and institutions necessary to achieve your
goals.
As a result, you may need to develop strategic alliances with, and communication activities for,
community leaders, government and non-governmental organisations, politicians, donors and other
groups and individuals.
a. What groups or individuals are most likely to influence the perceptions and actions of your main
target group? This may also include political constituents and mass media.
b. Who does your target group trust to provide them with accurate information?
c. Who do they usually ask questions about the topic?
d. Will the target group respond better to a peer, an authority figure, or a celebrity associated with
your issue?
Group research
If you feel you need to know more about the knowledge, attitudes, and awareness of your target groups,
you can always use a number of available group research methods (e.g participation analysis) with the
aim to create a full stakeholders list.
Methods can be either qualitative (e.g. asking people questions), quantitative (e.g. counting how many
people think or do something), or a combination of the two. Examples include focus groups, interviews,
surveys etc. The size of your target group – as there may be included not only organisations, but also
persons - may influence the methods you choose.
Seems reasonable to have two target group distribution lists one for organisations and the other for
persons. With large groups, quantitative tools may be easier. With smaller groups, qualitative tools such
as focus groups or interviews are more effective
If you can segment your groups into sub-groups or groups with similar needs, you can be more effective
in -tailoring your messages and products. Possible groups could be based on age, location, income,
occupation, lifestyle, thematic type of tourism or ethnicity. The goal of “segmenting” your group is to
identify groups of people who are like each other (e.g. have the same views or habits) and more likely to
respond to particular messages in similar ways.
1.D. The resources
You need to match your campaign with the resources available to you. In some cases you may need to
either narrow your focus or get more funding.
a. What is the total budget available for your communications project?
b. Where is the funding coming from?
c. Do you need to seek additional funding before proceeding with the campaign?
d. Is the campaign feasible to develop and implement at this time?
e. Can more funding be easily secured?
f.

How much time do you and members of your team have to devote to the campaign?

g. Can you include experienced communicators on your team from existing colleagues or do you need
to contract externally?
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h. What level of access does your firm have to group members? Do you give them the possibility to
commune straight with your firm (e.g via social media etc)?

Step 2: Develop a dissemination concept
This second step builds on the results derived from your assessment of the problem, groups, and your
resources.
The dissemination concept assures the necessary approach for the elaboration of the awareness campaign
planning and will become the basic of how information for all the members and stakeholders involved in
the period of the implementation of the public information campaign be handled and communicated.
The main items of this scheme are:
- The more the interested groups will be informed regarding the results achieved by your firm’s activities,
the less there will be dissatisfaction of your future clients.
- The Public Relations activity is supported by an intense internal and external communication process
- The respecting of the environment, biodiversity and cultural heritage

The dissemination concept includes all the aspects related to the public inclusion measures, and it is an
instrument which should outline the followings:
- Development and safeguarding of a continuing useful communication between the staff inside the firm
- Development and preservation of a continuing valuable communication between all the involved
stakeholders and the firm on one side and the potential clients, mass media on the other side.
This concept follows five major principles: Promptitude - Political neutrality – Transparency - Information
accuracy - Linguistically accessibility
A Dissemination concept needs to include the following main sections:
A. Issue or Problem
B. Goals and Objectives
C. Who’s Doing the Communicating with What Resources
D. Target Groups
E. Main Messages
F. The Awareness Campaign: Products and Activities
G. Pre-Testing
H. Measurement and Evaluation

Do not fall into the trap of spending lots of time and resources on developing the perfect concept. The key
is to get the right people together for the right amount of time to discuss and agree on the different
components of the concept in a logical sequence. Typically a small group of people will first meet to agree
on the specific problem you want to address, your communications objectives, your target groups, and to
allocate key roles and responsibilities. One person will then write up the notes which will be reviewed by
the larger group and finally agreed on. The group will then re-convene to work out the next parts, building
on what’s already been discussed, perhaps revising earlier parts based on new discussions and information.
In total, three to four such meetings are probably needed until concept completion.
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Carrying out initial awareness raising activities, such as developing brochures and media releases, can also
often help the concept development process by helping you to think about your target group and key
messages.
2.A. Issue or Problem
Include a brief summary of the situation assessment made. Also refer to any longer document you may
have produced relating to the situation assessment (e.g. include as an annex).
2.B. Goals and Objectives
Goals tend to be over-arching while objectives break down these larger goals into more manageable parts.
Communication goals and objectives need to be linked to the goals and objectives of the overall concept.
In some cases, the raised campaign will have as one of its sub-objectives one or more communications
objectives.
There can be a tendency to confuse the overall campaign goals with your communications goals and
objectives. Communication goals might be in general such as follows:
a. Informing others about what your firm is and does, especially its expected benefits
b. Encouraging others to perform certain activities required to achieve your firm goals
c. Raising awareness of issues and solutions
d. Encouraging people to participate in certain activities
e. Persuading or convincing people to believe or accept new ideas or solutions
f.

Changing certain behaviours among certain people

g. Encouraging or motivating people in how to apply new solutions
The important thing to ask yourself is: “Why are you using communications in our firm?” Your business
may, in fact, include more than one of the above communications objectives. And they often do.
Goals and objectives should be explained in three bullet points or less. They should be clear, specific and
realistic, stating who will do or change what by when and by how much. If you can make your objectives
clearly measurable then it will be easier for you to identify and communicate your successes with your
groups and partners.
One goal not mentioned above which should usually be addressed here is how communications will be
used internally by your firm, for example to improve efficiencies and synergies among staff members and
avoid duplication.
2.C. Who is doing the communicating with what Resources?
In Step 1, a partial assessment was made of current available resources. At this point, you need to be
realistic about your financial resources and exactly who will implement the awareness campaign.
You will need to start building a communications team to help you to develop and implement your
dissemination concept. The team may include representatives from your partner organisations, technical
specialists, or members of the community. Ideally, there should be at least one experienced person
designated to ensure that communications happens right! You may also wish to contract external
communications consultants.
2.D. Target Groups
In Step 1, you should have determined who your target groups are differentiating between:
a. The primary groups you are trying to influence and;
b. Those groups that will support your firm and influence your main target groups
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Define and include here any group research that you may have conducted that describes in more detail
who your groups are and why they think or act the way they do.
2.E. Main Messages
A big part of communications is deciding what you need to say. You will need to develop a set of key
messages that explains exactly why your firm exists and what it is trying to achieve. But you will also need
to develop clear messages that state what you want your target groups to know, think, or do differently.
Your messages depend on who you are trying to reach and what you want the message to achieve. Ideally
you need to tailor your message to meet the needs of each different target group. This will depend on their
understanding of the issue, what you want them to think or do, and the personal costs or benefits they
associate with making these changes. In most cases, nobody will change anything unless they see a
personal benefit or a way to avoid personal costs – whether this is financial or psychological
Everyone knows that “money talks”, which means financial benefits usually, work.
Make sure your messages are:
a. Consistent with and relevant to your target groups.
b. Simple! There should only be one or two for each group and they should be short and easy to
understand.
c. Use plain language that is active, compelling, and written from the group’s perspective.
You really need to put yourself in the shoes of the target group and ask the question: "What's in it for me?"
If you want your target group to actually do something after being communicated to, then your message
will need to include a “call to action”. Examples include:
> “Think globally, act locally”
> “We compost your food scraps” etc
Create messages that help achieve your specific objective. This does not mean simply restating your goals! A
winning message needs to be compelling to your target group. Once you have identified your main messages,
make sure to use them consistently and repeatedly in all future communications.
2.F. The awareness campaign: Products and Activities
At this point, you know what you want to achieve (goals and objectives), who will do it for you (target
groups), and what messages you will send to your groups to get them to act or think the way you want
them to. Now you have to deliver the messages, through either products or activities.
The good news is – we’ve come a long way since post pigeons and Morse code! There are literally hundreds
of products and activities now available to communicators and the list keeps getting bigger.
Again, just as you did with your Main Messages above, it’s crucial to tailor your products and activities to
your target groups. Which methods of communication are most likely to reach your target groups? What
do they now turn to for information and support? In the end you may decide on sending messages through
specialized journal and social media, but guess which one is most likely to reach a potential foreign or local
client or a local supplier?
You need to ensure the products and activities you select are realistic given your available resources. And
make sure you have a skilled communicator on board who knows how to develop and implement them!
Given your resources and objectives - what are the best ways to reach your target group? Do you need to
use mass media or do you need a megaphone?
Here are few examples of products and activities:
Face-to-face communications
a. Home visits to professional organisations - workshops, presentations, exhibitions
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b. Community events – public meetings, art performances
c. Traditional methods – relating issue to traditional beliefs, stories, myths, legends
Printed/publications: Posters – Flyers - Brochures/fact sheets – Newsletters - Direct mail - Phone catalogue
- Directories and databases - Success stories!
Electronic: Websites – Social media - Online interactive tools - E-bulletins - Online library
Outdoor Advertising: Sculptures/signs in public places - Billboards (roadside, on buses, bus stops, at the
airport, at the metro entrance) - Point-of-purchase materials (at the shop counter, on shopping baskets)
Media: Radio (especially at the community level!) - Newspapers - Television - Magazines - Video news
release (VNR) - Journalist workshops - Press releases, conferences and trips - Story submissions
Educational (for teachers and students): ‘Study / Training Packs’ - Interactive games
Other: TV or radio spots - Using ‘champions’ or ‘ambassadors’ or ‘bloggers’ who are connected to and
respected by your target groups (i.e. they represent examples your target groups can follow) Competitions and awards (e.g. which target group can do the best job in doing what you want them to do?)
(e.g. ‘influencers’ stories / vids / photos) - Creative products and events - Workshops and trainings - Annual
celebration days (e.g. Earth Day, Local Festivals etc)
2.F.1 More about the media
Mass media can support your project’s goals and influence your target groups to think or act differently.
When dealing with the media, here are some important points to keep in mind:
1. What is your news? You need to find an approach that grabs the journalist’s interest. What makes
your campaign current or relevant to their readers? Is there a conflict? What is the human side of
the story? What makes it new or a headline?
2. What type of coverage do you want? (e.g. basic news, feature article, editorial, public service
announcement).
3. Do you have a good media contact list that’s up-to-date and linked to those media that will reach
your target groups?
4. Do you have any existing good relationships with the media? Or sour ones because of something
from the past?
5. Be prepared! How will you respond when the media calls you? Are you ready for tough questions?
Have you already worked out ‘positions’ or messages for the media and do you have evidence to
support what you say?
6. Will you launch your campaign with a media-related activity (e.g. press release, conference, and
interview)?
7. What combination of media-related products and events will you use in the future?
8. Don’t send boring information repeatedly to journalists – once they perceive you as a source of
useless information, they won’t even bother looking at anything you send in the future (i.e. like
the boy that cried wolf).
9. Prepare ‘media kits’ for media – folders that include all information that may be of interest,
distributed during press conferences and press trips, among other media events.
10. Designate one person in your firm to serve as the media spokesperson. All media calls should be
directed to her/him, and they will link journalists to the most suitable firm person, if necessary.
2.F.2 More about distribution
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Once you’ve decided on what kind of products you will develop, such as brochures, folders, publications
or Fact Sheets, a major question is how many you will produce. Production can be very costly, as can
distribution and translation.
Imagine that a firm decides to produce a nice polished brochure, about 50 pages long. 5000 copies sounds
like a good idea. So the publications are printed, and many boxes are delivered to your office. You have a
distribution list of about 100 to which you send copies. Over the next few months, you’re able to distribute
a few hundred more here and there. After that, about 3000 copies are shipped to the storage room in the
basement. And you never know whether the publications you actually distributed had any effect or not.
This is definitely a situation to avoid! So think carefully about who you are trying to distribute to (target
groups!) and costs. A short photocopied document might actually be much more effective than a long
glossy one. In addition the same message can be purposefully conveyed with less cost to a larger audience
using modern internet tools: website, blog, facebook, instagram etc
Another good idea is to get help from partners for making distribution lists and in actually getting the right
products into the hands of the right target groups – not just to be placed in a pile of other documents in
their office, but read with interest!
Or at least you can extend the advantages of the modern possibilities of the internet, creating success
stories enriched with short videos and the appropriate sound cover. And at the same time to give the
opportunity to communicate to those who see it and receive a feedback.
2.G Pre-Testing
You have now developed drafts of the messages and products that you think will be most effective in
influencing your target groups. You have used the creativity of your team, and maybe group research, to
get here.
Before ‘launching’ your campaign in the real world, you should pre-test your messages and products with
a segment of your group. This will help you assess if everything really works the way you thought it would.
This process can prevent costly, and sometimes uneasy, but is necessary to avoid mistakes before it is too
late!
Remember - your target group is the expert.
Pre-testing is only useful if you ask your sample groups the right questions, linked to your earlier project
goals and objectives. For example, regarding your groups, do they:
a. Understand your message?
b. Find other meanings in your messages?
c. Prefer words or pictures?
d. Get motivated by your message?
e. Have easy access to your product or activity?
f.

Find your products appealing or ‘grabbing’?

g. Differ among themselves in terms of reaction (e.g. gender, age)?
h. Remember your message later?
i.

Trust the messenger?

j.

Have a greater understanding of an issue or solution after seeing the message?

There are different methods for pre-testing. You need to choose one that’s best for you. You can test
individuals selected from your target group or ‘test run’ your concept with a smaller group before taking
them to a wider group. You could also use the opinion of existing or regular customers.
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Fundamentally, pre-testing means that you really need to listen to your target groups and make any
changes to improve the way your message is received and acted upon. Focus groups are one of the most
common methods. They can help you learn what target group members think about all aspects of your
campaign in their own words.

2.H. Measurement and Evaluation (see the next step)

Step 3: Implement, Monitor and Evaluate
3.A Implement the campaign
At this stage, you have developed a dissemination concept and have possibly pre-tested it, to see that it
has the right impact on your sample target groups. If the pre-testing showed some gaps or weaknesses,
you should have revised your concept. You may choose to pre-test again following your revisions.
Before Campaign implementation, it’s ideal to create some kind of a ‘Work Plan’ or ‘Action Plan’. Such a
Plan should show who will implement the products and activities listed in the Campaign, as well as when,
where and how. A table format could be useful here.
With your campaign, pre-testing and work plan finalized, it’s time for you to implement.
Good luck! You will need that because there are a lot of examples of well designed campaigns failed by
different (mainly external reasons, which could not be forecasted).

3.B Monitor and Evaluate Implementation
Evaluation provides an opportunity to find out if your hard work has really made a difference. By assessing
what does and doesn’t work, you will use lessons learned to improve your efforts in the future. You will
also be able to show to your team, partners and founders exactly what has been achieved.
The main question here is: Did your firm achieve what it originally set out to do? You must therefore go
back to your original communication goals and objectives and use them to inform your indicators of
progress. Some examples could be:


Has the issue been communicated properly?



Was awareness raised?



Has the economy of electricity and other resources been achieved after the campaign?



Are behaviours being changed?



Have the company's profitability indicators improved?



Is improved visitors seasonality;



Have you been able to motivate others to take required actions?

It’s important to note that monitoring should be done throughout the entire campaign, as well as at the
end. Effective monitoring keeps to the point the campaign activities and make sure that implementation is
on the right path towards achieving your goals. During the campaign, monitoring might reveal that it is not
working – that means you may need to change your campaign during implementation. Be flexible! Don’t
ever think that a campaign is final and needs to be followed at all costs. It’s a tool to help you get results,
and if results aren’t coming in, then the tool might need to be changed.
It’s also important that your system of monitoring and evaluation is planned from the start, so you know
exactly what to assess right from the beginning.
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3.B.1 How to monitor
Once you know what you are monitoring (e.g. economy of resources, number of customers of a specific
category, average number of nights per customer, average receipts per customer for overnight stay, food
and entertainment, etc.), there are a number of ways how to monitor or measure progress. Many of the
methods are the same as those suggested under ‘Step 1.3 Target Groups’ of these guidelines.
The important thing is to make sure you ask the right questions for the right people. If you want to know
whether your activities are helping farmers to become more aware of the pollution they produce, then you
need to ask them. The same goes for assessing whether your campaign has helped local suppliers to reduce
the volume of waste they produce. You need to make sure that the results you are seeing are directly linked
to your business. Your target groups may be changing the way you want them to, but maybe you have
nothing to do with it! Maybe they are doing it because of a change that has occurred elsewhere such as a
new law or an economic downturn.
Examples of monitoring:
a. Using group research to measure changes in awareness, attitudes, and behaviour of your clients
b. Did the communications contribute towards the development of new measures or passing a new
behaviour?
c. How many people participated in campaign events or competitions?
d. How many public enquiries or requests for information were generated?
e. How many people were reached through the media? How many of them were target group
members?
f.

How many media stories appeared as a result of the campaign?

g. How many materials were handed or sent out to the primary group?
h. How many partners were engaged in distributing campaign messages?
i.

Were all activities carried out on budget and according to the timeline? If not, why not?

3.B.2 Environmental impacts
Your goals may have included direct environmental impacts. In some cases, there may be simple and direct
ways to measure such impacts such as looking at the amount of rubbish households put out before and
after the campaign. However, with many environmental issues, it is often difficult to measure immediate
effects – for example, reducing pollution from transportation. It may take years or even decades to achieve
environmental goals while your campaign may be ending soon.
You may then need to include assumptions and future scenarios in your monitoring and evaluation. For
example, you could argue that, based on the changes in perception caused through your communications
activities, you expect the actions of your target groups to change in the future, and this will lead to a more
favourable environmental condition.

3.B.3 Success Stories
During your monitoring efforts, you will hopefully discover a number of successes as the campaign moves
along. While these can tell you a lot about how the campaign is doing, they can also be packaged into
excellent success stories. Such positive, simple and descriptive stories are great tools for communicating
to target groups, project partners and donors… and often lead the way to more success stories! They can
also be incredibly useful in generating media attention, gaining more volunteers or additional support for
your project. And please do not forget that your best success story and best marketing tool are your
satisfied clients.
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Step 4: Reporting
It is vital that you prepare a Final Report to show your team and partners what you have achieved with the
implementation of your Awareness Campaign. This report will also be useful for you in planning any next
stage or campaign.
The report should basically state whether the goals and objectives of your campaign were achieved or not,
as well as why and how. It should explain how monitoring was used to make your evaluation, as well as
lessons learned and recommendations for how planning and implementation might have been improved.
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4. How well do you know your position in sustainable tourism market?
The purpose of this section is to help the reader understand the key questions that need to be answered
accurately to determine a meaningful sustainable tourism marketing plan. This is a necessary condition
for every tourism business to promote its services and its direction towards sustainability. Certainly the
complete answers require research, consultation with your executives and with external collaborators but
also with public servants. In this process it is also certain that we need to use secondary sources of
information such as libraries, databases, statistics, publications, special press, internet, etc. We may also
need to conduct our own primary research, productively utilizing the views and opinions of our staff,
customers, suppliers, also municipalities, the local government and other civil society organizations.
During this creative endeavor we will need to use some specialized analysis and evaluation tools to which
we will refer later.
For now let's read the following questions and try to answer them as best we can. This exercise will help
us prepare as efficiently we can to develop a productive plan to promote our business and the services it
offers for the development of sustainable tourism.
1. Have you discussed with your associates and executives the principles of sustainable tourism and your
company's ability to implement them?
2. You have probably heard about criteria of sustainable tourism. Have you discussed with your partners
about the prospects of their utilization by your company within a reasonable period of time?
3. Have you read and discuss with your partners and your municipality and governmental servants the
UN General Assemply resolution of Second Committee on “Sustainable tourism and sustainable
development in Central Asia”?
4. Are you aware about the crucial environmental, social and cultural issues of your region affecting the
development of tourism? And if so, did you take alone or with others any initiatives at the past aiming
to the encouraging local efforts to resolve them?
5. Is the market in which you operate national or international?
6. At which level do you operate – local, regional or national?
7. Do you know the total size of the above markets?
8. Do you know the value of the market in which you are directly involved?
9. What is your share (percentage) of the market in which you are involved? In case your firm is micro or
small please assess your share in comparison with your main competitors (see questions NN 10-12
below)
10. Do you know the total size of eco tourism local / and regional market?
11. Is the eco tourism market growing, declining or stable?
12. Is your share of the eco tourism market growing, declining or stable?
13. Could you increase your share of your eco tourism market?
14. How might you increase your share?
15. Do you know who your direct competitors are?
16. List the five major competitors in your market.
17. Do you know the size of your competitors’ market share?
18. What are the most important aspects of their offer to the customer.
19. What are the main strengths of your competitors?
20. What are the main weaknesses of your competitors?
21. Can you identify any indirect (eg campings, RBnB) competitors?
22. How might these affect your eco tourism business?
23. Do you have any information about your competitors?
24. How do you compete with them?
25. Do you study the tourism press, national & international statistics or association journals about the
sustainable tourism market?
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5. How to do the analysis of existing situation and assess the real needs?
Obviously the use of any management tools involves elements of subjectivity. This should be expected as
it requires an assessment of future prospects and impacts. To avoid this possibility as much as possible,
we recommend the use of secondary data from reliable sources. When they are absent, we can carry out
our own primary research, the results of which we will also have to analyze and evaluate. And of course
to creatively combine the data of existing secondary sources with the results of our primary research.
But again, it is possible for two or more analysts to come to different conclusions in good faith. However,
the tools presented below facilitate the wrapping up of a common conclusion or, at the very least, the
understanding of the differences between different analysts with different views and possibly finding
ways of agreement, as they oblige them to express their views clearly and substantiated.
Finally, the tools are dynamic as they allow the modification and / or enrichment of the criteria utilized by
each of them. However, we believe that as tools for strategy development for our business it is necessary
to focus on the absolutely necessary criteria, which are crucial for our MSME.

5.1 The participation analysis

First step: Identify all parties involved
a. Write down all persons, groups and institutions affected by the problem
b. Categorize them, e.g. old & potential clients, staff, suppliers, competitors, collaborating
firms, public authorities, consumers etc.
c. Discuss and decide whose interests and views are to be given priority when analyzing.
It is of particular importance that the experts are too able to agree on whose interests and views are to be
given priority when the analysis of problems is carried out.
Relevant issues to have in mind are:


Which are the groups most affected?



Which interest groups should be supporting in order to ensure positive development?



In which way the economical, social, environmental policies affect to the defined groups?



What conflicts would occur by supporting given interest groups and what measures can be taken to
avoid such conflicts?

Decide whose interests and views are to be given priority.
Take into consideration new jobs creation, innovative technologies development, FDI attraction,
diversification, environmental protection, civil society opinion etc
Second step: Take a closer look at some of the groups
a. Select the most important groups.
b. Make a more detailed analysis of these groups, e.g. in terms of:


Problems - the main problem affecting or facing the group (economic, social, environmental,
institutional etc.).



Interests - the main needs and interests as have saw from the group’s point of view.
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Potential - the strengths and weakness of the group.



Linkages - main conflicts of interests, patterns of cooperation or dependency with other groups.

5.2 The macroenvironment analysis

A PESTHEL analysis (formerly known as PEST analysis) is a framework or tool used to analyse and monitor
the macro-environmental factors that may have a profound impact on a firm’s performance. This tool is
useful when starting a new business or searching a market. It is often used in collaboration with other
analytical business tools such as the SWOT analysis to give a clear understanding of a situation and related
internal and external factors. PESTHEL is an acronym that stands for Political, Economic, Social,
Technological, Health, Environmental and Legal factors. However, also the previous framework have
expanded with factors such as Demographics, Intercultural, Ethical and Ecological resulting in variants
such as STEEPLED, DESTEP etc. For our case we will stick simply to PESTHEL since it encompasses the most
relevant factors for sustainable tourism.

Political Factors:
These factors are all about how and to what degree a government intervenes in the economy or a certain
industry. Basically all the influences that a government has on your business could be classified here. This
can include government policy, political stability or instability, corruption, foreign trade policy, tax policy,
labour law, environmental law and trade restrictions. Furthermore, the government may have a profound
impact on a nation’s education system, infrastructure and health regulations. Also the government
intervention resulting from the international obligations and the rules of international organizations
Economic Factors:
Economic factors are determinants of a certain economy’s performance. Factors include economic
growth, exchange rates, inflation rates, interest rates, disposable income of consumers and
unemployment rates. Also must review the local dynamics and international trends. All these factors may
have a direct or indirect long term impact on a company, since it affects the purchasing power of
consumers and could possibly change demand/supply models in the economy. Consequently it also
affects the way companies price their products and services.
Social Factors:
This dimension of the general environment represents the demographic characteristics, norms, customs
and values of the population within which the organization operates. This includes population trends such
as the population growth rate, age distribution, income distribution, career attitudes, safety emphasis,
health consciousness, lifestyle attitudes and cultural barriers. These factors are especially important for
marketers when targeting certain customers. In addition, it also says something about the local workforce
and its willingness to work under certain conditions.
Technological Factors:
These factors pertain to innovations in technology that may affect the operations of the industry and the
market favorably or unfavorably. This refers to technology incentives, the level of innovation, automation,
research and development (R&D) activity, technological change and the amount of technological
awareness that a market possesses. These factors may influence decisions to enter or not enter certain
industries, to launch or not launch certain products or to outsource production activities abroad. By
knowing what is going on technology-wise, you may be able to prevent your company from spending a
lot of money on developing a technology that would become obsolete very soon due to disruptive
technological changes elsewhere.
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Health Factors:
Health factors have come to the forefront recently, after the start of pandemic. The factors include
communicable and non communicable diseases and mental health, existing health care system, health
workforce, national health risks, road traffic injuries, sexual and reproductive health, natural disaster
forecasting and early warning system, sanitation and hygiene, drinking water etc.
Environmental Factors:
The environmental factors have become important due to the increasing frequency of natural disasters
in the last fifty years scarcity of raw materials, pollution targets and carbon footprint targets set by
governments. These factors include ecological and environmental aspects such as weather, climate,
environmental offsets and climate change which may especially affect industries such as tourism, farming,
agriculture and insurance. Furthermore, growing awareness of the potential impacts of climate change is
affecting how companies operate and the products they offer. This has led to many companies getting
more and more involved in practices such as corprate social responsibility (CSR) and sustainability.
Legal Factors:
Although these factors may have some overlap with the political factors, they include more specific laws
such as discrimination laws, antitrust laws, employment laws, consumer protection laws, copyright and
patent laws, and work health and safety. It is clear that companies need to know what is and what is not
legal in order to trade successfully and ethically. If an organisation trades globally this becomes especially
tricky since each country has its own set of rules and regulations. In addition, you want to be aware of any
potential changes in legislation and the impact it may have on your business in the future. Recommended
is to have a legal advisor or attorney to help you with these kind of things.

5.3 The SWOT analysis
The SWOT Analysis methodology includes the identification and development of the main Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats that a tourism product presents, in our case a MSME, at a specific
time period. A key feature of the applied methodology is the possibility that provides the researcher to
present all the special features of a product which, whether expressed internally or externally, constitute
the basic parameters that will judge its further development or failure in the market.
Strengths and weaknesses usually arise from the study of the internal operating environment of a tourism
business or tourist destination while opportunities and threats are a consequence of the effects of the
external environment and the market.
Through SWOT Analysis a tourist MSME can better understand its weaknesses and avoid wrong strategies
and actions, invest in its strengths and make better use of its resources by understanding the opportunities
and threats that arise in the wider environment of action and function. The methodology of SWOT Analysis
can be applied in the case of a MSME at a specific geographical area with the ultimate goal of being a
coherent framework for drawing conclusions, decision making and action.
Based on the four axes of SWOT Analysis mentioned above, for every MSME may be examined in more
detail the following issues as they are shaped by the concrete tourism situation that has developed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The tourist infrastructure and services.
The natural environment.
The structured environment.
The human resources.
Advertising and promotion.
The composition of the tourist product.
The tourism demand.
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8. The life cycle of the tourism product.
9. Financial inputs and outputs.
The following table refers to an example of a tourist destination and lists the main conclusions by axis (are
given 3 examples only for each issue)
The reader can practice the topic by applying the analysis for her/his business as a whole or for
specific topics that interest him.
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

1. The tourist infrastructure and services

1.1. The possibility for
the tourist to gain
different travel
experiences in a short
time space

1.1 The general tourist
infrastructure is limited to
a few areas of the region
while in several others
there are significant
deficiencies

1.2. The lack of
1.2. The existence of basic
hospitality infrastructure to specialized and sufficient
meet the demand for mild infrastructure for the
form stourist
development of specific
activity
special forms of tourism

1.3. The vast majority of
tourism businesses
belong to locals

1.1. The utilization of
National & International
funds for the development
of the infrastructures and
their rational distribution
within the region

1.2. The tourism
development of new areas
with significant
competitive advantages

1.3. The small number of 4
and 5 star units and the
1.3. Improving and
dominance of 1 and 2 star strengthening infrastructure
units corresponding to
(eg for adventure tourism) for
80% of the total
the development of relevant
Potential
type

1.1. In case of inability to
find resources for the
strengthening of the
tourist infrastructure this
can mortgage the
regional development

N/A

N/A

2. The natural environment

2.1. The variety of the
natural environment and
the good climatic
conditions

2.2. The existence of
thermal springs is
important resource for
tourism development

2.1. Limited spaces for
2.1. The existence of special
disposal - waste
natural features that
treatment (landfill) and
can, if used properly,
the existence of
attract tourists of special
uncontrolled landfills
interest

N/A

2.1. The unplanned
tourism development
of some areas at the
expense of the natural
environment

2.2. The possibility of
2.2. The effects of the
developing tourist activities
recent fires on the flora
beyond the summer
and fauna of the region
months
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STRENGTHS

N/A

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

2.3. Taking advantage
of opportunities related
to spa tourism

N/A

THREATS
2.3. The excessive
orientation of the
tourist product to
natural resources

3. The structured environment

3.1. The existence of
archeological sites and
traditional settlements

3.2. The existence and
preservation, for
centuries, of local
customs and traditions

N/A

3.1. The gradual loss of
3.1. The correct promotion
the special character of
and tourist utilization of the
3.1. Uncontrolled
some settlements and the
architectural and
interventions in city building
consequent
anthropogenic elements of
degradation of the built
the region
environment

3.2. The development of
specialized tourist
3.2. The flexible legal
activities that will be
framework and the limited
based on the special
control over interventions
characteristics of the
in the built environment
built environment of the
region

N/A

3.3. Excessive residential
development associated
with tourism in certain
areas

N/A

N/A

4. The human resources

4.1. The positive
predisposition of a
significant part of the
population towards
tourism

4.1. The shortcomings to
specialized personnel

4.2. The existence of a
significant number of 4.2. The lack of specialized
unskilled workers for work
local staff to work in
in tourism companies that companies operating in
do not require
special forms of tourism
specialization

4.1. Taking advantage of
the opportunities offered
by continuing vocational
education and distance
learning programs

4.2. The development of
tourism as a factor of
restraint of the population
and socio-economic
prosperity of the locals
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STRENGTHS

N/A

WEAKNESSES

4.3. The shortcomings of
the system of providing
tourism education and
training of human
resources

OPPORTUNITIES
4.3. The development of
tourism as a means to
address the
unemployment

THREATS

N/A

5. Advertising and promotion

5.1. The tourist identity of
the destination has the
5.1. The concentration of
possibility of acceptance
promotion actions in a
by a large number of
limited number of targets
tourists belonging to
different target group

5.1. The insufficiently
differentiated
5.1. The effective promotion
"Image" - tourist identity
of selected destinations of
leads to confusing the
the region that can be serve
region and its tourist
as a key for sustainable
product with that of
tourism
others competing
destinations

5.2. The great influence of
5.2. The limited
the opinion of relatives
promotion of the
and friends on the
possibilities of the region
manifestation of tourist
for the development of
demand to the
special tourist activities
destination

5.2. The implementation
of promoting campaigns
with an emphasis on
specific forms of
tourism

5.3. Visitors have a very
clear "image" of the
region as a tourist
destination

5.3. The promotion of
competitive advantages
5.3. Limiting advertising to
of the region and those
showing a specific "image"
elements that
that has changed a little
differentiate it from
through years
other - competing
destinations

5.2. The intense excessive concentration of
marketing and promotion
activities in the new
technologies

N/A

6. The composition of the tourism product

6.1. Third largest region
of the country and in a
particularly privileged
geographical position

6.1. The concentration of
the basic synthetic
elements of the tourist
product of the region in a
limited number of its
areas

6.1. The utilization of the
available financial National
and Int’l resources for the
enrichment of the tourist
product

6.2. Easy access from the
capital and main cities of
the country with regular
connections

6.2. Tourists dissatisfied
with accessibility
factors such as roads
quality, signage and
also cleanliness

6.2. The development of
6.2. Increasing
activities and individual
awareness and dynamics
tourism products related to of adventure tourism in
the special and alternative
neighboring countries
forms of tourism
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STRENGTHS
6.3. Tourist product with
satisfactory variety in
terms of its basic
components

WEAKNESSES
6.3. Slight
differentiation of the
tourist product from
others competing
destinations

OPPORTUNITIES
6.3. The development of the
alternative forms of
tourism: eco-tourism,
mountain tourism,
agritourism, health and
physical tourism

THREATS

N/A

7. The tourist demand

7.1. Tourist demand
shows increasing trends,
mainly from local tourists

7.1. The largest
percentage of demand
is manifested for
specific - limited
periods of time per
year

7.1. The development of
7.1. Excessive
actions for the most rational
dependence on
temporal and spatial
the local market
distribution of demand

7.2. Demand is
manifested for various
tourism models

7.2. The strengthening of
the demand quantitatively
7.2. Large number of low- but also the improvement
income tourists
of the quality through the
supply more enriched
tourism product

7.2. The limited operating
period and low
completeness of offered
accommodation

7.3. The attraction of
tourists from the
middle age groups
(mainly 35-44 years)

7.3. Limited number of
foreign tourists from the
main countries sending
tourists to the country

7.3. The economic crisis
and the reduction in
tourist consumption
that it can cause

7.3. Increasing demand
from individual tourists

8. The life cycle of the tourism product
8.1. The life cycle of
the tourist product of
the region is in
development stage
8.2. The tourism product
has untapped
opportunities for its
enrichment and
diversification

8.1. Lack of focus on
specific goals for the
future development of
tourism product

8.1. It is necessary to exercise
stricter control in order to
protect the overall tourist
product

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

9. Financial inputs and outputs
9.1. Tourism is an
important economic input
for the region

N/A

9.1. Utilizing the area’s
natural resources in a way
that will not significantly
increase production costs
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STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

N/A

N/A

9.2. Utilization of existing
tourism resources

THREATS
N/A

5.4 The problems analysis
First step: Formulate the problems
a. Identify existing problems - not possible, imagined or future ones.
b. Formulate a problem like as an existing negative state and not like the absence of a
solution.
c. Formulate the main problems per function, department, area, institution etc.
Second step: Select a starting point
Each expert must formulate a suggestion for the focal problem or the central point of the overall problem.
The theme guiding discussion and selection of the focal problem is the interests and problems of the
interest groups, individuals, institutions, SME/NGO, authorities and institutions involved. The focal
problem should be discussing and must be agreed.
a. Identify major existing problems, based upon available information.
b. Select one focal problem for the analysis .
Third step: Develop the problem tree
During developing the problem tree the substantial and direct causes of the focal problem are placed
parallel below of it, and the relevant effects are placed on the line above it. Causes and effects must further
develop along the same principle to form the problem tree. The analysis can be concluded when the experts
are convinced that all essential information has been included in the network in order to explain the main
cause-effect relationships characterizing the problem.
a. Identify substantial and direct causes of the focal problem.
b. Identify substantial and direct effects of the focal problem.
c. Construct a problem tree showing the causes and effects.
d. Review the problem tree, verify its validity and completeness, and make necessary
adjustments.

5.5 The objectives analysis
The ‘negative situations’ of the problem tree are converted into solutions, expressed as ‘positive
achievements’. For example, “consumption of drinking and non-drinking water per tourist per night far
exceeds the average in the industry” is converted into “drinking and non-drinking water consumption
per tourist per night decreased below the industry average”. These positive achievements are in fact
objectives, and are presented in a diagram of objectives showing a means/ends hierarchy . This diagram
aims to provide a clear overview of the desired future situation.
The steps in the process are summarised below:
Main task: To develop the objectives tree
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a. Reformulate all elements in the problem tree into positive desirable conditions.
b. Review the resulting means-ends relationships to assure validity and completeness of the
objective tree.
c. If necessary: Revise statements, delete objectives that appear unrealistic or unnecessary,
add new objectives where necessary.
d. Draw connecting lines to indicate the means-ends relationships.
Once again the analysis of objectives should be undertaken through appropriate consultation with key
stakeholder groups. Information previously gained from undertaking participation analysis should also
be taken into account.
This should help in terms of:
 Considering priorities;
 Assessing how realistic the achievement of some objectives might be; and
 Identifying additional means that might be required to achieve desired ends.
Once complete, the objective tree provides a summary picture of the desired future situation, including
the indicative means by which ends can be achieved.
As with the problem tree, the objective tree should provide a simplified but robust summary of reality.
5.6 The alternatives analysis
First step: Identify alternative options
a. Identify contrary means-ends ladders, as possible alternative options.
b. Eliminate objectives which are obviously not desirable or achievable.
c. Eliminate objectives which are pursued by others (eg public sector, municipality, NGOs)
in the area.
d. Discuss the implications for affected groups.
The alternative options should be considered in relation to the following criteria:


Total cost.



Environmental benefit



Benefits to priority groups.



Probability of achieving objectives.



Social risks.



Total social benefit.

The experts should also agree on any other criteria to use when assessing the viability of the alternative
options. Possible additional criteria could be: technical, financial, economic, institutional etc.
Second step: Select the most viable alternative
a. Make an assessment of the feasibility of the different alternatives
b. Select one of the alternatives as your strategy
c. If agreement cannot be directly reached, then introduce additional criteria or alter the
most promising option by including or subtracting elements from the objectives tree.
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5.7 Porter's five forces analysis
The next tool that helps to analyze the level of competition in a particular sector is the analysis of Porter's
five forces. It is useful to take advantage of this when starting a new investment or intending to enter to
a new sector or tourism sub-sector. The basic approach is that competition does not come exclusively
from our direct competitors. The competition for each company as a whole depends on five main forces:
the threat of new entrants, the bargaining power of our suppliers and buyers, the threat posed by
substitute products or services, and intra-sectoral rivalry. The composition of these forces determines the
profit potential of a company. If the five forces are very strong (eg aviation industry), almost no company
in the industry has good returns. If, on the other hand, the forces are mild or even weak (eg new
technologies industry), there is room for high yields. The following photo and the analysis of these forces
with the help of examples are taken from: https://www.business-to-you.com/porters-five-forces/

Example for threat of new entrants
The threat of new entrants in the airline industry can be considered as low to medium. It takes quite some
upfront investments to start an airline company (e.g. purchasing aircrafts). Moreover, new entrants need
licenses, insurances, distribution channels and other qualifications that are not easy to obtain when you
are new to the industry (e.g. access to flight routes). Furthermore, it can be expected that existing players
have built up a large base of experience over the years to cut costs and increase service levels. A new
entrant is likely to not have this kind of expertise, therefore creating a competitive disadvantage right
from the start. However, due to the liberalization of market access and the availability of leasing options
and external finance from banks, investors, and aircraft manufacturers, new doors are opening for
potential entrants. Even though it doesn’t sound very attractive for companies to enter the airline
industry, it is NOT impossible. Many low-cost carriers like Ryan Air and Easy Jet have successfully entered
the industry over the years by introducing innovative cost-cutting business models, thereby shaking up
original players.
Example for bargaining power of suppliers
The bargaining power of suppliers in the airline industry can be considered very high. When looking at the
major inputs that airline companies need, we see that they are especially dependent on fuel and aircrafts.
These inputs however are very much affected by the external environment over which the airline
companies themselves have little control. The price of aviation fuel is subject to the fluctuations in the
global market for oil, which can change wildly because of geopolitical and other factors. In terms of
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aircrafts for example, only two major suppliers exist: Boeing and Airbus. Boeing and Airbus therefore have
substantial bargaining power on the prices they charge.
Example for bargaining power of buyers
Bargaining power of buyers in the airline industry is high. Customers are able to check prices of different
airline companies fast through the many online price comparisons websites. In addition, there aren’t any
switching costs involved in the process. Customers nowadays are likely to fly with different carriers to and
from their destination if that would lower the costs. Brand loyalty therefore doesn’t seem to be that high.
Some airline companies are trying to change this with frequent flyer programs aimed at rewarding
customers that come back to them from time to time.
Example for threat of substitute products
In terms of the airline industry, it can be said that the general need of its customers is traveling. It may be
clear that there are many alternatives for traveling besides going by airplane. Depending on the urgency
and distance, customers could take the train or go by car. Especially in Asia, more and more people make
use of high speed trains. Furthermore, the airline industry might get some serious future competition
from Elon Musk’s Hyperloop concept in which passengers will be traveling in capsules through a vacuum
tube reaching speed limits of 1200 km/h. Taken this altogether, the threat of substitutes in the airline
industry can be considered at least medium to high.
Example for rivalry among existing competitors
When looking at the airline industry in the United States, we see that the industry is extremely competitive
because of a number of reasons which include the entry of low cost carriers, the tight regulation of the
industry wherein safety become paramount leading to high fixed costs and high barriers to exit, and the
fact that the industry is very stagnant in terms of growth at the moment. The switching costs for
customers are also very low and many players in the industry are similar in size, leading to extra fierce
competition between those firms. Taken altogether, it can be said that rivalry among existing competitors
in the airline industry is high.

5.8 The sustainable tourism matrix
Despite significant differences in the contribution of tourism to the GDP of each country in the region somewhere smaller and elsewhere larger - the conclusion that there is great potential for the
development of eco-tourism applies to all.
It is therefore normal for the development perspectives of tourism and their effects to be the subject of
study and discussion not only in the field of those who deal professionally with tourism, whether in the
private or public sector, but also of institutions and professionals dealing with culture, the environment as
well as those assessing its social impact.
The evaluation of tourism products and services should therefore be done within the framework of the
principle of sustainability, which combines and presupposes the following concepts:




Economic viability, i.e profitability through added value
Respect for the environment and the cultural resources of the country
Integration into society and avoiding the creation of tourist ghettos
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The presented below tool is based on THR 1 methodology modified by a study of © SETE Intelligence, and
extends in two ways:
-

on the one hand, in order to capture and take into account the size of the market in question,

-

on the other hand in such a way that the evaluation, in addition to the economic point of
view, is also done from the environmental and social point of view.
The tool provides an easy-to-understand representation of the conclusions that facilitates decisionmaking.

General approach

Performance

Criterion 1

For each of the components of sustainability, a "matrix" is created in the axes of which relevant
criteria are placed on the basis of which the tourist products and services that are examined are
evaluated and depicted.
Good

Blue

Green

Green

Medium

Red

Blue

Green

Poor

Red

Red

Blue

Poor

Medium

Good

Criterion 2
Performance

The products and services placed in the green boxes are
evaluated positively in terms of the dimension we are
examining (economy or society or environment). Those
placed in blue boxes are rated as neutral and those placed in
red boxes are rated as low interest or unwanted. It is of
course possible that something that is undesirable today,
with the proper treatment of the problems it creates / has,
becomes neutral or even desirable. The following is the
proposed specialization of the criteria for economy, society
and environment as well as their synthesis into a complete
tool.

1

THR Journal covers applied research in the context of Tourism and Hospitality in areas such as policy, planning,
performance, development, management, strategy, operations, marketing and consumer behavior. SETE is the Greek Tourism
Confederation
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Financial Criteria
The viability of tourism and the added value it offers increase when the market to which it is addressed is
highly developed, there is high profitability in the sector, there is not much competition and there are no
significant obstacles to the development of the activity. The first 2 criteria (projected development &
profitability) determine the Attractiveness of the activity while the last 2 (intensity of competition and
obstacles to growth) determine the Competitiveness of the provider of the product or service. Therefore
we can plot the current situation for each of our products / services in two related matrices.
The following is the proposed specialization of the criteria:
Specialization of
Attractiveness
criteria scoring:

Projected development
Profitability
Intensity of Competition

Specialization of
Competitiveness
criteria scoring:

Obstacles to Growth

Less than average – Average level – Higher than average
Yields below average – Yields average – Yields above average
Great – Acceptable - Limited
Non-existent or insufficient or untested institutional
framework – There is a complex institutional framework (eg
urban planning) - Proven institutional framework (eg
development of a "classic" hotel on a plot in the city or offplan with conventional building conditions)

Where the first should have the worst score – the second medium and the third the best score

The synthesis of the above two financial dimensions in a single Financial evaluation can be done as follows:
-

Any product in green / blue / red cell in the "Attractiveness" matrix is evaluated positively /
neutrally / negatively according to this criterion,
- Respectively for products and services in the Competitiveness matrix
- We shall create a third matrix with common template, where the vertical criterion will be the
Attractiveness and the horizontal criterion the Competitiveness
- After that we shall put at the relevant cells (green, blue or red) the products evaluated by
competitiveness and attractiveness
In order to complete the financial evaluation, it is necessary to take into account the size of each market.
Indicatively, we mention the sizes of some tourist products for the European market in 2013:

Product
Sun & Sea
City Break
Culture & Religion
MICE
Athletic & Wellness
Naval
Medical
Source: IPK International

% of Travelers

% of Expenditure

37.1
22.4
21.5
12.0
3.8
2.3
0.9

40.5
18.4
23.4
10.3
3.6
2.8
1.0

Expenditure / Traveler
1.1
0.8
1.1
0.9
0.9
1.2
1.1

The size (€ bn) of the various markets in Europe in 2013, according to the expenditure
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Therefore, in order to complete our analysis, we must display our relevant products / services taking into
account the size of their value and placing them in the appropriate cell (as we have concluded from the
previous analysis).
Society Criteria
A key feature of tourism but also a claim of society is the diffusion of its benefits in society. Also, a key
traditional feature of sustainable tourism is the ability of tourists to experience the daily life of locals in
the area they visit. On the other hand, the most important negative point of tourism at the majority of
the locations is the high seasonality, as a result of which a large part of the working population in tourist
destinations remains unemployed and inactive for many months. On this basis are proposed as criteria
for the social dimension: integration into the social fabric, in order to avoid the creation of tourist
"ghettos" cut off from society and the reduction of seasonality. We use the same matrix model and the
same technique.
Based on these criteria, products and services that have high social inclusion and low seasonality are
preferred. If there is a relative need, the social criteria can be further enriched, using the same technique
as for the criteria of the Economy where the two dimensions (Attractiveness and Competitiveness) are
then combined into one. The proposed specialization of the social criteria follows:

Integration
into society:

Activity cut off from local communities (eg resort at non - walking distance from a residential
area to the "edge of nowhere" manned with workers from other areas) - Activity
geographically remote from the local community, but with strong interaction either in matters
of staff employment, or in matters of supply of agricultural or other products, or in general
support of the local community - Activity fully integrated in the local communities (eg creation
of a tourist facility in a city or in a village with strong interaction with the local communities).

Seasonability:

High seasonality without inverse complementary seasonal activities (eg ski tourism) - There is
significant seasonality but it complements other inversely seasonal tourist activities (eg
agritourism for some months or wine-tourism in areas where there is agricultural production)
- Low seasonality or significant seasonality but which inversely complements seasonal tourism
activities (eg conference tourism that complements the fullness of the months that are low).
Where the first should have the worst score – the second medium and the third the best score

Environmental Criteria
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A basic rule for the protection of the environment is the triptych Reduce - Reuse - Recycle, i.e. Minimize
the use of resources, Reuse of resources as much as possible and Recycle. We use here also the same
matrix model and the same technique.
On this basis, they are proposed as criteria for the environmental dimension
- the minimization of the use of natural resources,
- and the possibility of utilizing surplus potential.
Based on these criteria, products and services are preferred that cause a small burden on natural
resources and utilize excess potential.
If there is a relative need, the environmental criteria can be further enriched, using the same technique
as for the criteria of the Economy where the two dimensions (Attractiveness and Competitiveness) are
then combined into one.
Below presented the proposed specialization of the environmental criteria:

Potential:

Creating new potential to serve peak periods in existing products (eg creating facilities
exclusively to meet demand during peak months) - Creation of new potential to cover new
markets and development of new products (eg creation of new facilities for the development
of new forms of tourism) - Utilization of surplus potential without the need to create new
potential (eg mitigation of seasonality or development of a new tourism product out of peak
season and / or in destinations with surplus capacity even during peak periods).

Charge of natural
resources:

Consumption of untouched natural resources (eg new facilities in an unbuilt area of natural
beauty) - Consumption of additional natural resources in an area where there is already
tourism or other activity (eg new facilities in an area that already has intense tourism or
other activity) - No burden on natural resources (eg seasonal mitigation) or creation of
facilities with simultaneous improvement / restoration of the environment (eg use of an
abandoned quarry or landfill that has not been rehabilitated)
Where the first should have the worst score – the second medium and the third the best score

The Composition
First, the environmental and social assessment are synthesized into a single matrix, using the same way
in which attractiveness and competitiveness are combined to produce the economic assessment.
Then the synthesis of the environmental, social and economic evaluation is done in a blueprint as
follows:
The economic evaluation matrix is used in which the products and services that are depicted on the one
hand are colored according to their environmental and social evaluation and each product and service is
depicted with a "bubble", the size of which reflects the size of the relevant market.
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- Product A has the best economic rating in terms of attractiveness and competitiveness but has a
very small market as well as low social and environmental rating.
- Product B lags behind product C in terms of environmental and social evaluation but has a much
larger market and much better economic evaluation.
-

Product D has a small market, moderate economic and poor environmental and social evaluation.

- Finally, product E has a moderate economic return due to poor competitiveness but very good
environmental and social characteristics as well as a larger market.
From this theoretical example it is obvious that the combination of the sustainability criteria leads to the
rejection of Cs and Ds.
Also we must search and consider:
-

for A and B ways to mitigate their social and environmental impact

-

for E ways to enhance the competitiveness, eg by removing administrative or other obstacles.

The proposed tool supports the exercise of tourism policy at two levels:
- on the one hand, in the formulation of strategy and in the prioritization of the markets that should
be emphasized.
- to identify weaknesses (economic, environmental or social) in products that have positive economic
characteristics, in order to pursue appropriate policies to eliminate these weaknesses. The need for such
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policies - and not the "condemnation" of economically beneficial activities for social and environmental
reasons - is also particularly high.
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6. What practical tips related to marketing you should have in mind?
General guidelines to preparing a marketing plan in the tourism MSMEs is not so easy. Although it seems
easy to many entrepreneurs in the sector. "I know my business better than anyone" Is this true? And if
so, then does she/he knows broadly and in depth the rapid and ongoing changes taking place in the
modern world and the demands of sustainability, digitization, promotion and new services for tourists?
In modern times, competition has intensified due to the redefinition of international and domestic
balances, the fluidity of markets and the convergence in the productive process of the natural, digital,
technological & biological sciences. This convergence finds applications in the field of services as a whole
but also in tourism. The old practices, applications and methods that have been widely used in the last 50
years, are today insufficient not only for the development but also for the survival of businesses. Many
consultants suggest setting up a multidisciplinary working group of experts from different disciplines to
determine business strategy. But how many of business firms can do it? The transnational companies for
sure. The tops in each sector in every country as well. Small and medium-sized businesses should also
mobilize and address the issues mentioned according to their capabilities and goals.
The challenges of the new decade are not just about tackling the effects of the dual crisis (economic and
health). Digital and technological transformation, energy savings, adaptation to the circular economy, the
deepening of innovation and modern skills are prerequisites for the revitalization, strengthening and
resilience of the tourism industry in the coming years.
The task is made even more difficult by the peculiarities of the tourism sector. A very sensitive service
sector with interconnectedness with many other service and production sectors but also with the wider
public sector, the local community and the international (economic, political and health) developments,
obligations and circumstances. A sector characterized by the existence of many micro and small
enterprises but also medium-sized ones that are pressured by the relentless competition of the big ones
in the sector.
Despite all the difficulties, the elaboration of a focused and realistic plan for the development of the
company in the existing and future market is the only way out to deal with its problems, to improve its
efficiency and profitability.
Create your marketing plan
Your marketing plan should be a clear, concise and well thought out document that will guide you as you
go through your entire marketing program. It should focus on achieving your marketing goals and how
you plan to achieve those goals. Depending on whether your company makes products for tourists or
provides tourism services (accommodation, transfer, catering, agency or other linked with tourism
services) your marketing plan is a must for your success.
Following are the six main components to creating a successful marketing plan. This can vary depending
on the sub-sector of tourism, the size, the capabilities of the firm and the area in which it operates.
Essential elements, however, are completeness, a realistic evaluation of the position and capabilities
of the company and its action plan. Equally important is to include everything that needs to be
understood by those who are called to implement it or work with the company to implement
different parts of it.
Depending on the size of your firm you may need only two or three pages for each section, or you may
need to break each section into several clear and concise subsections with more pages.
1. Purpose
2. Target Client
3. The benefits of your product or service
4. Your positioning
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5. Marketing tactics
6. Marketing plan with budget
As you develop each section, keep in mind the following:
See the whole picture
Recognize that tourism by its nature includes the destination as a whole, not only your hotel and
surroundings, but also ecosystems, natural resources, cultural heritage, modern events, neighboring
communities, aesthetics and infrastructure, friendship, hospitality, trust and security.
Develop the collaboration
Try to design and develop the overall marketing plan together with your executives but also taking into
account the opinion of all your staff and customers through a collective, flexible and effective team.
Evaluate as appropriate political and governmental practices and work with the wider public sector, with
other private entities and also civil society organizations. Make diversity your ally.
Utilize international and local knowledge and experience.
If your company is micro (up to 9 employees), use the knowledge, experience and proposals of the
company's employees, suppliers and customers, it will be enough. If your company is small (10-49
employees), create a flexible and multidisciplinary working group of employees of your company. Also
consider the opinion of external consultants on issues that cannot be answered internally. If your
company is medium (50-249 employees) and has no marketing department but only a marketing manager
with an assistant, then in addition to the internal multidisciplinary working group, use external consultants
for all your procedure. In case your medium firm has a marketing department then you are lucky. Give
directions and oversee the process
Select quality of services against quantity
Do not forget that the final exportable product of your activity is the experiences and memories of the
visitors. Manage your tourism activity based on the quality of the services offered and not the quantity
(of services and / or visitors). This will improve the travel experience and create free advertisers for your
destination, ultimately bringing you more revenue
Keep your marketing plan simple.
Many small business owners get so caught up in details that they lose sight of their goals. By sticking to a
simple plan, you can create a clear network schedule that focuses on the goals you need to achieve.
Write down your marketing plan versions
So you don't think about it all the time and keep it in your head. Except that it is very important to have a
document that will remind you from where you started, where you are at the moment and what you plan
to achieve.
Be direct and clear.
If you're unsure, ask a friend, relative, colleague, employee to read your plan. They should immediately
understand your goals
Don't be overly flexible.
You may be tempted to make a plan for various contingencies in the market. If your market is changing
so quickly, then you need to include this in your plan. But first, create a strategy that you must adhere to
- this is the purpose of the plan in the first place.
Get out of the vicious circle of resource depletion
When possible but definitely after the pandemic, avoid the use of disposable plastics, enhance the
recycling of water and other resources, save energy, plan and start your journey in the circular economy.
It will only benefit you
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Reduce the burden of tourism
Calculate and contribute fairly to all tourism costs in terms of local tax burden, environmental and social
impact and objectively verifiable disturbance. Make sure your expenses lead to optimizing the positive
impact on society and the environment
Redefine cost-effectiveness
Do not ask for whom the bell is ringing, it is ringing for everyone around. Just as natural disasters bring
fictitious GDP growth but not development, so your financial success needs to go hand in hand with the
real success of the community in which you operate. Choose sustainability assessments and sustainable
measurement tools that combine your success with your contribution to the local community, with the
benefits of the destination, the development of the local suppliers and producers and the fairer
distribution of the pie.
Diversify your markets
Encourage domestic tourism, which can be more resilient in times of international crisis and increase
citizens' perceived value and appreciation of their homeland and its natural and cultural heritage. Tourism
from neighboring countries must also to be encouraged. Seek and attract new types of tourists from the
west, who are looking for unique experiences, natural life, adventure tourism etc
Make sustainable your communication strategy
Make sure you have a comprehensive, realistic and achievable strategy for your sustainability and inform
your suppliers, partners and customers about what your company intends to do in this area. Inform them
all the time without waiting for the full application. It is a constant activity in a world that is constantly
changing. Therefore, constantly talk about new goals and new developments. Everyone will appreciate it,
first and foremost your customers who will create your brand and lead you to new levels of sales and
profitability.
Vision - tell to your target group where you want to reach
Branding - create your brand with emotions that matter and are based on the needs of the modern
customer
Stories - use stories with experiences, memories and emotion to positively impact your potential
customers
Review your marketing plan often - quarterly or even bimonthly.
This does not mean that you have to change it every month. However, you must take the time to evaluate
it and make sure that you are on the right track.
Finally.. Never Stop Marketing!
Once your plan is ready, you need to act. Dedicate yourself to your marketing program. Don't be lazy.
Stick to your marketing program and your business will have the opportunity to continue to thrive.

7. A hypothesis for the practical needs of understanding and utilizing the instructions
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For the purposes of better understanding the present guidelines and the examples cited, we have devised
a fantastic Central Asian region (oblast) with dominant features that the wider region has for the natural
environment, the population and the society.
Our fantastic area is characterized in one of its parts by a sandy desert with dunes, in another smaller by
intensively irrigated river valleys surrounded by mountains and in another of significant flat steppe.
The land use of the region divided in agricultural land: 58.2%, from which: arable land: 8.4%, permanent
crops: 0.5% and permanent pasture: 49.3%. The forests cover 4% and other (desert and urban areas)
37.8%. The population of the region is young and educated. Our region is free from any crucial political,
economic, social and health instability.
Current issues related to environmental problems characterized by the existence of: areas of high air
pollution from motor vehicles and industry; water pollution from agricultural runoff and disposal of raw
industrial waste and wastewater; increase in soil salinity levels.
Its tourism development is below average comparing with Asia as a whole, but with significant potential
for the development of different thematic forms of sustainable tourism.
A list of possibilities presented below, but we must mention that its successful realization depends on the
common efforts of state authorities, private sector, local communities, civil society and international
collaboration and efforts. We also need to note that the entire list cannot be utilized as a whole, but only
step by step, starting from the most mature points and taking into account the real sustainable
possibilities of the area and after the implementation of a targeted plan of all involved.
In this process, our companies and their collective representatives should achieve mutual understanding,
communicate and take joint initiatives. Apart from that every company - no matter how small - also
depending on its capabilities and vision should look for its place in the general context
Thematic form of
tourism

Conditions

Special infrastructure or
corresponding organizational
actions

1

Great Silk Road

Necessary infrastructure for the access,
accommodation and connection with the
types of sustainable tourism

Necessary infrastructure for the
organization, promotion, and
collaboration of neighboring
countries

2

Vacation

Accommodation & catering of various
forms - Areas of natural beauty

Entertainment and Attractions

3

Fishing

Rivers and lakes

Excursions with fishing boats for
entertainment & experiential
experiences

ΝΝ

Primary structures and
4

5

Health & wellness
tourism

Area free from any pollution kind (land,
water, air, etc.)

Thermal

Areas with thermal springs or springs with
recognized healing properties

secondary health
Wellness and rehabilitation
centers
Spa Tourism & Wellness Centers
using resources

Geological areas
of interest with geomorphologic
6

Geotourism

monuments and formations,

Organization of routes and
experiences

fossil forests, caves and gorges,
geological faults and geoparks
7

Cultural

Areas with archeological
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ΝΝ

Thematic form of
tourism

Conditions

Special infrastructure or
corresponding organizational
actions

places, monuments, museums,

In the busiest monuments or

traditional settlements and

museums, visitors management
system

contemporary cultural production
8

Religious Pilgrimage

Famous pilgrimages, churches

Organized activities

and monasteries

visit and interpretation
Offering dishes and gastronomy
lessons with local raw materials,

9

Gastronomic

Areas of interest
gastronomic tradition

products of branded origin in
combined with local
wines and other beverages

10

Mountaineering

Interesting, from the point of view of the
natural environment mountains with
different levels of climbing difficulties

11

Adventure

Rivers, gorges, desert etc.

12

13

14

15

Ambulatory

Athletic - coaching

Ecotourism

Agritourism

Interesting natural and
cultural resources

Mountain shelters
Mountaineering trails
Light facilities for: Starting point
- termination of routes and
storage of equipment
Paths. Utilization of old
paths that connected the villages
between them

Favorable climatic conditions

Respective centers where
relevant procedures are
performed

Protected areas with

Lightweight eco-monitoring
infrastructure.

interesting flora and fauna
Areas with agricultural / livestock
production

Visitor management system
Holdings with the possibility of
accommodation or catering and
organization of participation in
production processes

16

Wine tourism

Wine-producing areas

Wineries and Vineyards offer
services of acquaintance with
viticulture and wine production,
tasting, etc.

17

Tourism of Meetings
- Initiatives Conferences – Events
(MICE)

City or short distance from city with full
urban services

Conference centers or hotel
complexes with full equipment &
related services
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8.

The sustainable foundation of your Statement of Indent

Is a declaration of intent really necessary? Yes, because it shapes and proves the culture of your business
to all involved. It's what you do / the core of your activities, your goals and, finally, what it takes to achieve
them. In other words, it directs the business, transporting your actions and aspirations everywhere.
The World Tourism Organization defines sustainable tourism in the following manner: “Sustainable
tourism development meets the needs of present tourists and host regions while protecting and
enhancing opportunities for the future. It is envisaged as leading to management of all resources in such
a way that economic, social and aesthetic needs can be fulfilled while maintaining cultural integrity,
essential ecological processes, biological diversity, and life support systems.” While tourism is welcomed
almost universally for the benefits and opportunities it creates, there is a growing recognition of the need
to see tourism in its environmental context, to acknowledge that tourism and the environment are
interdependent, and to work to reinforce the positive relationship between tourism, the biodiversity, the
environment, the local society and poverty reduction.

The statement of intent for sustainable tourism and the adoption of a sustainable approach to business
must be clear and precise. It should clearly present the benefits of the environment and the health of your
business and should not be misleading.
Therefore, you need to be quite confident about the points you are highlighting: check that your cleaning
products have been selected for their environmental performance. be prepared to guarantee that the
food is organic, locally grown and seasonal, has the appropriate certifications, labels and technical
instructions if needed.
Avoid all vague and inaccurate claims that do not contain useful information about your customers.
The questions that can help you create an adequate statement of intent are: What do we do? Why do we
do it? Who and how do we serve? What do we want to achieve?
In order for your statement to be better than the sufficient one mentioned above, you must incorporate
into it your heart, your dreams, your sincerity and your faith in achieving your goals.
The statement of intent must:






Express the commitments guaranteed by your company
Demonstrate your sustainable orientation
Focus on customer needs and satisfaction
Demonstrate the steps you have taken to meet the sustainability criteria
Motivate and persuades staff, customers, suppliers, media, local community and public officials
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Your statement must be supported by your marketing strategy, determinate actions and practice. Think
about it, especially what and how you realize on the day-by-day work. This will help you to stay on the
road to sustainability, to confirm your brand and your goals.
The statement must also be linked to the brand promotion strategy of your business or your wider area
where it operates. In particular, the promise given in the branded promotion should obey to your
statement of intentions.
Examples of brand promises worldwide tourism:
Aegean Airlines: “Together with care”
Tourism Greece: “A Greek summer state of mind.”
Tourism Cyprus: “Cyprus in your heart”
Trip Advisor “To help people around the world to plan and have the perfect trip.”

Except above mentioned, each piece of promotional content that you create (print, visual or audio) as
well as your corresponding actions must be based on the statement of your intentions. In addition, every
promotion should be well thought out, concise, clear and SMART, from the tone of your voice to the audio
message, to your attitude and appearance in a video spot or the urge to take action at the end of the
message.

Below are some examples of useful information to your customers, which information should be
described only if it is true and strictly adhered to also it and needs to obey the statement of intent and in
addition to be SMART. That type of information may combined in one / two only documents available for
customers in hard copy or electronic form (personally via social media, mobile phone etc). This on the one
hand to avoid unnecessary printing and on the other hand not to load them with useful but repetitive
information.

1. Sustainable Messages by different promotional means:
We save precious drinking water
We save energy by many means and except that our energy comes from renewable resources
Our guests are provided with local food
We avoid and separate waste and reduce the use of chemical substances
Our employees support our environmental activities

2. Useful messages and notices for guests:
How to shut off heating or cooling – how to turn off lights
How to dispose on waste – notice in toilets
Sheets and towels changing on request
Notice on waste sorting (household waste and hazardous substances)
Reasons for not using disposable products
Information on public transport
Advice on saving water at bathrooms
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3. Commitments:
Energy savings: 100% LED and low-energy bulbs for lighting – condensing gas boiler – double glazing and
building insulation if needed
Water savings: water savers – rainwater recovery
Waste sorting: glass – paper – plastic – batteries – fluorescent tubes
Room cleaning and maintenance products that are not harmful to health or the environment
Bicycles on demand
One price for single or double rooms
Collaboration with local producers, suppliers and staff
Promotion of urban tourism: efforts to increase awareness of environmental issues among school / work
students / trainees etc
Handicapped and interns welcomed year round
Convivial atmosphere

4. Guest information (in a folder to be given to guests during check-in / be provided in every room)
Invite guest to support sustainable friendly practices of your tourist accommodation
Information about non smoking areas
Bicycle rental possibilities
Information on biodiversity and activities to protect the environment around the hotel
Closing windows in case heating or air condition is switched on - Switch off lights when leaving the
room
Save water - Inform staff in case of leaks or obvious losses
Information that towels and sheets will be changed twice a week or on request because of enormous
quantities of detergents
Dispose of waste in waste bins and not in toilets
Separate waste and use waste bins for different waste types (and information where waste bins are
available)
Information about public transport on site and in the region (this information should be also on your
web-site) - Inviting guests to take public transport to see attractions in the area
Compliance and improvement proposals for environmental behavior should be directed to relevant
responsible person of your firm

5. Welcome Booklet
Dear Customers,
To protect the quality of our environment, the daily management of our establishment follows a
sustainable policy aimed at constant improvement.
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Please read about the action undertaken by our staff and learn about steps that can be taken to improve
the quality of your stay and comfort. Our action:
Our sustainable policy is applied by all staff on a daily basis and communicated to our guests when they
arrive. An action plan helps us pursue our goals (it can be consulted at the reception desk).
All staff are aware of the environmental and social issues pertaining to our establishment and are available
to answer any questions you might have.
Energy-saving measures have been introduced to reduce CO2 emissions: low-energy light bulbs (class A),
motion sensors, lighting timers, regular upkeep and maintenance of equipment, etc. All our faucets,
showers and toilets are equipped with water savers, to save water without affecting the comfort of our
customers.
Our staff check for leaks on a daily basis. Don’t hesitate to tell us about any problems to that we can act
quickly and avoid wastage. A dripping faucet leaks on average 4 litres of water an hour, equal to 35,000
liters a year!
Water and energy consumption is regularly checked. We also closely follow our use of chemicals and our
waste production, to limit our environmental footprint.
We take steps to prevent waste at the source, in particular by purchasing products with less packaging.
We sort waste throughout the establishment, for recycling or recovery.…
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9. The top issues to consider formulating your marketing guidelines and action
9.1 The sustainable tourism principles and its criteria
Until the beginning of the last decade of the previous century, tourism was a lucrative business sector
without sustainable regulation of its development, uncontrolled market access, universal government
reception, and ineffective environmental regulations. The big and wuick growth of world tourism from
the 1960s onwards led to the perception of the reckless use of opportunities to turn them into easy and
fast profits due to the exploitation of freely available natural, cultural and human resources.
The term "sustainable tourism development" was first mentioned in 1987 by the World Committee on
Environment and Development (Brundtland Commission) in its report entitled "Our Common Future". It
has been defined as "sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." The definition contains
two basic elements, the concept of "needs", especially of the poor all over the world, and of ability over
time from generation to generation. An easier to understand definition is that the current generation,
which has inherited certain things linked to the survival of the planet and humanity, should protect and
leave them in the same at least condition for future generations.
Today, it is universally accepted and institutionalized that as there are many economic, social, ecological
and political limits to tourism development, sustainable strategies are necessary to eradicate these
problems.
There are 10 principles for sustainable tourism. These are following as:
1) Using resources sustainably. The conservation and sustainable use of resources- natural, social and
cultural – is crucial and makes long-term business sense.
2) Reducing over-consumption and waste. Reduction of over-consumption and waste avoids the costs of
restoring long-term environmental damage and contributes to the quality of tourism.
3) Maintaining biodiversity. Maintaining and promoting natural, social and cultural diversity is essential
for long-term sustainable tourism and creates a resilient base for the industry.
4) Integrating tourism into planning. Tourism development which is integrated into a national and local
strategic planning framework and which undertake environmental impact assessments increases the
long-term viability of tourism.
5) Supporting local economies. Tourism that supports a wide range of local economic activities and which
takes environmental costs and values into account, both protects these economies and avoids
environmental damage.
6) Involving local communities. The full involvement of local communities in the tourism sector not only
benefits them and the environment in general but also improves the quality of the tourism experience.
7) Consulting stakeholders and the public. Consulting between the tourism industry and local
communities, organizations and institutions are essential if they are to work alongside each other and
resolve potential conflicts of interest.
8) Training staff. Staff training which integrates sustainable tourism into work practices, along with
recruitment of personnel at all levels, improves the quality of the tourism product.
9) Marketing tourism responsibly. Marketing that provides tourists with the full and responsible
information increases respect for the natural, social and cultural environments of destination areas and
enhances customer satisfaction.
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10) Undertaking research. Ongoing research and monitoring by the industry using effective data
collection and analysis are essential to help solve problems and to bring benefits to destinations, the
industry, and consumers.
The following criteria of Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) for private and public sectors specify
the principles of sustainable tourism mentioned above.
GSTC criteria for private sector
A. Sustainable Management
A1 Sustainability management system: The organization has implemented a long-term sustainability
management system that is suitable to its size and scope, addresses environmental, social, cultural,
economic, quality, human rights, health, safety, risk and crisis management issues and drives continuous
improvement.
A2 Legal compliance: The organization is in compliance with all applicable local, national and
international legislation and regulations including, among others, health, safety, labor and
environmental aspects.
A3 Reporting and communication: The organization communicates its sustainability policy, actions and
performance to stakeholders, including customers, and seeks to engage their support.
A4 Staff engagement: Staff are engaged with development and implementation of the sustainability
management system and receive periodic guidance and training regarding their roles and
responsibilities in its delivery.
A5 Customer experience: Customer satisfaction, including aspects of sustainability, is monitored and
corrective action taken.
A6 Accurate promotion: Promotional materials and marketing communications are accurate and
transparent with regard to the organization and its products and services, including sustainability claims.
They do not promise more than is being delivered.
A7 Buildings and infrastructure: Planning, siting, design, construction, renovation, operation and
demolition of buildings and infrastructure
A7.1 Compliance: To comply with zoning requirements and laws related to protected and sensitive areas
and to heritage considerations.
A7.2 Impact and integrity: To take account of the capacity and integrity of the natural and cultural
surroundings.
A7.3 Sustainable practices and materials: To use locally appropriate and sustainable practices and
materials.
A7.4 Access for all: To provide access and information for persons with special needs, where
appropriate.
A8 Land water and property rights: Acquisition by the organization of land and water rights and of
property is legal, complies with local communal and indigenous rights, including their free, prior and
informed consent, and does not require involuntary resettlement.
A9 Information and interpretation: The organization provides information about and interpretation of
the natural surroundings, local culture, and cultural heritage, as well as an explanation of appropriate
behavior while visiting natural areas, living cultures, and cultural heritage sites.
A10 Destination engagement: The organization is involved with sustainable tourism planning and
management in the destination, where such opportunities exist.
B. Social and Economic Benefits
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B1 Community support: The organization actively supports initiatives for local infrastructure and social
community development. Examples of initiatives include education, training, health and sanitation and
projects which address the impacts of climate change.
B2 Local employment: Local residents are given equal opportunities for employment and advancement,
including in management positions
B3 Local purchasing: When purchasing and offering goods and services, the organization gives priority to
local and fair trade suppliers whenever these are available and of sufficient quality.
B4 Local entrepreneurs: The organization supports local entrepreneurs in the development and sale of
sustainable products and services that are based on the area’s nature, history and culture.
B5 Exploitation and harassment: The organization has implemented a policy against commercial, sexual
or any other form of exploitation or harassment, particularly of children, adolescents, women,
minorities and other vulnerable groups
B6 Equal opportunity: The organization offers employment opportunities, including in management
positions, without discrimination by gender, race, religion, disability or in other ways
B7 Decent work: Labour rights are respected, a safe and secure working environment is provided and
employees are paid at least a living wage. Employees are offered regular training, experience and
opportunities for advancement.
B8 Community services: The activities of the organization do not jeopardize the provision of basic
services, such as food, water, energy, healthcare or sanitation, to neighbouring communities
B9 Local livelihoods: The activities of the organization do not adversely affect local access to livelihoods,
including land and aquatic resource use, rights-of-way, transport and housing.
C. Cultural Heritage
C1 Cultural interactions: The organization follows international and national good practice and locally
agreed guidance for the management and promotion of visits to indigenous communities and culturally
or historically sensitive sites in order to minimize adverse impacts and maximize local benefits and
visitor fulfilment
C2 Protecting cultural heritage: The organization contributes to the protection, preservation and
enhancement of local properties, sites and traditions of historical, archaeological, cultural and spiritual
significance and does not impede access to them by local residents
C3 Presenting culture and heritage: The organization values and incorporates authentic elements of
traditional and contemporary local culture in its operations, design, decoration, cuisine, or shops, while
respecting the intellectual property rights of local communities
C4 Artifacts: Historical and archaeological artifacts are not sold, traded or displayed, except as permitted
by local and international law
D. Environmental Benefits and Impacts
D1 Conserving resources
D1.1 Environmentally preferable purchasing: Purchasing policies favor environmentally sustainable
suppliers and products, including capital goods, food, beverages, building materials and consumables.
D1.2 Efficient purchasing: The organization carefully manages the purchasing of consumable and
disposable goods, including food, in order to minimize waste
D1.3 Energy conservation: Energy consumption is measured by type and steps are taken to minimize
overall consumption. The organization makes efforts to increase its use of renewable energy.
D1.4 Water conservation: Water risk is assessed, water consumption is measured by type, and steps are
taken to minimize overall consumption. Water sourcing is sustainable and does not adversely affect
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environmental flows. In areas of high water risk, context-based water stewardship goals are identified
and pursued
D2 Reducing pollution
D2.1 Greenhouse gas emissions: Significant greenhouse gas emissions from all sources controlled by the
organization are identified, calculated where possible and procedures implemented to avoid or to
minimize them. Offsetting of the organization's remaining emissions is encouraged
D2.2 Transport: The organization seeks to reduce transportation requirements and actively encourages
the use of cleaner and more resource efficient alternatives by customers, employees, suppliers and in its
own operations
D2.3 Wastewater: Wastewater, including grey water, is effectively treated and is only reused or released
safely, with no adverse effects to the local population or the environment
D2.4 Solid waste: Waste, including food waste, is measured, mechanisms are in place to reduce waste
and, where reduction is not feasible, to reuse or recycle it. Any residual waste disposal has no adverse
effect on the local population or the environment
D2.5 Harmful substances: The use of harmful substances, including pesticides, paints, swimming pool
disinfectants, and cleaning materials, is minimized, and substituted when available by innocuous
products or processes. All storage, use, handling, and disposal of chemicals are properly managed
D2.6 Minimize pollution: The organization implements practices to minimize pollution from noise, light,
runoff, erosion, ozone-depleting substances, and air, water and soil contaminants
D3 Conserving biodiversity, ecosystems and landscapes
D3.1 Biodiversity conservation: The organization supports and contributes to biodiversity conservation,
including through appropriate management of its own property. Particular attention is paid to natural
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value. Any disturbance of natural ecosystems is
minimized, rehabilitated and there is a compensatory contribution to conservation management
D3.2 Invasive species: The organization takes measures to avoid the introduction of invasive species.
Native species are used for landscaping and restoration wherever feasible, particularly in natural
landscapes
D3.3 Visits to natural sites: The organization follows appropriate guidelines for the management and
promotion of visits to natural sites in order to minimize adverse impacts and maximize visitor fulfillment
D3.4 Wildlife interactions: Interactions with free roaming wildlife, taking into account cumulative
impacts, are non-invasive and responsibly managed to avoid adverse effects on the animals concerned
and on the viability and behaviour of populations in the wild
D3.5 Animal welfare: No species of wild animal is acquired, bred or held captive, except by authorized
and suitably equipped persons and for properly regulated activities in compliance with local and
international law. Housing, care and handling of all wild and domestic animals meets the highest
standards of animal welfare
D3.6 Wildlife harvesting and trade: Wildlife species are not harvested, consumed, displayed, sold, or
traded, except as part of a regulated activity that ensures that their utilization is sustainable, and in
compliance with local and international laws
Understanding the GSTC criteria for Destinations
The GSTC Criteria for Destinations (GSTC-D) addressed to public sector and have been built on decades of
prior work and experience around the world, as they take into account the numerous guidelines and
standards for sustainable tourism from every continent.
During the process of development, they were widely consulted throughout the globe, in both developed
and developing countries, in several languages. They reflect certification standards, indicators, criteria,
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and best practices from different cultural and geo-political contexts around the world in tourism and other
sectors where applicable. Potential indicators were screened for relevance and practicality, as well as their
applicability to a broad range of destination types. They were field-tested around the world. The process
of developing the Criteria was designed to adhere to ISO codes of conduct and the standards-setting code
of the ISEAL Alliance, the international body providing guidance for the development and management of
sustainability standards for all sectors.
Application of the criteria will help a destination to contribute towards the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Against each of the Criteria, one or more of
the 17 SDGs is identified, to which it most closely relates.
Some of the expected uses of the criteria by tourism management organizations include the following:







Serve as basic guidelines for destinations which wish to become more sustainable
Help consumers identify sound sustainable tourism destinations
Serve as a common denominator for information media to recognize destinations and inform the
public regarding their sustainability
Help certification and other voluntary destination level programs ensure that their standards
meet a broadly-accepted baseline
Offer governmental, non-governmental, and private sector programs a starting point for
developing sustainable tourism requirements
Serve as basic guidelines for education and training bodies, such as hotel schools and universities

The full list of GSTC criteria and indicators for private sector and Destinations can download in a lot of
languages incl. Russian at: https://www.gstcouncil.org/gstc-criteria/criteria-translations/

9.2 Axes of initiatives and intervention to enhance sustainable tourism
Various axes of intervention can be considered by each company to enhance the resilience of sustainable
tourism to the risks of the current period.
Sanitary shield: Overall, all three countries in the region must intensify their actions to promote
themselves as an "attractive and safe international destination all year round" by creating and shielding
high quality health infrastructure, especially in tourist sites, and gradually establishing it as a brand name
for healthcare. and the creation of a hub for traffic and exchange of scientific views in the field of health.
Extension of the tourist season: The extension of the tourist season can significantly reduce the risk of
tourism stagnation in the area due to insufficient or slow recovery after the pandemic. Reducing
seasonality can also help alleviate hyper-tourism problems in some areas, increase the sector's
productivity and create more stable jobs. Improving job prospects in the tourism sector is particularly
valued as a key to training and upgrading the skills of human resources, upgrading the quality of the
region's tourism product and entering the sector in the "knowledge economy".
Utilization of domestic tourism: Businesses can work with the competent authorities to establish a
balanced and sustainable relationship between external and domestic demand for tourism services. This
issue mainly refers to policies to support private consumption and increase the disposable income of
workers and households. In this context, the role of social tourism programs can also be examined in the
light of new data.
Climate adaptation of tourism infrastructure: Enhancing the sustainability of tourism infrastructure
(energy and water savings, cyclical development) and the implementation of the climate adaptation
strategy at regional and local level are critical interventions for the resilience of the tourism complex
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against environmental and climatic conditions (eg, heat waves, severe weather phenomena) but also to
improve the international competitiveness of the tourism sector (modernization, orientation towards
sustainable tourism, reduction of operating costs, etc.).
In conclusion, the strategy of enhancing resilience can be initiated by initiatives of tourism business
representatives on the basis of incentives and synergies with the competent authorities. For example, the
development of health services and infrastructure may enhance the attractiveness of the area for senior
travelers or foreign tourism investment in selected areas. Climate adaptation protects tourism
infrastructure from climate risks, while contributing to the preservation of natural wealth, the
attractiveness of an area as a tourist destination and the development of alternative forms of tourism
with higher added value.
9.3 From tackling the pandemic to the overall transformation of tourism
The effects of the pandemic on tourism can therefore be an opportunity to develop and implement a
holistic strategy for bringing each country's tourism complex to the principles of sustainable development
and the "knowledge economy". In summary, the most comprehensive of these interventions, which
should be undertaken on the initiative of the representatives of the companies in the sector with the
relevant proposals to the public administration are:
(a) an ambitious supportive policy to make full use of the potential of thematic and alternative forms of
tourism with a view to preserving local social, environmental and cultural capital, integrating ecology and
the rural economy as organic elements of the tourism product and the overall economic and social
empowerment of local communities
b) strengthening tourism interconnections with other domestic sectors and local economies (agri-food
sector, handicrafts, traditional crafts, culture, health and wellness, construction & constructive materials
sectors, services) with the aim of maximizing the economic benefit to the domestic economy
c) to make the most of the potential of the 4th industrial revolution and the creation of infrastructure
such as digital platforms, in order to enable the implementation of an effective policy of attracting and
serving tourists and the gradual detachment from major tour operators, digital intermediaries, etc.
d) a policy for better distribution in the area of tourist units for the decongestion of areas experiencing
conditions of concentration of tourists and tourism enterprises. The goal is the greater spatial diffusion of
small businesses and the reduction of large all-inclusive units.
(e) a fairer distribution of the wealth generated between foreign and domestic companies, large and small
enterprises, imports and local products, as well as between profits and wages. In this context, supporting
local business and cooperative initiatives, especially in the field of alternative forms of tourism, contains
important prospects for building organic relationships with local producers and creating more stable and
well-paid jobs.
9.4 Fascinating experiences are, after all, the "exportable tourism product"
It is heard from those involved in the tourism sector but also in relevant public departments, that "this
tourism development" is not enough or they do not like it.
The shopkeepers complain that the customers do not leave the hotels to spend, or do not spend enough,
so they blame the hotelier saying that he "keeps them inside" or the tourists themselves. The hoteliers,
in turn, complain that the agencies send customers who do not spend enough in the hotel, but -on the
contrary- shop in supermarkets and fast-food. The agencies, again, complain that the prices in the country
are not competitive, that is, that we are "expensive" for what foreigners want. Others complain about
Koreans and Europeans and others about Russians or local tourists, others complain about all-inclusive
and others complain about customers of expensive hotels, that they do not buy enough souvenirs or furs.
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There is a widespread obsession that visitors to each region must be "qualitative", and everyone interprets
it differently: Do they have to spend a lot of money on the site? Stay in the best hotels? Do they stay in
authentic and traditional accommodation? Do they obey to eat in the best restaurants and drink the best
wines and spirits in the bars? Do they have to know from History and Culture, to be cosmopolitan? Our
answer to this almost racist treatment of visitors is a simple question: Do you think that your area or your
business really offers this quality?
Tourism is not a single "product", nor is it a single "service", although we often use such terms for ease of
discussion. Tourism is many products produced by people interpersonal: smile, hospitality, cleanliness,
aesthetics, quality, memories and the range of services provided, nostalgia after the trip etc. And all of
this interacts in a complex grid between people, businesses, society, environment and the State, and what
ultimately remains (and is exported from our region to elsewhere) are experiences. These experiences
are, after all, the "product" that tourists take with them, leaving us their money in return.
Tourists (locals or foreigners) come to live for a while in our area, between us, like us and alongside us:
they move on our streets, shop in the shops, eat our food, consume what we offer them. If our area is
spotless, organized, built with beauty and taste, with impeccable products and services, then they will pay
us what we deserve. If we are not all that, and we are a dirty area with dangerous roads, environmental
pollution, rude employees, dangerous drinks and mediocre food, then we will receive accordingly. Sure
there are islets of quality and right businesses, but even we ourselves are constantly whining, right?
So let us ask ourselves: Are we, first of all, the quality "product" we want to be paid? Are we worth the
money we want to receive? And we are not necessarily talking about luxury, but we are definitely talking
about honesty and dignity, respect for the foreign visitor. It does not matter if you have five stars or two
stars, it is enough to honor them and be genuine. How many of the readers of this article greet tourists
on the street? How many help them? The foreigner is a holy person, and it is an insult to insist that only
the best should come to our country.
Tourism development does not happen because the government, the local authorities or the businessmen
want it or "order" it. It is a link in a chain: trust, security, sustainability, competitiveness, quality and range
of services offered, investments, recruitment, growth, profitability, wage growth.
As in everything, so in tourism, every country in the region is not (should) be cut off from the world, much
more so that tourism is a predominantly globalized economic activity.
It is up to us to become the destination of quality investments and quality tourists. Because it is always
fair to receive exactly what we really deserve.

9.5 The the modern demands of tourists and the behavior changes
During your research to analyze the current situation in your area of interest and review your company's
capabilities and market segmentation of course and you will have in mind the categories of your potential
customers: lonely travelers looking for new experiences, young couples, families with children or older
couples looking for a combination of relaxation with new experiences etc. During the last 60 years the
gradual but accelerating commercialization of tourism in combination with dynamic globalization
strengthened the advantage of buyers, making global destinations extremely easy for travel and thus
interchangeable. So you should keep in mind that the world is changing, as also the habits, requirements
and categories of tourists. Today, mature markets and travelers who have traveled extensively to different
destinations are looking for a vacation that is not just a commodity. Modern tourists are looking for a
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journey with self-realization, the opportunity to experience and highlight their feelings, passions and
values, whatever they are.
The choices and behaviour of customers affect the sustainability of your holiday product. It relates to the
transport, hotels and type of excursions they book, but also how they dispose of their waste, the products
they buy and the food they eat. Often customers are not fully aware of the negative impacts of their
holidays, especially in case the impacts are not seen over a longer period or they are not fully aware of
the wider environmental and social relations in the destination. Therefore it is the responsibility of a
International tour operator and National Tourism Agency to make customers aware of the consequences
of their choices and on how they can contribute to a more sustainable destination.
Not all consumers have the same level of sustainability awareness and commitment. Roughly they can be
divided in 3 more or less equal groups:
1. True Greens (also LOHAS, Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability): most dedicated, high education
and income, ready for action. Will react negative in case products are unsustainable (USA 30 %,
Germany 40 %, Japan 15 %).
2. Sprouts: positive and negative attitude, behaviour easily influenced, “do not want to do evil”. Will
act positively if well informed and no negative personal consequences will occur.
3. Hedonistic: it is somebody else’s responsibility. Individual cannot contribute to improvement of
social and environmental situations.
Ideally these groups need a different approach and communication style while selling the product.
However as most target groups are mixed it is best to follow an approach which works for the three of
them.
Except above mentioned we must to consider that an Amadeus IT Group study conducted before the
pandemic in 2015 by the “Future Foundation” identifies six traveler «new tribes» or travel categories that
will emerge by the end of the current decade. By 2030, more than 1.8 billion people will travel
internationally each year, and what will motivate them and how they will behave will be radically different
from today. The survey, which used a psychographic rather than a demographic approach, drew
predictions from Future Forecast consumer surveys and identified the following six different traveler
personalities:







Social Capital Seekers will plan their vacation with the online audience in mind almost exclusively,
relying heavily on reviews and suggestions from others to make their final decision.
Cultural Purists will view their holiday planning as an opportunity to delve into a foreign, even
"uncomfortable" culture, with authenticity of experience.
Ethical Travelers will plan their trip based on ethical criteria, such as reducing their environmental
footprint or improving the lives of others.
Simplicity Searchers will prefer collective offers, wanting to avoid managing many details of the
trip themselves, but to spoil themselves with enjoyment
Obligation Meeters are guided by a specific purpose for their trip, whether it is business or leisure
and therefore have time and money constraints.
Reward Hunters are only interested in reward travel. Travelers in this "race" crave something that
represents a great reward or a superior quality travel experience.

Understanding the emerging “travel tribes” will be vital for all travel providers, buyers and sellers in the
coming years, in order to ensure the right investment decisions and to facilitate and serve the trend in the
industry that demands much greater personalization in the whole of travel. chain than ever ”.
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The research forecast shows that the types of experience that travelers will require by 2030 will be
different from those of the period until the pandemic. Much more that the pandemic has changed and
the way travelers are informed, plan, buy and implement their travels and also interact after their trip
through internet and face to face.

9.6 The possibilities of the Information Communication Technologies and the “Social Media”
With the enormous amount of information potentially available to travellers, the Internet constitutes an
important platform for information exchange between the consumer and industry suppliers (e.g., hotels,
transportation sectors, attractions), intermediaries (e.g., travel agents), controllers (e.g., governments
and administrative bodies), as well as many non-profit organisations such as destination marketing
organisations. Different technological interfaces, such as search engines, online travel booking sites, and
Websites of destination marketing organisations facilitate the information exchange between online
travellers and the so-called “online tourism domain”. Presumably, social media, which facilitate the
interactions between online consumers, have emerged as an important component of this domain.
A web domain is the collection of links, domain names, and Web pages that contain texts, images, and
audio/video files stored in hypertext formats. The online tourism domain comprising all such
informational entities that relate to travel. With the increasing importance of the use of the Internet for
travel purposes, more attention has been directed to the analysis of the tourism domain, with an
emphasis on the mediating role of specific Internet technologies (e.g., search engines) in representing
tourism within a travel planning setting for example, used the term “online tourism information space”
to describe the collection of hypertextual content available for travel information searchers. Searching
the visibility of tourism enterprises, findings show that many tourism websites suffer from very low
rankings among the search results, which makes it extremely difficult for online travellers to directly
access individual tourism websites through these search engines.
The “social media” are the Internet-based applications that carry consumer-generated content which
encompasses “media impressions created by consumers, typically informed by relevant experience, and
archived or shared online for easy access by other impressionable consumers”. This includes a variety of
applications in the technical sense which allow consumers to “post”, “tag”, “digg”, or “blog”, and so forth,
on the Internet. The contents generated by these social media include a variety of new and emerging
sources of online information that are created, initiated, circulated, and used by consumers with the
intent of educating each other about products, brands, services and issues. In contrast, to content
provided by marketers and suppliers, social media are produced by consumers to be shared among
themselves. Since more and more travellers seem to tap into this “collective intelligence” available on the
Web, this will challenge the established marketing practices of many tourism businesses and destinations.
Social media exist in a variety of forms and serve numerous purposes. Consumer-generated content
supported through social media is “a mixture of fact and opinion, impression and sentiment, founded and
unfounded tidbits, experiences, and even rumour”. In travel and tourism, past research has focused
attention on the socio-psychological aspects of social media use. Not surprisingly, travel-related virtual
communities attracted the attention of tourism researchers early on. Virtual tourist communities such as
LonelyPlanet and IGoUGo, where tourists can exchange opinions and experiences on topics of common
interests, have been around at least since the late 1990s, and several researchers have investigated their
roles and impacts in the context of travel.
More recently, new online applications have emerged that add substantially to the information exchange
among consumers. Today, Web 2.0, also referred to as “Travel 2.0” in tourism, includes a range of new
technological applications such as media and content syndication, mash-ups, AJAX, tagging, wikis, web
forums and message boards, customer ratings and evaluation systems, virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life),
podcasting, blogs, and online videos (vlogs). Consumer blogs have emerged as one of the most prominent
themes in research on social media in travel and tourism. The world of communications is changing fast,
and many additional tools are available. Internet-based communications and analysis provide capacity for
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quick and targeted communications. They also make it much easier to get feedback and monitor and
assess use. You can see how many people are accessing a website, where they are coming from and how
long they stay on each page, for example, in a way that you cannot do with a visitor newspaper.
Key issues when developing electronic information are to look at how resilient the technology is. How
long it is likely to be used? There are many developments which seem exciting at the time but are soon
overtaken by other new methods - or old methods are found to be better.
The content remains critical. You need to keep a focus on what it is you are trying to say, and why. It is
the challenge of the protected-area manager to analyse carefully whether the tool fits the purpose. It may
be, that new methods will reach new audiences. It may also be possible to link up with commercial
developers to trial new technologies. This can be a good “fit” with the budgets and purposes of protected
areas, as it can help them avoid purchasing too much expensive equipment.
The advent of 5G can further enhance the tourism product and services offered to visitors, through the
use of Augmented / Virtual Reality applications in museums and archeological sites, the virtual
reconstruction of a historic site and real-time language translation.
Hotels can dramatically upgrade the connectivity services they provide to their customers (AR / VR
applications, cloud gaming), adopt applications for "smart" applications (smart rooms applications) for
greater energy efficiency, while they can use face recognition (face recognition) for the complete
automation of the check-in & check-out process. The above is estimated to increase the turnover of the
tourism industry.

9.7 How to exploit the basic directions of the internet as a mean of communication
1. Who are your ideal customers? You need to know their demographic information. as well as what leads
them to book and how they prefer to book. Questions to ask yourself are: What motivates them to travel?
Where do they find information about their destination? How do they prefer to book? What bothers them
about the search and booking? You can create at least 3 customer personas from your answers to these
questions. Then you can develop your branding, website and marketing strategy around these personas.
Maintain your unique selling point and what drives you as a business. You need to bring it up in an
engaging way to reach your customers on a more personal level
2. Do you keep records of clients you had? If you have a software package like ACT! or Outlook, you can
keep notes there. Keep a record of everyone you met personally and make notes about everything you
think is precious. Every time you meet someone new, find out something about them that you can write
down into your file and bring up later. Find reasons to stay in contact. Put notes into your
calendar reminding yourself to drop a note. Showing an interest in people draws them closer to
you. Avoid promoting your products and yourself in all outgoing messages. Make it be about them or
give them information that helps them and makes them want to come back to you.
3. Do you keep in touch with your customers after they leave? To achieve this you need to harness the
potential of social media in a smart way that will pique their interest. Create pages of memories and
experiences, reward the best of these memories, give travel tips and keep up to date with your new
themed packages. All this with photos and videos. All content should be stylish and conform to your
company standards
4. Do you ask for word of mouth? One of the best ways to get noticed is to have clients talk about your
business. And not only clients, but suppliers also and your staff of course. But mainly if you aren’t asking
your satisfied clients to tell other people about you, then you are missing the boat. Happy customers are
usually more than willing to tell others about you if you ask them to do so via social media or your
website. Many just haven’t considered it until it is brought up. Also you can ask people if they know
people who could use your service. Motivate them to do that. If they do, ask them if they will tell people
about you and give them your contact data. Remember to ask people to do things based on assessing
their level of comfort. Part of connecting with others is to understand individual personalities.
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5. Is your website appropriate for your potential clients? Your website is the central point for all your
internet marketing efforts. Therefore, you should optimize it frequently to improve the user experience
and increase your conversion rates. If your site is not performing well on mobile, it is messy, too slow or
too old, you definitely need to optimize it. You can test your site performance and speed with the “Google
My Site Test Tool”. Maybe you have already done all this and your site is well designed and working well.
But is it optimized for clicks and conversions? In this case, it may be a good idea to call in an expert to help
you make the right optimizations.
6. Do you give people something so that they will want to come to your site? If you aren’t on Youtube,
you need to be. Create several short (3-4 minute) videos offering people something for free and post
them on Youtube. End your video with a link to your landing page to have them sign up for a free
newsletter or some other free item. This will allow you to capture their email address and get them on
your mailing list in a legitimate way. The videos do not have to be fancy. A simple video camera can
create all you need. You can also make a PowerPoint presentation and then overlay it with Camtasia so
that your file has your voice and presentation without necessarily having to have a video of your face if
that makes you more comfortable. You can upload the file to YouTube and also link to it from your
website and/or blog.
7. Did you focus on Mobile? In Europe and US market more than 50% of smartphone users are
comfortable researching, planning and booking their entire trip on their mobile devices. For milenials this
percentage is more than 75%. This fact tells us that mobile familiarity to the active population is such
broad as the website one, if not better. Users need to be able to perform the same tasks, as comfortably,
on their mobile devices as they can on the desktop version of your website.
8. Are you Social enough? Social media is one of the most effective marketing channels for the tourism
industry. That’s if you choose the right platform (where your potential customers are) and set up a
strategy for each platform. Facebook: is perhaps the best social media platform for tour and activity
providers, in terms of driving traffic to a website. It’s a crowded social network but you can find your tribe
by using specific targeting and advertising. Instagram: Instagram has more than one billion monthly active
users. That’s a lot of people to get your brand in front of. Additionally, is a purely visual platform which
makes it the perfect medium to market a destination.
9. Do you use live streaming videos? Live Video dominate right now, especially for destination brands in
the tourism sector. Travelers are frequently searching for videos of destinations they want to travel to.
The problem is that they no longer want just pre-recorded videos. Live streaming videos are getting more
and more popular. Your potential customers probably prefer to watch live videos over social media posts.
At the same time you get to lower your video production costs and show your authenticity as a brand.
10. Have you an updated Email list? Thiw is the only cheap and most valuable marketing asset you own.
It is more powerful than other marketing strategies: It converts better than both social and search. So if
you don’t have an active email list, you need to start building one. You should ideally have a subscription
form on your website to invite website visitors into your inner online community. From there, you can
connect with them again and convert them into real customers.
11. Do you accept Online Bookings? Travelers have a lot of online resources and tools at hand to research,
review deals, and choose the best travel deals for them. If you want yours to be one of the travel deals
they book, you need to meet them where they are: they’re booking travel deals online so you need to
facilitate online bookings on your website with an application for mobiles also.
12. Do you utilize the power of Reviews? There are some famous Review sites like Yelp, TripAdvisor, and
Google Local, that are perfect for building up an online presence and reputation. Consider getting on one,
or a couple of notable ones. Make sure to respond to all reviews – both negative and positive – to
acknowledge that you’re listening and hearing every single feedback. Reviews not only increase consumer
confidence in your brand and products, but user-generated content, in general, can help boost your
website ranking and conversion rates.
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13. Have you a consistent and vivid Blog? Your customers want to hear from you. They want knowledge
and insights from you, i.e. a blog. Blogging is a good way to tell stories, share unique insights about the
destination, share travel tips, etc. It’s also a good way to reel in your audience and advertise your expertise
in the field. If you do not currently have a blog, create one and blog on a consistent schedule.
14. Do you show everyone that you respect your team and its achievements? Use social media to achieve
this. Show that you value, encourage and reward the most serious success factor, people. Introduce your
target audience to your team. This will give your hotel a more humane and personal character.
14. Do you utilize Search Engines Optimization (SEO) in the right way? Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
is the process of optimizing the structure, content, and technical features of a website to make it userfriendly and search engine friendly. The goal is to rank a site in the top positions of internet search engine
results, in order to increase the number of its visitors qualitatively and quantitatively. Tourists use search
engines to research destinations, accommodation, transport, activities and tours, etc. If your offerings are
not on the first page of search results, you don’t exist to a potential customer. It’s not easy to rank on the
first page of search engine results for many popular travel keywords. Basic techniques for search engine
optimization include the following: Create or improve content that is friendly and interesting to the visitor
but also accessible by search engines such as Google - Keywords in the title and other features of a page
and its elements and / or in links from other websites to a specific website and / or keywords that appear
in the text of the website - Website popularity as measured by ranking algorithms (eg Google
PageRank). So, if they search for tours and activities in a destination you’re in, they are highly likely to
book from you if you show up in the top results.
15. Have you Set Up or Optimize Your “Google My Business (GMB)” Listing? It is a good place to start
your SEO efforts, particularly local SEO. For those unfamiliar with GMB, it is a free tool that enables you
to control how your business shows up on Google Search and Google Maps. It specifically enables you to
add your business name, contact details, location, hours, photos, etc. You can also monitor and respond
to customer reviews, and see where and how people are searching for you. And when people search for
tours and activities near them, they’re usually ready to book the tour on that same day. Therefore, it’s
very important.
16. Are you experienced enough? It is not about the famous Jimi Hendrix album from 1967 but as
mentioned earlier, we live in a changing world and thus, in an era of experiential marketing. Experiential
marketing is basically marketing that allows customers to experience your brand as opposed to you
marketing your tours and offerings to a broad audience. It’s also known as engagement marketing and it
enables people to interact with brands one-on-one. Brands use physical branded materials to show
customers what they offer and what they are all about on a more personal level. You guessed it, it’s
millennials that brought about experiential marketing; and at this rate, it’s only growing bigger. And it’s
not only millennials that respond well to experiential marketing, older consumers do too.
17. Do you engage Micro-Influencers? Micro-Influencer marketing really came to the forefront last years
and is still rising. An increasing number of brands are relying on influencers with smaller and more
targeted audiences (versus influencers with larger and broader audiences) to market their products or
services. Micro-influencers usually have 1,000-100,000 followers and focus in a specific niche within their
industry. As such, they often have higher engagement, more loyal followers, and better conversions on
their social channels. Plus, which is also important, they are cheaper than the big influencers.
18. Are you a free of charge resource or mentor? Find ways to offer your services for free to others and
it will bring people back to you later. On LinkedIn, you can answer questions in the Q&A room to help
others and get recognized. Join local groups and volunteers on sustainable development directions to do
things to become noticed. People remember kindness and are more willing to give out your name to
others if they associate you with good things.
19. Have you a Monitoring and Evaluation System? When you begin executing some of these marketing
tactics, you may notice sudden changes in your business. Those changes are a result of you getting to
know your audience better and knowing which marketing strategies work best for you. For example, you’ll
know the types of blog posts your ideal customers like, whether they are responding well to your social
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strategy, and how they feel about your tour offerings and brand (via reviews). Consequently you need to
assess and analyze that feedback, and then make the appropriate changes to your promotion. For
example, if a certain type of blog post is doing far better than other post types, consistently, then you
should probably publish that type of post periodically. Or perhaps you have many followers on Facebook
but few on Twitter…you should review your social media tactics and make optimizations.
And of course you will not do all the above yourself, but in collaboration with your staff, your executives
and if necessary with specialized external partners.
You can start with the ones that seem easiest to you and then move on to the rest that need more time
(and maybe cost) to implement. Set a time limit for the implementation of the overall framework and
start step by step.
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10. How to analyze the current situation of sustainable tourism in relation to your company
10.1. Analysis of Existing Tourism Infrastructure & Resources
We have to present in a very brief but comprehensive description the area (geographical relief, area,
population, distance from main country’s destinations and entry/exit points) where our business
operates. After it we must give more detailed information about the following:
Α. Transport and access services
Here we shall mention the main transport capabilities and networks (road, railways, air etc) functioning
at the area. Also shall advise travelers to use the more sustainable mean of transport.
Β. Accommodation services
Hotel Potential: according to official statistical data for all categories and types (hotels, hostels, camping,
holiday homes, rental rooms, agritourism units etc) of accommodation services (capacity, size,
seasonality, geographical distribution inside the region etc)
C. Tourism business categories
We have to review the capabilities of travel agencies, restaurants, rental cars, other types of
entertainment, alternative tourism services, other services of the area and to point our sustainable advise
for future travelers.
D. Health infrastructure and environmental and spatial management
At this section we must review – not forgetting to mention our sustainable policy about it - the following
issues:
Health infrastructure: The main services and its distribution inside the region.
Water Supply, Sewerage and Waste Management: Their existence and operation in the region, the
integration of the industry and our position.
Spatial planning: The adoption of a scientifically designed spatial planning is a basic condition for the
development of tourism on the basis of sustainability. Here we need to make a very concise but
comprehensive assessment of the area distinguishing the position and functions of our business
Environmental issues: Here we need to make a more detailed description of all the possible and weak
points including issues of fires, floods, earthquakes, land, water and air pollution, biodiversity issues as
well as other possible risks. Also point out the existence of a prevention and / or early warning mechanism
and civil protection. We can also highlight the sustainable policy of our company and the preventive
measures we apply.

10.2. Attractive Data Analysis
The pull elements (pull factors) of a destination are related to the characteristics that make it attractive
to potential visitors. As mentioned in the literature, the attractive elements that have an impact on
tourists differ between groups with different motivations and different demographic, social and
psychological characteristics. For our region we must give a short definition of the numerous and varied
characteristics, that distinguish it from other regions (or are common with them) In the second case we
must mention the difference of the offered tourist packages from our business, that make the travel
experience in our area exceptional.
A list of some pull factors for our region as example follows: Mountains - Thermal springs - Forests Biodiversity - Wetlands and ecosystems - Gorges - Natural monuments - Archaeological and historical
resources - Museums - Traditional houses – Cultural events - Monuments of religious and pilgrimage
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interest - Sports events - Agritourism facilities - Wine tourism facilities - Geographical location and
accessibility.

10.3. Analysis of the Tourist Offer of the region
At this section we must analyze the occupancy of hotel accommodation in the region during a period and
compare it with the national level and also our occupancy. To do the same also by category and months
for the period. We must find the reasons of differences and based on these to document ways and means
of change in our approaches
Also we must pay attention to the types (eg wellness, cultural, eco-tourism, gastronomic, wine tourism,
agritourism etc) of tourist products that developed in the past or recently or not developed at all. Based
on this type of information we have to define the dynamics, to compare the characteristics (such as
seasonality, the prevalence or not of mass tourism, the lack of satisfactory level of services, the main
impact on markets of neighboring regions or even countries or not etc) with the national level and to
define our participation in this process. Also we must search and mention the existence or not of new
tourism products and their prospects for the future (eg Student tourism or alternative tourism etc)
In addition we must search and define the particularities of destinations within the region based on the
overnight stays per municipal district and to group the main destinations.

10.4. Tourism Demand Analysis
The data presented here related to the visitors of region. Good knowledge of their characteristics,
motivations and preferences is necessary both for the planning of our marketing strategy and for its
successful implementation.
Here we have to search for, analyze and assess the dynamics of origin and social status of visitors, their
overnights, items of accommodation, travel organization, activities during their stay, visiting period,
average stay per month, average expenditure, satisfaction level, dissatisfaction issues etc.
In case we do not have sufficient secondary research data we should consider implementing our own
primary research utilizing our business customers or even tourists visiting our city.
For all the above modules we have mentioned we must evaluate objectively and with the help of analysis
and evaluation tools the position and the possibilities of improvement of our company.
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11. How to form a sustainable direction that is in line with your attributes
11.1. SWOT Analysis for the region, where we operate and for our firm.

During the preparation of the SWOT analysis that we will have to carry out for the area where our company
operates but also for our company itself, we need to consider a series of data, which will result from
secondary research or even from our own primary research.
The following is an example of the basic steps and some instructions for completing the SWOT analysis for
a representative region of Central Asia. It means that after the analysis for the area should follow the
analysis for our company and in particular how our company is positioned against the main findings of the
analysis for our area.
So during the procedure we have to examine – as was mentioned previously (see section N 5) - and assess
the following issues: The tourist infrastructure and services - The natural environment - The structured
environment - The human resources - Advertising and promotion - The composition of the tourist product
-The tourism demand - The life cycle of the tourism product - Financial inputs and outputs.
Below we will give some examples of analysis - based on our hypothetical region of Central Asia - for five
parts of the issues that need to be addressed.

11.1.1. Advertising and promotion (an example of SWOT analysis for this issue follows)
Strengths
Region has a number of features that shape elements of a tourist "image" which is addressed to different
groups of tourists, which is an important advantage for its further tourism development. It is also positive,
that a high percentage of tourists visiting Region influenced by their previous visit and / or by relatives and
friends. This is largely due to the fact that the visitors clearly perceive a clear and pre-formed "image" of
the destination. A particularly positive element is the fact that this "image" is largely supported by the
experiences that tourists ultimately receive during their visit. A positive element is the noteworthy utilization
of new technologies for the description and promotion of the destination.
Weaknesses
However, the promotional activities developed by the destination focus, and in another sense, are limited to
specific areas of the Region, which works to the detriment of others and ultimately the overall tourism
development. At the same time, any advertising efforts made in recent years have not sufficiently highlighted
the development of types of sustainable tourism in the region and their potential.
The advertising messages adopted by the destination remain for several years without much inspiration
and differentiation, which does not contribute to the modification of the already established "image". This
leads, on the one hand, to the gradual weakening of the tourist "image" of the destination and, on the
other hand, does not allow it to be differentiated in relation to other competing destinations. All this,
combined with the absence of a complete marketing plan, does not allow the destination to promote the
individual products it has or can develop. Finally, the promotion techniques used are not always sufficient
for the number and type of goals that a destination such as Region has.

Opportunities
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Through the correct promotion it is possible to achieve the desired type of tourism development which
will be based on the respect of the peculiarities of the Region and the protection of its natural environment
with simultaneous promotion of areas which can be transformed into nucleus for the development of
sustainable tourism. With the same reasoning, the promotion of opportunities for the development of
special tourism activities is an opportunity that should not be missed. This, in part, can be done through
the development of a promotion strategy that will have as its main axes the utilization of the competitive
advantages of the region and those elements that differentiate it from competing neighboring
destinations.
A special opportunity is the further utilization of the Mobiles and the Internet as basic booking tools by
the tourists who visit the Region. This is helped by the small influence that advertising has on television,
radio and print media for the choice of Region as a vacation spot. In this way the promotion of the
destination can turn to effective but less expensive tool. Particularly positive element, which stands out in
opportunity for the destination, is the small participation of intermediaries (eg int’l tour operators and
local tourist offices) in shaping the tourist demand to Region. With data mentioned above, it is necessary
for the promotion and promotional actions to emphasize price issues and especially to cultivate a good
relationship between price and quality of the offered product. It is advisable to emphasize marketing
actions that go hand in hand with the characteristics of the destination and the profile of its tourists.
Threats
A serious threat to the Region is the unsuccessful attempt to formulate a specific tourist identity that will
differentiate it in relation to other neighboring destinations and will reduce the risk of confusion with
other destinations in the mind and perception of the potential tourist. Attention needs to be paid to the
correct and realistic recognition of the value of new technologies in the promotion of the destination and
not in their excessive and unilateral use.

11.1.2. The composition of the tourist product (an example of SWOT analysis for this issue follows)
Strengths
Region is the third largest oblast in the country, located in a very privileged position with favorable access
from the capital of the country (by road, railway and air). Its tourism product has a variety of tourist
resources, which allows it to attract different groups of tourists and especially those who are interested in
alternative and eco-tourism activities. A positive element is the fact that Region has those elements that
can meet the needs of tourists looking for a quiet vacation and usually family type. Important advantage
of the destination is its natural features and man-made elements such as local cuisine, cultural and
historical monuments, etc. Also, a particularly positive element are the thermal resources of the region
and the tourist potential that they can offer.
Weaknesses
The main disadvantage of the tourist product of Region is that its basic components (and especially those
belonging to the primary tourism sector) are unevenly distributed within it. A big problem is the
dissatisfaction of tourists in terms of access (eg quality of road network and signage) and cleanliness. In
particular, weaknesses in access and movement within the destination weaken the advantages arising
from its geographical location. The Region has not yet managed to differentiate itself substantially from
competing tourist destinations. This is partly due to the inability to develop effective cooperation at the
local level on the one hand between companies and on the other hand between companies and local
actors. This weakness often leads to a lack of focus on specific goals.
Opportunities
Community and National resources are an important opportunity to improve the composition of the
tourist product of Region. To do this requires the development and continuous support of alternative
forms of tourism and in particular activities that do not harm the natural and built environment. These
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forms of tourism can also serve the goals of sustainable tourism development of the destination. From all
the alternative forms of tourism available in the international and national literature and experience, the
development of the following is proposed at the first and second level.
1st level: mountain tourism – agritourism - eco-tourism - health and physical tourism.
2nd level: wine tourism - wellness tourism – gastronomy tourism - adventure tourism - sports tourism MICE tourism - religious tourism
Opportunity for the private development of the Region is the taking of initiatives for private investments
while providing incentives in the direction of improving the quality of the product offered. It is also
considered necessary to utilize special local elements such as lifestyles, entertainment and customs,
gastronomy etc.
Threats
The main danger for the tourist product of the Region is its similarity with that of other regions of the
country. The inability to differentiate and specialize is a significant threat to the tourist future of Region.

11.1.3 The life cycle of the tourism product (an example of SWOT analysis for this issue also follows)
Strengths
The tourist product of Region is in a phase of development. However, even today there are a large number
of untapped features that can significantly differentiate it, on the one hand, and increase its acceptance
by selected market segments.
Weaknesses
What the destination has not been able to do is to develop and implement a strategic tourism
development plan with clearly defined objectives. The lack of this plan poses serious constraints on the
future development of the tourism product and tourism demand.
Opportunities
The exercise of fair and effective control and the disciplinary punishment of the offenders can be an
important parameter for the treatment of pathogenic situations that burden the tourist product of the
Region.

11.1.4 Financial inputs and outputs (example follows)
Strengths
Tourism is an important economic activity and a source of financial resources for the Region which can
and should be further strengthened.
Opportunities
The substantial reduction of the cost of products and cash outflows can result from the rational use of raw
materials, products and in general the resources available to the Region. Recycling and energy efficiency
measures can create a noteable advantage. At the same time, existing tourism resources need to be
identified, evaluated and used appropriately.
11.1.5 Marketing effectiveness review (example follows)
During the period 2017 - 2019 the Region tried to be more active in its tourist promotion. As shown, the
promotion activities can be summarized as follows:

 2017: participation in international tourism exhibitions in Athens and Moscow, publication of
multilingual printed material (guides and maps), printed publications of general content in the
domestic tourist magazines and abroad (Poland) and online promotion on a German website.
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 2018: participation in international tourism exhibitions in Berlin and Krakow, publication of a
tourist guide "Paradise is next to us" and maps in three languages, publication of promotional
material for specific forms of tourism (alternative and religious).

 2019: participation in international exhibitions of general and special tourism in Bucharest, Milan,
Paris, London, public relations activities with journalists and travel agents abroad and limited print
advertising locally and in Russia.
From the above and from what is mentioned in previous chapters the following conclusions can be drawn:

 Despite some useful promotion efforts, these were rather piecemeal, as they were not based on
a comprehensive, organized and carefully targeted promotion and promotion plan. It is noted that
the elements of the promotion mix are more effective when using a single communication
campaign through multiple channels (media) to the target audience.

 Promotional actions were not accompanied by the existence of a comprehensive marketing plan,
which provides long-term and structured planning for all marketing variables (segmentation,
targeting, placement, product, promotion, pricing, distribution). Such marketing plan attempts to
address this shortcoming and present a comprehensive marketing proposal.

 The focus of the promotion and promotional actions did not place much emphasis on the forms
of sustainable tourism but on the general promotion of the region as a whole as a vacation
destination.
It follows from all the above that, since to date no complete marketing actions have been implemented,
we can not do in-depth analysis and evaluation of their effectiveness.
Please note that after the completion of the SWOT analysis for our region we must elaborate a SWOT
analysis for our business also. And more specifically for the position of our company in relation to the
assessed situation for our region and how we will be able to take advantage of the conclusions that
emerged.

11.2 Identification of the Development Options for Sustainable Tourism at the Region
According to the previous analysis, the following is the identification of the best options offered for the
development of a package of tourism products (or types of tourism) for Region. The proposed tourism
products are based on the results of the SWOT analysis, on the data of the secondary research but also
about the findings from possible on-site research of our clients or visitors to our area that we can carry
out to reinforce and specialize our conclusions and better plan our actions. The offered options of tourist
products can be evaluated with a specific scale (score) based on a series of parameters, as they are
estimated to be influenced by the development of options and are ranked according to their ability to
meet the requirements of sustainable tourism development of Region.
The next recording and analysis of the offered options for the optimal tourist development takes into
account the following parameters:
a. The analysis of the grid of existing activities and infrastructure related to tourism, as reflected in our
analysis of the current situation.
b. The needs of the market (Demand - Supply - Competition), as they arise from the characteristics of the
tourism product, findings from our clients research conducted as well as the general experience in tourism
issues.
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c. The current state of the available resources of Region (natural, man-made, economic), as well as basic
estimates for the carrying capacity of the various tourist destinations of Region.
According to the analysis so far and the above three parameters, the options for the tourism development
of Region could be as follows:
 agritourism
 eco-tourism
 health and physical tourism.
 wine tourism
 wellness tourism
 adventure tourism
 sports tourism
 conference - exhibition tourism (MICE)
 religious tourism.
Therefore, the above options of tourism can be integrated in the following 7 types of tourism products:
 Holiday tourism
 Health and Wellness Tourism
 Agritourism & Rural Tourism (ecotourism included)
 Cultural & Religious Tourism
 Wine and Gastronomy tourism
 Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism
 MICE Tourism

i. Evaluation of the offered options (tourist products) for the development of tourism in our region and
their prioritization
We need the process that follows with the aim to know better the dynamics of tourism development of the
area in which we operate and to adapt our strategy and activities accordingly.
In order to be evaluated the above seven offered development options (tourism products) in our Region,
a rating scale from 1 to 5 is adopted, for a series of parameters, for which the benefit and the effect of the
options / products, is evaluated in the light of four different categories.
More specifically, the tourism products (types of tourism) are evaluated in relation to their effect:
1.
2.

in the economy and society of Region as a whole,
in the local economy of each separate tourist destination inside the Region,
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3.

to tourism entrepreneurs as well as other stakeholders, employees, etc., and

4.

to travelers - tourists - visitors.

On the scale used: the score 1 - 2 corresponds to a relatively low benefit / effect that an offered option (tourism
product) has on the evaluation parameters - 3 corresponds to a median benefit / effect and the 4 - 5 in great benefit
/ effect.
The table below shows the evaluation by parameter and offered option (tourism product) and shows the
hierarchy of the most interesting for the development of Region tourism (comparatively, the option with
the highest score is the most advantageous and respectively the choice with the the lower the score the
less advantageous)
In any case, it is clarified that the following evaluation is internal and comparative, i.e. it concerns the evaluation
of the 7 types identified above (the results of the evaluation will indicate the hierarchical order in which it
is proposed to emphasize each type of tourism). Consequently, it is emphasized that all 7 alternative types
of tourism are worthwhile and it is proposed to be developed in Region, according to the SWOT analysis
presented above.

Table: Evaluation of the Offered Options (Tourist Products) of Tourism Development in Region (an indicative score is given
only for example purposes)
NN

Category

Evaluation options
parameters
Corresponds to the
wider development
plans of Region

1

Alternative Tourism Products & Tourism Items
1.Holiday
s

2.Wellness
& Health

3. Agro &
Rural

4. Cultural
Religional

5. Wine &
Gastronomy

6. Sports &
Adventure

7.
MICE

4

3

5

5

4

5

3

2

It affects the growth of
tourism

3

4

5

5

4

3

3

3

Combined with other
forms of tourism

4

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

4

Affects growth of
tourism employment

3

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

Enhances the
protection of the
environment and
the preservation of
the natural
landscape

2

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

Strengthens the tourist
comparative advantage
of Region over other
competitive
destinations (product)

3

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

It strengthens the
competitiveness of the
Regionn (tourist)
economy

3

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

5

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

2

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

3

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

5

6

7

8

9

10

Local
economy
& society
in the
Region

Encourages the
attraction of home
tourism
Encourages
attractionnes
groups of foreign
tourism
Contributes to the
promotion of
education and
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NN

Category

Local
economy
in the
destinatio
n

15

5. Wine &
Gastronomy

6. Sports &
Adventure

3

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

5

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

2

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

1

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

4

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

4

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

3

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

3

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

4

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

5

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

Meets its
requirements
demand

4

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

Improves their
competitive
business position

4

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

4

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

1

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

5

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

It strengthens the
competitiveness of
the local tourism
economy

Affects the
increase
increase of
public
revenues
Affects the
increase in average
revenue per
tourist

17

18

It has high development
costs and maintenance
Tourism
Business
men in
the
destinatio
n

It operates in
addition to the
existing tourist
infrastructure and
super structures
Extends tourism period

21

22

23

Contribute in
improving the quality
of the provided
tourism services

24
Tourists

25

4. Cultural
Religional

Affects to growth of
local employment

16

20

3. Agro &
Rural

Affects the
development of
disadvantaged and less
developed (eg
mountainous)areas

14

19

2.Wellness
& Health

Affects the
development
of the local
economy
(parallel effect
on services,
trade, etc.)

12

Alternative Tourism Products & Tourism Items
1.Holiday
s

training in the
tourism sector
Encourages the
cooperation of
stakeholders

11

13

Evaluation options
parameters

It combines a
variety of
activities
tourism and
leisure
Helps in
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NN

Category

Evaluation options
parameters

Alternative Tourism Products & Tourism Items
1.Holiday
s

2.Wellness
& Health

3. Agro &
Rural

4. Cultural
Religional

5. Wine &
Gastronomy

6. Sports &
Adventure

7.
MICE

1

……

….

…..

….

…..

..

85

101

102

XXX

XXX

XXX

78

acquaintance and
their participation
in the local
community

26

Offers alternative
accommodation
options (type,
cost)

Evaluation score

ii. Final identification of proposed tourist products for Region
As it results from the qualitative and quantitative comparative analysis of the offered tourist products in
Region - which is reflected in the previous table - the options are ranked based on the score they gather
in the following order of priority: Option 3 (102 points): Agritourism & Rural Tourism - Option 2 (101
points): Health & Wellness Tourism - Option 1 (85 points): Holiday Tourism - ….. Option XX (XX points) ……
Option 5 (78 points): MICE Tourism
Based on the above evaluation, all 7 proposed tourism products are sustainable, interests for Region, and
must be developed in greater depth. However, based on the above evaluation, two groups of touristm
products also emerge:
 The first group, which includes tourism products in which immediate development emphasis should be
given. This group includes the following types of tourism: Agritourism & Rural Tourism, Health &
Wellness Tourism, and Cultural & Religious Tourism.
 The second group, which includes tourism products that should be given a normal developmental
emphasis (are types of tourism normal priority). This group includes the following types of tourism:
Holiday Tourism, Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism, Wine & Gastronomy Tourism and Conference
Tourism.
Having evaluated each tourist product and taking into account:
1. The existing infrastructure of Region and the specific tourist destination as a whole (in a holistic approach)
including strengths, but also weaknesses or disadvantages;
2. The opportunities and threats identified for its tourism development;
3. The degree of efficiency of each tourism product, in the short and long term;
4. The main natural advantage of Region which is primarily related to the geomorphology and secondarily to
other natural environment;
5. The existing development of holiday tourism;
6. The extensive utilization of natural / thermal springs, in aggregate form
It is estimated that it would not be effective to focus and promote one of the seven tourism products
independently or independently of the development of the others. However, for reasons of methodological
approach, they were divided into distinct tourist products (and consequently in tourist markets), in order for
the company to be able to develop a specialized strategy that will be able to use the tourism activities that will
be developed at the Region in the future.
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We also believe that not all the tourist products offered for Region they operate completely autonomously, but
are in functional coupling (and interaction). Therefore, a complex strategic approach is proposed that will allow
the parallel but at the same time balanced development of the proposed tourism products. Such an approach
offers a host of advantages and in particular allows the acceleration of the upgrade of the tourist infrastructure
of Region, the utilization of synergies, the creation of conditions for a more efficient communication policy,
promotion, and finally the strengthening of the image, the identity and the name of Region as a complex and
multidimensional tourist destination. Our company is called to take into account all the above issues to plan its
strategy with perspective and efficiency.

ii. Assumptions and limitations arising from the SWOT analysis: Defining initial guidelines for the
marketing of thematic tourist products of Region
In the context of the elaboration of our research, the general goal is the placement and promotion of Region,
where our firm is operating, as a thematic tourism destination and which will focus on the following specific
objectives:
1. The promotion and sustainable development of Region as a tourist destination of high environmental
and cultural value.
2. The wide understanding of potential visitors / tourists of the whole of Region for its tourist identity and
its comparative advantages such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Its special natural environment.
The cultural, archeological and folklore elements of the area.
The monuments and buildings of cultural heritage.
The special elements of the religious tradition and heritage.
The alternative forms of tourism that the tourist can practice in the area.
The poles of special tourist attraction (eg, historical sites and destinations, natural monuments, religious
monuments, tourist routes, spas sources, etc.).
g. Local traditional activities and cultural events.
h. The gastronomic tradition and related peculiarities of the tourist destinations of Region.
3. The promotion of the comparative advantages of Region as a tourist destination with a differentiated
and distinct physiognomy.
4. Improving the quality of services provided to tourists.
5. The further development, tightening and optimization of the cooperation of the professionals of the
tourism sector of Region, both among themselves and with the local self-government but also with the
local civil society and its representative organizations.
Consequently, the detailed marketing plan that we are going to work out emphasizes the enrichment of
the composition of the offered tourist products of Region indirection of shaping a multifaceted and
thematically oriented tourist offer. Our company needs to formulate an action plan to promote the
appropriate tourism packages, which will meet its capabilities and will be completed in a reasonable time
frame.
Taking into account the previous (which set specific limitations) and in combination with the SWOT analysis
presented in previous section, the development policy of our marketing for the seven tourist products of
Region should be based on the acceptance of the following assumptions and directions:
Region, although it has a name and some identity (and an "image" that accompanies this name) with
relative recognition and therefore a potential for tourism demand, has managed to draw only a small part
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of this demand. There is therefore a significant untapped potential, which can be aimed at expanding the
size of demand, diversifying it and mitigating seasonality, which characterizes the existing forms of
tourism. It is obvious that the future utilization of part of the untapped demand potential is not particularly
identified with the development of mass tourism, but is primarily related to attracting selective holiday
tourism as well as visitors to the other six alternative forms of tourism developed previously.
The reasons for the unsatisfactory utilization - so far - of this potential are the limited access in the past,
which in the past did not facilitate the development of inbound tourism, the difficulties and inadequacies
in road access to many parts of Region, the final cost of travel, etc. For mass tourism should be noted that
it operates mainly by air and in fact by flights chartered by Tour Operators and, in order to ensure
economies of scale, seeks traffic with as large aircraft as possible. Also, large tour operators do not include,
in recent years in particular, new destinations in their programs if they cannot secure a commitment of
thousands of beds of selected hotel categories (3 stars and more) (even 3,000 beds at least for large tour
operators).
However, the significant potential of Region in natural and cultural resources remains largely untapped
and largely untouched, which is a critical advantage for the development of both holiday and alternative
tourism.
The further development and sustainable utilization of the seven tourist products of Region, as analyzed
above, is a very complex case. In fact, in Region there are many small tourist destinations that offer a
variety of products and which are aimed mainly at a limited number of customers, there are other groups
of destinations that have tourism products with similar characteristics that show relative geographical
proximity and in some cases satisfactory transport links. to be shown together, as well as several other
cases which is a well known and acclaimed destination for more than sixty years. namely in other cases of
pure and in other cases of mixed (that is, of many forms at the same time tourism).
The participation of the local authorities is decisive for the success of the sustainable tourism
development, as crucial is the participation of all interested entrepreneurs, stakeholders and other local
interest groups. In many cases, the participation of some of the previous groups should be financial. It is
obvious, however, that the coordination of further development should have for all of Region a specific
Destination Management Organization, with specialized know-how. This body should coordinate
development initiatives and the preparation and implementation of marketing and communication
programs. It is therefore necessary, if there is no such body, to operate as an autonomous entity and as a
legal entity under private law, involving local authorities (at all levels), local chambers, local business
associations and tourism workers. . Finally, this Organization should be staffed with the appropriate
specialized scientific and professional staff.
Our company intends to take the initiative in a reasonable time, so that together with other companies in
the industry and stakeholders to express its substantiated views to local authorities.

11.3. Strategic Framework for the Implementation of Tourism Marketing for Region
In order to develop the optimal framework for the implementation of a new tourism marketing strategy
for Region, some critical elements related to the tourism product itself (mass / holiday or alternative)
should be made clear. Specifically, as to the nature of the tourism product, it should be made clear
perceived and understood by all those involved in the tourism sector of Region the fact that the tourist
product differs significantly from all other products.
Most people mistakenly believe that tourism is a service. But the reality is different: the tourism product
is essentially a "hybrid", as it includes a variety of interrelated components such as materials, services,
natural environment, ideas, information, activities, but also people - both the providers of the tourism
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product as well as its consumers are at the same time its components. At the same time, the tourist
product presents all the classic peculiarities of the services, such as: the short depreciation (for example,
it cannot be saved for future sale and consumption), its intangible nature (the consumer does not know
exactly what he is buying before consuming the product), his dependence on the human factor, and finally
his often simultaneous production and consumption. All the above parameters should be taken into
account when formulating a new tourism marketing strategy.
In fact, consumers buy tourism products dreams - buy what they expect and imagine that they will
experience during their visit to a tourist destination or during their stay in a tourist accommodation.
Therefore, we can conclude that people do not just buy tourism products but buy the expectation of an
experience. From the point of view of the tourist production and offer of Region, either at macro-level
(institutions and administration of a tourist destination) or at micro-level (our firm), the crucial issue is the
configuration of the offer of a desired experience by the consumer with characteristics high quality and
good service. The goal is to offer an unforgettable and of course positive experience.
At the same time, the proposed tourism marketing strategy for our company is necessary to invest
sufficiently in the utilization of new technologies. New technologies and especially the use of web
applications can also make a decisive contribution to improving customer service and providing a quality
experience throughout the visitor's journey to the tourist destination.
It is also considered necessary for the National Tourist Association of Entrepreneurs or Tourism State
Organization to develop an integrated, qualitative and efficient Electronic Management & Marketing
System for Tourism Destinations (EMMSTD) covering both the Region and the whole country as
destinations.
Taking in view of the previous observations, the development of the optimal framework for the
implementation of new tourism marketing for our Region and our company is based on the following two
principles:
 In clear marketing strategies and goals. The preparation of this Strategic Tourism Marketing Plan
should be the product of painstaking work of a multidisciplinary team with the full support of the
Regional authority. In addition it should be based on opinions and views of many tourism
professionals and ordinary local and foreign tourists. Consequently, the present guidelines and
examples should be sufficiently utilized and function as an initial guide for tourism development
activities of Region and the firm.
 Given that marketing strategy does not work from scratch either exists in a vacuum, but must take
into account both the existing situation of tourism in Region as well as the absolutely realistic
and optimal possibilities of our firm for its future development
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12. How to decide on your sustainable marketing strategy
At the initial stage of this task we must to read carefully and consider the latest UNWTO recommendations
for action. 2 The UNWTO provide more than 100 practical actions in 23 areas for the three key crisis
phases: mitigation, recovery and building for the future. After that we can move on to the practical
issues of sustainable marketing strategy formulation
Following the SWOT analysis we can continue using the previous presented tools of problems tree and
objectives tree with the aim to formulate our marketing objectives.
After that, in case a multitude of goals is formed, we should use the tool of alternative analysis and select
only those goals that have a strategic and feasible character (Specific Measurable, Achievable, Relevant
and Time bounded)
An example of a selection is given in the table below.
Table: Quantitative and temporal identification of specific marketing objectives
Target
Management and organization
of special tourism packages
based on the forms of regional
thematic tourism taking into
account the criteria of
sustainable tourism.
Highlighting and shaping a
diverse and positive image for
our region (or sub-regions, or
destinations or the regional
thematic tourist products as
appropriate).
Promotion of alternative forms
of tourism including ecotourism that are less developed
in comparison with dominating
forms.

Quantification

Configuration of the packages
with the required general and
specific infrastructure, works and
organizational actions

Increase in demand in total
(arrivals and overnight stays)
by 20% on annual base

Timing
Initial configuration: one
semester for preparation and
probe actions.
Continuous configuration corrective and / or improving
actions: immediately after the
first semester.

For the next 5 years from the
beginning of the implementation
of our marketing plan

Increase in demand for these
tourism products by 25% on
annual base.

12.1. Market segmentation
The main purpose of market segmentation in tourism are:



Segment the tourists generating markets.
Identify the network of intermediaries.

2

UNWTO Commission for Europe 66th meeting. Report of the Secretary-General 2020-2021: https://webunwto.s3.eu-west1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-05/CEU_66_report_ SG.pdf?sg36nMVOIDmO8CPLBAS.Nvf14rcByxUp
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Identify the nature of demand for one’s product.
Identify the prospective tourists.

Through segmentation our firm will succeed in highlighting and exploiting the opportunities identified in
the SWOT analysis by focusing its efforts on the most attractive market segments for the regional thematic
products, and appropriately shaping the marketing mix of the region's total tourism product. According to
the data collected during our primary research but also based on the extensive secondary research, we
might conclude the important parameters for the segmentation of the tourism market. An indicative list
with some examples follows below.

Geographical criteria:
Here we need to define, analyze and target the origin of tourists (domestic, foreign and from which
countries) by type of tourism offered in our region. Two examples follows:
Cultural & Religious Tourism: Our country (the whole territory) is a very important source of origin for
potential visitors, but also some neighboring countries and Russia are of particular interest, a fact that has
been found in several other similar cases in other tourist areas.
Adventure & Sports Tourism: Exclusively our country (primarily from large urban centers), as well as
because of: a) the peculiarities of this form of tourism, and b) the inherent competitive disadvantages
internationally in this type of tourism, practically exclude targeting in foreign markets.

The age of the visitors:
Holidays: all ages, with emphasis on age group 25 - 70.
Cultural & Religious Tourism: all ages, with an emphasis on age group 25 - 70.
Adventure Tourism & Sports: The focus group should be people aged 18 - 25 years, and secondarily the
age 26 - 36 years.

The type of accommodation that guests choose:
Holidays: private houses, small hotel units of all categories, and rooms and apartments for rent, campsites
/ camps.
Health and Wellness Tourism: hotels of the highest category (4 and 5 stars) for wellness tourism and hotels
of all categories and rooms for rent for health tourism.
Cultural & Religious Tourism: primarily middle class hotels (3 and 2 stars) and secondarily higher class
hotels (4 and 5 stars).
MICE Tourism: primarily higher class hotels (4 and 5 stars), and secondarily middle class hotels (3 and 2
stars).

How to buy the product (distribution channels):
Holiday tourism: Locals mainly individually (directly to the provider of the tourist product), foreigners
mainly through large tour operators and secondarily individually.
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Agritourism & Rural Tourism: regardless of the geographical origin of the visitors, primarily individually
(and especially via the Internet) and secondarily through a specialized travel agency.
Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism: regardless of the geographical origin of the visitors, through a
specialized travel agency.
Behavioral Segmentation:
In this segmentation, prospective tourists are segmented on the basis of their knowledge, attitude, use or
response to the tour product. Under this segmentation, the marketing strategies of a tour-company
include: User Status - Usage Rate - Loyalty Status - Buyer Readiness Stages – Attitude.

Psychographic Segmentation:
Under this, the tourists are divided into different group on the basis of their social status, lifestyles, and
personality characteristics. For example, upper class, upper middle, lower classes, product preferences,
adventure sports, etc.

Price Segmentation:
Price ranges often come in handy in segmenting the tourist markets, such as those who want to take a low
priced vacation and those who may take a moderately priced vacation. Price ranges communicate to the
tourists the quality expectation of a product along with the producer’s image. While determining the price
of a tour package a tour planner must understand the paying capacity of the tourist.

Socio-demographic

characteristics (income & educational level):

Cultural & Religious Tourism: women are slightly more than men, the majority is middle-educated, have a
middle income, belong to all social classes, and come from all categories of workers and non-workers.
Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism: men are significantly more than women (in a ratio of 2 to 1), the
majority have middle to upper level of education, have a middle income, belong to the middle social class,
and two out of three are employees.
MICE Tourism: There are slightly more men than women, the majority have higher to very high levels of
education, have a middle to high income, belong to the upper middle class, and the majority are
employees.
12.2. Targeting
Based on the above segmentation criteria, the most important market segments related to the proposed
thematic tourist products of the Region can be presented in a panel. This is useful in order to focus on the
following conditions such as sufficient efficiency, accessibility for the implementation of marketing actions,
ability to measure individual objectives, as well as appropriate possibilities of responding of our Region as
a tourist destination. It is useful to display in the table if possible parameters such as levels of profitability
and competition, characteristics of the buyers, threats from substitutes, and dynamics of new competitors.

Tourist
product

Geographical
criteria

Age
criteria

Accommodation
type
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Tourist
product

Geographical
criteria

Age
criteria

Accommodation
type

Distribution
channels

Behavioral &
Psychographic

Social
Economics

It is advisable after the formation of the table to research and evaluate what is the position of your
company in relation to the formed situation, what are its real possibilities and what are its realistic goals.

12.3. Positioning
The placement strategy that firm is proposed to follow is characterized from the differentiation of
important distinctiveness of the different regional tourism products that offers, through the utilization of
its comparative advantages. Also by the formation of a strong image and distinct (from competitors)
identity as for our destination.
The core of the company's strategy should be to offer unforgettable memories based on a rich
combination of natural beauty, pleasant atmosphere of hospitality, culture and new experiences.
This proposal aims to adapt the supply to the new international trends in demand of diversified tourism
experiences by creating thematic forms of tourism. Furthermore, the traditional tourist sector of Region
as holidays can be associated with many leisure and leisure activities, and as Region is surrounded by
mountains gives it a comparative advantage for the development of extensive adventure tourism in the
context of the constantly rising internal and external market in both the thematic section of Holiday and
the sections of Adventure & Sports Tourism. Your market position is your face in the market; it is how
you want the market and your competitors to view your product or service. Your position will impact
every segment of your market.
Let your position be based on the benefits you offer, on an assessment of who your customers are and
what the position of your competitors is. Keep your position statement short and clear. For example,
travel company Magical Travels could position itself as "the most reliable travel company in the crossroad
of civilizations" Two hotel designers could position themselves in very different ways - one could be "the
most innovative designer of boutique art hotels" while the other could be "the most cost-effective
designer of traditional hotels". Which hotel design do you think you would see in an artickle in “Asia Pasific
Journal of Innovation in Hospitality and Tourism”, and who do you think will be the average customer of
them?
A few tips for your positioning:






When formulating your position in the market, think in terms of extremes - "most", "best",
"fastest", "cheapest", "only", etc.
Unless there is a big difference between you and your competitors, look for the most significant
needs of your customers - those that have not yet been met.
Whenever possible, do not oppose yourself directly to your competitors. If you do this, you may
end up without proper positioning if your client changes their focus. Instead, focus more on the
benefits of your product or service.
Be very careful if you are positioning solely on price as it is very easy to outbid your position.
Do not rely only on the image. You must support your positioning with content. Failure to do this is
a recipe for disaster.

12.4 Defining a strategy
There is a considerable number of marketing tools available for tourism strategy definition and
specialization for our Region. The product life cycle, the product / market matrix, the BCG matrix (Boston
Consulting Group Matrix) and the concept of competitive strategies. Based on our hypothesis - the
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existence of a pilot Region in Central Asia - for the practical understanding of the tools, we will present
through this example the aforementioned tools with the aim to select the most appropriate marketing
strategy for the development of tourism in our Region. The following is a brief analysis of the alternative
strategies that can be used for the proposed tourism products.

12.4.1. The Product Life Cycle
Holiday: Further development of tourism in the existing resort infrastructure of Region (Enrichment of
Existing Tourism Product). This product is at the end of the maturity stage internationally, and in the start
of the development stage in Region. According to the life cycle phase of this product, it is proposed to
implement a combination of complementary strategies consisting of:
(a) market modification (enrichment of market segments and distribution channels); and
b) product modification (differentiation from the competition with improved product characteristics,
enriched with the element of vacation, natural environment, sun and wilderness) with emphasis on the
combination with elements of wellness and culture.
Health and Wellness Tourism: Development of such types of tourism in autonomous centers or hotel
units, both in areas with thermal / other springs and in other relevant areas. This product is in an advanced
stage of development internationally, and is in a starting stage of development in the market for Region.
According to the life cycle phase of this product, it is proposed to implement a medium skimming strategy
of the market, combining medium promotion with medium prices.
Agrotourism & Rural Tourism: The product this is at a medium stage of maturity internationally, and is at
an early stage of development in the market for Region. According to the life cycle of the product in
question, it is proposed to implement a slow / medium market penetration strategy, combining low
promotion with medium prices.
Cultural & Religious Tourism: Further development through the more intensive penetration of existing
products in existing and new markets. This product is at an advanced stage of maturity internationally,
and is at an early stage of development in the market for Region. According to the phase of the cycle of
this product, it is proposed to implement a strategy of rapid market penetration, combining high
promotion with medium prices.
Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism: New product development and penetration in new markets mainly
locally. This product is in the stage of initial maturity internationally, and is in the initial introduction in
the market for Region. According to the life cycle phase of this product, it is proposed to implement a
rapid market penetration strategy, combining high promotion with low prices.
MICE Tourism: Development of new products and penetration into existing markets primarily locally and
secondarily abroad (from country to country in the broad region of Central Asia). This product is in an
advanced stage of maturity internationally, and is in an early stage of import in the market for Region.
According to the life cycle phase of this product, it is proposed to implement a slow market penetration
strategy, combining medium promotion with low prices.
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12.4.2. The Product / Market Matrix
In order to achieve the marketing goals for the tourism development of Region, we can follow the product
/ market strategies presented in table below:
Table: Product / Market Matrix
Existing Products

New Products

Market Penetration:

Product Development:

o

Existing
markets

Vacation Tourism: differentiation in o MICE Tourism: Development new
relation to competition through
products and penetration into existing
selective modifications of the existing
markets primarily locally and secondarily
market and through selective
abroad.
modifications of the product.
o Cultural & Religious Tourism: Further
development through the more
intensive penetration of existing
products in existing markets.
Market Development:
Differentiation:
o

New
Markets
o

Health and Wellness Tourism: o
development of health & wellness
tourism in independent centers or hotel
units, both in areas with thermal / other
springs and in other areas.
o
Cultural & Religious Tourism: Further
development through the more
intensive penetration of existing
products into new ones markets.

Agrotourism & Rural Tourism:
enrichment of the product with
element of mountains and / or desert
at the same time.
Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism:
Development of new products and
penetration into new markets mainly
locally and to neighboring countries.

12.4.3. The BCG Matrix
According to the existing international experience regarding the proposed tourism products of Region,
but also based on our experience in the region of Central Asia, the proposed forms of tourism can be
categorized based on the Growth and Market Share BCG Matrix, as follows:
Table: BCG Growth and Market Share Matrix
Relevant Market Share
High
High Growth
Rate of the Total
Market

Low

Stars:
O Health Tourism and Wellness

Question Marks:
o Agritourism & Tourism Countryside
o Cultural & ReligiousTourism
o MICE Tourism
Dogs:

Low Growth Rate Cows Cows:
O Holiday Tourism
of the Overall
Market

O Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism
O Wine & Gastronomy Tourism
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Therefore, if the regional thematic products of our example are adopted, the Region tourism product
portfolio will consist of a potential cash cows, a potential star, three potential question marks and two
dogs. Thus, a "build" strategy for the three question marks, a "hold" strategy for the cash cow, a "harvest"
strategy for the star, and a "re-relocation" strategy should be followed by our firm. Positioning either
"Withdrawal" for the dogs.

12.4.4. Basic (high) competitive strategies marketing
Based on the available core / high competitive strategies according to Porter, it is considered appropriate to
implement the following strategies (per type of tourism product) for Region and operating there fims:
Holiday Tourism. Proposed strategy: cost leadership, emphasizing mainly not the supply of low prices, but in
the offer for high value (value for money) through the enrichment of the product with additional elements
Health and Wellness Tourism. Proposed strategy: differentiation, with emphasis on the existence of highclass thermal / other springs in combination with some critical characteristics of the product (arising from
the competitive advantages of separate places inside the Region).
Agritourism & Rural Tourism. Proposed strategy: focus on market niches and then differentiation for these nest
markets, with an emphasis on combining mountain elements with a variety of geomorphology, agrarian
production, flora and climate, and additionally according to some of its critical characteristics product.
Cultural & Religious Tourism. differentiation, with an emphasis on the existence of world-class attractions
(primarily cultural and secondarily different religious) combined with enriching the product with many
ancillary elements related to holiday, wellness and culture activities.
Adventure & Sports Tourism. Proposed strategy: focus in market niches and then differentiation for these nest
markets, with emphasis on the combination of mountain with a variety of geomorphology, flora and
climate, and in addition according to some critical product characteristics.
MICE Tourism. Proposed strategy: focus on market niches and then cost leadership giving emphasis both on
the offer of medium-low prices, as well as on the offer of high value (value for money) through the
enrichment of the product with the culture, gastronomy and the other existing attractive elements of
Region.
Having defined and specialized your strategy you need to move on to the next step: attract new customers
again and gain many more new ones. How is this going to be done? How will you present your new
approach and your new strategy?
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13. What else to consider for the design a Marketing mix programme for sustainable tourism

13.1. The 9 Ps for firms working on the sustainable tourism development direction.
The concept of the marketing mix is equally relevant in the case of tourism products as it is in the case of
other services and goods. But in our case we have two important features: we are small and mediumsized enterprises and we operate towards sustainable tourism. Our managers must constantly search for
the right marketing mix, the right combination of elements that will produce not only a profit but also will
obey and comply with the criteria of sustainable tourism, leaving for future generations at least the same
or even better opportunities to enjoy the biodiversity, natural, cultural and historical heritage. But from
which factors is composed the marketing mix? Timing – Branding – Pricing - Differentiated features of our
products – Image – Distribution channels – Promotion – Selling and after sales techniques - Ιnteraction
with local and wider social environment.
The necessary starting point for the creation of a successful marketing mix that will ensure the definition
and necessary specialization of the goals are the common four P’s . The 4Ps are a central part of your
marketing plan and are made up of: product – price – place –promotion. Some examples of questions
assisting you to define your 4P’s given below:
Product
What does your potential customer expect from your services? How will he use them? What are their
different characteristics and how do they differ from the others offered? What special name and
certification do they have?
Price
What is the book value of the product that only you know and what is the fair value for the customer?
Are there any gentlemen's agreements in your area that distort free competition? Can a small price
reduction affect bookings especially for certain times of the year? Are your customer target groups price
sensitive and to what extent? Can you offer some discounts to some of these groups? Can you offer
additional services that will allow you to charge more for some nights?
Place
Where do potential customers look for services like yours and how you will stand out? Who else offers
similar services and how do they sell them? What distribution channels do you need and how can you
access them? Do you need an in-house sales department or outside intermediaries to grow your sales?
Promotion
Can you reach your customers through traditional advertising channels or do you have to take advantage
of new ones, especially new technologies? How can you promote your business to potential customers
via the internet and social media? Are there specific times of the year when your customers are more
likely to buy? How do your competitors promote their products? What techniques can your competitors
use? Is there another way to promote your products different from your competitors?
However, at the current period in the tourism sector besides above four P’s you can utilize five other P’s
which with the right handling on your part, can influence in such a way that your business will stand out
among the many competitors in your own or in other destinations. What are these extras P’s?
Processes: Utilizing sound procedures - and digitizing them as far as possible – which go hand in hand with
the groups of sustainable tourism criteria. You can introduce digitized procedures in groups of sustainable
tourism criteria, of course to a different degree for each of these four groups and for each of the 39
existing criteria.
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Personalities’ interaction: You interact not only with your staff, your suppliers and your customers, but
also with the representatives of the wider region and society and your potential customers. In this process
you should have vision, attractive proposals, SMART approach and clear understanding the needs of all
involved.
Physical evidence and web services:
Although online services play a leading role in the modern era, there needs to be a proper balance
between them and face-to-face approaches and service.
Products Enrichment:
You are not selling products or services. You are selling benefits, hospitality, memories, experiences.
Enrich all that with your new approach on Greening, Digitalization and Socializing. It is time to present it
in a serious, attractive and memorable way.Describe it here. Think about the identity of your product or
service that sets you apart from your competitors. This can also be called your Unique Market Offer
(UMO). It could be your tourist package design, your routes and events, the combination of new
technology with the friendly personell of your hotel, some special services, exceptional combination of
three parts of sustainable tourism, or combination of selected previous issues. The following example
might be presented both in digital and hard copy forms on different marketing materials:

Yes, we achieved the last years: Five-year recycling more than 2000 ton - Complete replacement of
disposable plastics – Recycling > 50% of organic and non-organic waste - 90% reduction in the use of
plastics compared to 2015 - Complete water recycling for irrigation
But also we promote: the local products and customs through the organization (during the winter and
summer solstice but also during the spring and autumn equinox) of four different content and direction
Eco Week Festivals in collaboration with 40 local companies and organizations
And even: We organize rare bird watching tours on an annual basis with 3,400 guided tours in 2019 – We
created an electronic animated fairy tale "The nostalgia of the stork" for our little friends, the revenues of
the sale of which are provided to the Ornithological Society – We realize permanently an animal rescue
program for the adoption of stray animals from the area by our customers
Except all above we plan: Own generation of electricity through photovoltaic panels
Except above please think about the following when you create your UMO:



Perhaps along with your strengths, you also want to analyze your weaknesses. Once you figure out
who they really are, you can use marketing to maximize your strengths and minimize your
weaknesses.
Also analyze the strengths and weaknesses of your competitors in order to minimize their strengths
and use their weaknesses to your advantage.

Psi factor:
We have already stated that we do not sell products or services, but benefits, hospitality, feelings,
experiences and memories. All this requires a comprehensive and consistent approach to the mentality,
desires and expectations of our potential customers. Otherwise we will address our promotional message
and offer to the target group of young people looking for adventure and alternative tourism and otherwise
the group interested in cultural or religious tourism.

13.2 Mandatory issues for the preparation of a Communication Plan
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The first step is not just to plan what to communicate, but why, how and to whom. A fundamental mistake
in communications can be to be led by the media rather than the objective in terms of effectively bringing
a message to a specific target group. For example, firms often produce leaflets without knowing exactly
how they will distribute them, or even if the target audience really wait to see a leaflet. Many resources
can be wasted if communications are not targeted.
Another essential part of communication is to transfer your message to the needs, interests and level of
understanding of the target group. As a firm you want to communicate perhaps how special the nature in
your area is. The average visitor, however, might be primarily interested in having a relaxing day after a
week of hard work. The art of communication is to attract the attention of the (potential) visitors at the
level of their needs and expectations - then also to attract their interests for what you want them to do
or know. If your communications action plan is strategically designed, and based on your communication
objectives, you will find that your outputs are much more effective – and sustainable.

13.2.1. Communication strategy: headings and guiding questions
Step

Heading

1.
2.

Issue
Objective

3.

Target audience

4.

Audience characteristics

5.

Key messages

6.
7.

Communication tools
Evaluation

Questions to ask yourselves

What do you need to communicate?
What do you want to achieve or what needs to change?
Who can help you to achieve this? To whom do you need to talk?
Who do you need to inform/persuade?
What is the audience like? How can you best communicate with
them?
What is your message? What are the facts and figures that back
it up?
What will deliver your message to your audience?
How can you check that what you are doing works?

13.2.2. Action points for the Communication Plan:







Decide who needs to be involved in making a communications action plan. This can be your
communications staff, as well as key representatives from other departments. You could also use
the manual mentioned in case study.
Organise a meeting of your team to work through the process described above.
Bring along lots of pens and paper and take a whole day to make a big table of everything you want
to do.
Brainstorm all the issues first.
Then go through looking at objectives, audiences, messages. Make sure you get everyone’s ideas
written down.
At the end think about tools – how you are going to communicate. After the meeting, create an
action plan.

Case study - Developing a communications action plan: Uzhansky and Carpathian National Nature
Parks, and Gorgany National Nature Reserve, Carpathian Ecoregion, Ukraine
Within the context of the project “Protection and sustainable use of natural resources in Ukrainian
Carpathians” workshops were organised that provided participants with skills in planning
communications. Elements included identifying and prioritising issues, making messages, deciding
audiences, choosing tools and analysing results.
In order to prepare participants for the learning sessions, a short pre-workshop questionnaire was sent
out to get participants thinking about issues to communicate, key messages and facts and effective
communication techniques.
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In addition to the workshops, participants were asked to plan, implement and write a report on a small
communications project of their own. Post-workshop support for the development of these projects was
available from the project consultant.
The workshops positively “tested” the methodology to develop a strategic communications plan. The
results were presented in a short manual which outlines how to map out a communications action plan.
Building up stage by stage, it sets out a clear path to successful, well-planned communication which makes
best use of resources. The main steps of this process are:
1. Where are we? - Define an issue.
2. Where do we want to be? - Define things that need to happen to solve the issue (objectives).
3. Who can help us to get there? - Define your audiences/stakeholders.
4. What will motivate them? - Identify audience characteristics.
5. Don’t forget the message! - Identify key messages – what do I want the people to know?
6. Now, how? - Identify an effective communication method for your audience.
The techniques were illustrated with examples devised by staff members of the three protected areas.
See more at: http://snpa.in.ua/en/uzhanskyi-national-nature-park/ and https://green-ukraine.com/thecarpathian-national-nature-park
13.2.3. Definitions for Area image and branding







Target audience. A specific group of people within the target market at which the marketing
message is aimed.
Key messages are phrases that explain the main things you want to say to your audience. They are
flexible and change according to the audience.
Destination image. Sum of beliefs, ideas and impressions that a person has of a destination.
Branding. Development and effective transfer of a set of images and believes about a destination.
A brand is a name, term, sign, symbol or design, or combination of them, intended to identify the
goods or services of one seller and to differentiate them from those of competitors.
A destination brand is a way to communicate a destination’s unique identity to visitors and
differentiating it from its competitors. It provides a uniform “look and feel” that all destination
partners can consistently use.

Travellers’ images of destinations play an important role in destination choice. Image differentiates tourist
destinations from each other and is an integral and influential part of the traveller’s decision-process. One
of the reasons is that, unlike most other products one buys, destinations cannot be tested out before the
purchase.
An image can be holistic: formed by individuals themselves through such things as past experiences with
destinations, and through general sources of information (such as news reports, movies, newspaper
articles, etc.). Images however can also be induced: created through information received from subjective
sources, including destination advertising and promotion. The art of creating a positive image about a
destination is called branding.
Branding of companies and products is well known. Everyone knows that companies have brands. But did
you know that geographical areas have them too? A place can have a brand in order to attract investment
and to create a common identity. These brands emerged in the middle ages and are in fact older than
company brands.
More recent are destination brands which aim at attracting tourist to the areas. They should reflect the
area’s Unique Selling Proposoition (USP) and be focused on the key target markets. This usually includes
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graphic elements and a short slogan or motto, summarising the USP of the destination. Use positive
language and include an emotion, feeling or experience. Two examples of recent successful destination
brands are “Incredible India” or “100% Pure New Zealand”.
It’s important to remember that a brand must be based on what is true. A simple example: it’s no good
trying to sell beach holidays in a cold place. Also try to provide objective information, so rather than speak
about yourself as the “most beautiful place in the country”, emphasise the specific qualities or refer to a
trusted third party (such as UNESCO or a famous poet).
Expectations should not be raised too high, and your aim should be to deliver more than people think
they will get. If perceptions are negative there are ways to work with this in your branding. Wales, in the
UK, is notoriously rainy, but a recent advertising campaign by its tourism authority turned this into a
positive, branding it as both a refreshing outdoors and “cosy” indoors place. Some protected areas like
the Cairngorms National Park in Scotland and the Forest of Bowland in England have had success building
up “shared” brands with businesses.
Once your brand is developed make sure it is widely used – not just by your region and local authorities
but also by local tourism businesses, int’l tour operators etc. A good brand usually deals with more than
just the logo. It also includes guidelines for the use of colours, layout and images. For a brand to work it
should be widely applied and used over a longer period (5 to 10 years or more).

13.2.4. Action points for region imaging and branding










Think about what the shared brand of your region could be.
Make a “mood board” – a large piece of paper, with pictures, words and colours which represent
what your area has to offer.
Investigate what visitors say about the area: Why do they come? What are their prime emotions?
Research how local businesses are using the area to sell their holidays. Are these compatible
with protecting the area? If not, how can they be adapted to make them compatible?
Develop different brand proposals and slogans. Test them among local entrepreneurs and visitors.
Remember that a good brand should not need much explanation. There is a direct recognition at
the emotional level.

Case study - Developing a Communications Toolkit for Businesses: Forest of Bowland Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty,England, UK
Based on research involving more than 200 local people, this area developed a manual with a CD offering
a range of useful information, tools and tips to local tourism businesses. The CD features extra images
designed to help local businesses understand the special qualities of the area, and use them in promoting
their own products as well as contributing to sustainable tourism. The kit is aimed essentially at businesses
to become true ambassadors of the Forest of Bowland area and brand.
The publication provides factual information, lists of popular local places collected from the community,
and finally includes actions that businesses can undertake to help develop sustainable use of the area.
The text is organised in five themes:
• Protection and uniqueness (“A place to enjoy and keep special”)
• Food and beverage (“Delicious local food and drink”)
• History (“A landscape rich in heritage”)
• Farming (“A living landscape”)
• Wild land (“Wild open spaces”)
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Each section provides detailed information for local businesses. For example, the section on protection
and uniqueness lists over 50 recommended paddling and picnic places, walks in wild country, fishing
places, woodlands to explore and gardens, parks and viewpoints.
Every section includes case studies and “People we spoke to said...” areas with extended quotes from
locals. Sections end with “action points” for businesses to follow - from discovering the area themselves,
to providing drying space for wet-weather gear; from providing maps and guide books for loan to making
it clear to visitors that the area is protected.
Whereas in the past most local businesses marketed themselves by saying they were close to a national
park, after distributing this toolkit now 97% proudly identify themselves as being in the Forest of Bowland.
To read Forest of Bowland sense of place toolkit in full, go to https://www.forestofbowland.com/SensePlace

13.3. Distribution channels & Pricing policy decisions
Tourist destinations and businesses have the opportunity to market their products either directly or
through intermediate distribution channels. The latter are used mainly when they can more effectively
achieve lower distribution costs, better and faster access to markets, higher sales volume, reduce overall
business risk, secure resources to strengthen their core business through expertise and experience.
However, many tourism companies, choose the direct marketing of their products, with or without the
simultaneous marketing through intermediaries, when the conditions for efficient cooperation with
intermediary organizations are not ensured or when they are not sufficient for the successful performance
of the destination or business.
Issues that should always be considered in relation to the distribution channel are: the level of services
provided, the types (dealers, retailers, etc.) and the size (intensive, selective, or exclusive distribution) of
intermediaries, the recognition of objectives, responsibilities and constraints of the channels as well as
market dynamics and the new channels that are emerging. Alternative channels are mainly evaluated
based on financial criteria, controllability criteria, and management flexibility criteria. As previously
developed, the development of a differentiated image in relation to the competition for each of the tourist
products of our hypothetical region is sought. The tourist products of our region should be distributed
both directly and through intermediaries in the tourist market.
Distribution through Intermediaries: The alternative channels that have been identified and proposed to
be selected for the efficient distribution of the tourist products of region with the use of intermediaries
might be the following:



Specialized Tour Operators and individual specialized travel agencies of country and abroad ,.
Internet distribution, and in particular through specialized websites - intermediaries.

Direct distribution: The alternative live distribution channels that can be used are the following:




With direct contacts with potential customers (usually corporate), through information offices of
the Local Authorities, participation of the Local Authorities. in national and international tourism
fairs, etc. It should be noted that the relevant training of sales and public relations executives of
the Local Authorities and other entities of the region is necessary.
Distribution through an Electronic Management & Marketing System of Tourism Destination (if it
exists locally, otherwise by the relevant system operating for the whole country needs).

The trend on pricing policy that is observed both locally and internationally is the tourist-consumer to
demand more performance and better quality with the same or even lower prices (with a minimum final
requirement or "market threshold" the well-known value for money).
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It is worth noting that the broad region of Central Asia - in general - is considered as non expensive region
as a tourist destination and in fact with a relatively low value for money. This visa has been repeatedly
verified in the last seven years in many visited parts of the region. Based on the results of our expertise,
it emerged that the situation in the majority of areas outside the capitals of the countries, is exactly similar
to the whole broad region.
Common targets of the political prices applied by a tourism business are: survival (utilization of excess
capacity), maximum direct profits, maximum direct revenues, maximum sales increase, maximum market
skewing, quality dominance product. The pricing of the product can be done in relation to its cost, at the
prices of competitors, with the desired return on investment and based on the assessment of the value
received by the buyer.
Must It should be clarified that in the context of a marketing plan of a tourist enterprise (as opposed to
the case of the plan for a specific tourist destination) as in the case of our firm inside the hypothetical
region, the proposals regarding the pricing policy of the tourist products of the firm are more feasible and
might eveloped in depth in comparison with the relevant general proposals for the destination.
Besides, in most cases - as example for our hypothetical region - the tourist destinations themselves (at
least at the level of local authorities) do not have the potential to effectively influence the pricing policy
of local tourism companies.
For the needs of the present guidelines, the main objective of the price policy that will be sought to be
implemented cannot be common to all tourist products of our region. Specifically, depending on the
characteristics of each product, and in accordance with the individual marketing strategies proposed for
each product separately, the main objectives of the pricing policy should be specific but in any case also
aim at the overall increase value for money of the product, in order to enhance the competitiveness of
the tourist destination.
It is understood that the pricing policies of a company operating in our area must be determined taking
into account the existing prices of competitors. Also, to have made estimates for the adjustment of the
pricing policy based on the life cycle of each of the tourist products of our region. Finally, the margin of
competition with competitors is considered to be relatively high.

13.4. Other components of an Action Plan for communication and promotion
13.4.1. Communication strategies
Communication is a two-way process where the message sent by the sender should be interpreted in the
same terms by the recipient. Different types of recipients (target groups) therefore need different
messages and communication strategies. Some characteristics of effective communication are:
 Clarity of purpose: it should be clear to the sender what the aim of the message is.
 Completeness: the message delivered should be comprehensive. It can be supported by facts and
observations.
 Feedback: whether the message sent by the sender is understood in same terms by the receiver
or not can be judged by the feedback received.
Changing people’s behaviour follows the AIDA principle:
Attention - observing and understanding the problem (awareness)
Interest - accepting their own contribution to the problem
Desire - availability of alternative choices
Action - alternative choice is attractive
As during their holidays clients want to escape from their everyday worries and responsibilities, it is
important to choose the style and moment of communication carefully. At the same time however, most
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customers are aware of potential negative impacts and would appreciate to be informed on “how to do
no evil”.
Therefore clients should receive the information with short, positive and engaging messages that
stimulate a sense of commitment without provoking sense of guilt. Positive language and messages
should result in a preference for the sustainable alternative. It is most effective when clients are inspired
towards more sustainable behaviour by the presentation of sustainable alternatives as quality and
innovative products and by new experiences. This can be done by linking sustainability features with direct
benefits for the customer. Secondary information could inform them that their choices also contribute to
the conservation of the local culture and/or nature.

Sustainability feature

Words to tell the story

Contribute to the economy of
poor rural areas

Visit authentic communities, discover unknown places, contact with
local people, learn about ancient traditions, experience local life.

Preservation of local culture
and traditions.
Local products
Chemical free produced food

Timeless traditions. Cultural diversity. Unmatched experience.
Authentic, unique flavour / ingredients, sense of taste
Organic, ecological, natural,

Proper planning

Clean environment, quite, traffic free, relaxed atmosphere,
harmonious with the surrounding nature, In balance with the
surroundings.

Biodiversity

Discover unknown / unique species. Least know natural sanctuaries.
Undiscovered. Virgin forests. Intact nature

Environmentally friendly
hotels

State of the art technology proving comfort and ease throughout
your stay.

By using words like ‘authentic”, “traditional” and “natural’ you move away from moral obligation and will
be able to relate to the “True greens” as well as the more hedonistic target groups. For a growing majority
of holidaymakers, knowing that they did no harm or even contributed to sustainability will increase the
quality of their experience. Researches shows that most customers are willing to pay a premium (5-10%)
for that.
However, depending on the type of product, you might not want to lose your more hedonistic target
groups that are less inclined to pay a premium. In that case and provided that it is well communicated,
sustainability provides you with a competitive advantage as it increases the perceived value of your
products.

13.4.2. Communication within the full holiday cycle
Sustainability can be communicated through different channels: e.g. publicity, brochures, websites, travel
documents, magazines, in-flight videos, welcome meetings upon arrival, enquiries after their return etc.
In order to be effective, the tone and content of the communication should not only be in line with the
target groups and media used, but also adapted to the moment it is given: prior to booking or before,
during, or after the holiday.
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A. Prior to booking
Responsible marketing and promotion
In order to reinforce the sustainable tourism message a company should ensure that its holidays are
advertised in a responsible manner. Many countries have strict consumer regulations regarding
advertising and marketing messages. Claims about the quality, facilities and locations of holiday
destinations are a common cause of customer complaints and dissatisfaction. It is therefore essential that
information about a destination, product or experience is correct and verifiable. This includes
sustainability-related aspects such as respecting the cultural and environmental integrity of destinations
and resisting the commercial pressure to ‘over-sell’ tourist destinations as idyllic paradises. It is essential
that brochures and other communication materials present an accurate image of the destination since it
enables customers to make the choice that matches with their needs and interests.
By implementing customer consultation guidelines and by maintaining proper fact sheets of destinations
and products you can ensure that all sales staff communicate the same messages and key information in
their interaction with clients. Through client feedback the guidelines and fact sheets can be regularly
updated.
Promoting a sustainable choice
Through promotion materials and individual consultations, travel companies have an important role in
motivating customers towards sustainable choices. Clients can be informed about different transport
alternatives and their environmental effects, such as carbon emissions. Certified accommodations and
excursions should be clearly indicated in order to attract positive attention.
Carbon offsetting, in case not yet included in the package price, can be offered on a voluntary basis. This
can best be done by including carbon offsetting as an integral part of the reservation and payment
procedures. Alternatively, clients can be referred to a credible carbon offset scheme through a special
leaflet or reference. This is however less effective as it requires an active approach and additional payment
procedure.
Customer protection
Secure storage and handling of private personal and financial data is essential. In most countries
regulations are in place in order to ensure the privacy and financial safety of customers. In many countries
(e.g. EU), travel companies have to participate in an insurance system in order to refund clients in case of
bankruptcy.
Communicate your sustainability policy and actions
General information on sustainable tourism and your companies’ sustainable tourism policies should be
communicated in a very accessible manner. For example the organisations’ policies regarding sexual
exploitation of children can be communicated with a standard text on the website, in brochures and in
other publications. It is important to not only communicate your policy but also your achievements.
B. After booking and in the destination
Travel documents should provide customers with destination-specific information regarding sustainability
as well as health & safety aspects, such as for example:








Local culture-related behavioural practices.
Information about local (public) transport means.
Illegal souvenirs, including in- and export of historic and religious artefacts.
Local restaurants, food and shops.
(non) sustainable food and fish species.
Policies regarding sexual exploitation of children.
Health & safety risks and precautions.
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Emergency procedures and contact persons.

Local representatives, tour leaders and guides also have an important role in (verbally) transferring
information and influencing the decisions of the customers. Moreover, (company specific) information
materials in hotel lobbies can be an important communication channel.
Codes of conduct
A very practical and direct way to show the client how to travel more sustainably is by providing a code
of conduct. Codes of conduct translate sustainability policies and objectives into practical tips and
recommendations for clients. Codes of conduct are usually tailored towards certain activities or
destinations. For example codes for mountain trekking, wild life watching or codes for visiting protected
areas or cultural heritage. Travel organisations are developing a growing number of codes in co-operation
with local authorities and NGOs who are working on specific themes. Destination codes of conduct can
best be included in the travel documents and/or given upon arrival in the destination. Codes for a specific
activity can best be communicated just before the beginning of the activity and/or explained by the tour
leader.
Local excursions can be enriched with information and interpretation about local people, nature and
environment. In more and more destinations special excursions have been developed with a focus on
nature conservation or community development (e.g. Gambia is Good demonstration farm, Rio Favela
tours in Brazil). By promoting these “alternative” excursions travel companies can increase the awareness
of their customers, support directly the initiatives and create local support for tourism development.
Clients can also be encouraged to donate to local charities and sustainability initiatives, especially after
they have experienced successful projects (for example tree planting, community facilities, or
environmental education projects).

C. After holidays
To improve the quality of the travel product it is useful to stimulate clients to provide feed-back on their
holiday experiences. It can be measured through structured enquiries and by monitoring the complaints.
In order to improve the sustainability of the travel product and to monitor the effect of implemented
policies it is essential to also include sustainability as a theme into the customer feedback forms.
Questions can relate to the observation of any negative social or environmental aspects related to the
product or the destination, or to the clarity and amount of information provided by the travel guide or
local representative. The collected feedback on sustainability can then be used to discuss further
improvements with suppliers, the local agent or the local government.
13.4.3. Actions/solutions

Customer communication and protection
NN

Title

Description

Report

Obligatory





Prior to booking

1.

Consultation
guidelines

A company guideline for client consultation
is available and is followed by client
advisors.

2.

Customer privacy

The company ensures that customer
privacy is not compromised.
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Customer communication and protection
NN

Report

Obligatory

3.

Marketing and advertising messages
Marketing and
comply with relevant standards and
advertising messages voluntary codes of conduct and do t
promise more than is delivered.





4.

Product information

Product information is clear, complete and
accurate with regard to the company and
its products and services, including
sustainability claims.



5.

Destination
information, quality

Destination
information,
including
sustainability aspects, is factually correct,
balanced and complete.



GHG / Carbon
emission level

Clients are informed about the GHG or
carbon emission of the travel offer before
booking in order to enable consumers to
take this into account in their decision
making process.



7.

Sustainable
transport

Clients are informed about the
environmental impact of different
transport options to reach the destination
(in case these are t included in the
package). Sustainable alternatives, when
existing, are offered.



8.

Transport to the
airport

Clients are informed about and stimulated
to choose sustainable transport options to
the place of embarkation.



9.

GHG / Carbon
compensation
information

Clients are informed about the possibilities
for
GHG
or
carbon
reduction/compensation
for
the
international transport in the package tour.



10.

GHG / Carbon
compensation with
booking

GHG / Carbon compensations of air
transport is integrated as voluntary option
in the booking form. Payment is channelled
through the travel company.



Indication
sustainable
11. accommodation and
excursions

(Certified) sustainable accommodations,
excursions, packages and/or transport
options are promoted with logos or other
messages. They are recognisable to
consumers and presented as the “better”
option.



6.

12.

Title

Travel advise
sustainable offers.

Description

In the frame of personal travel advise, the
customer is informed about sustainable
alternatives concerning accommodations,
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Customer communication and protection
NN

Title

Description

Report

excursions, package holidays and transport
options, if available.

13.

Sustainability
commitment

Consumers are clearly informed about the
participation and/or certification of the
company by Travelife and the related
sustainability commitments and actions.
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After booking, during and after holidays
Destination
information and
interpretation

Information is provided to consumers
about the natural surroundings, local
culture and cultural heritage in the holiday
destination.



15.

Sustainability
information

Consumers are informed about key
sustainability aspects and issues in the
destination and receive recommendations
on how to make a positive contribution
(e.g. limitation of resource use, waste,
illegal souvenirs, cultural habits, dress
code, initiatives to be supported).



16.

Health and Safety

Customers are informed regarding risks
and precautions related to health and
safety matters in the destination.



17.

Destination contact
person

A contact person and permanently
reachable telephone number is available
for emergency situations.





18.

Emergency
situations

Guidelines
available
and
relevant
personnel are educated on how to deal
with.





14.

Codes of conduct /
guidelines for
19. sensitive excursions
or activities.

Clients receive documented guidelines
and/or codes of conduct for sensitive
excursions and activities in order to
minimise negative visitor impact and
maximise enjoyment. The guidelines are
developed with collaboration and consent
of relevant NGOs and the affected
community and may reffer to:
- Animal attractions - Water activities Sport fishing - Visiting cultural or
historically sensitive sites - Wild life
watching and visiting protected areas Encounters with native and traditional
cultures etc



These codes of conduct describe the
desired behaviour of the client as well as
key elements of the standard the service
provider is expected to comply with.

20.

Sexual exploitation

Customers
are
informed
about
commercial, sexual or any other form of
exploitation and harassment, particularly
of children and adolescents.

21.

Illegal souvenirs

Clients are informed about applicable
legislation concerning the purchasing,
sales, and export of artefacts and articles
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containing materials of threatened flora
and/or fauna in the destination (e.g. CITES).
Local services and
goods

Clients are motivated to
restaurants and shops

local





Sustainable
transport options

Where feasible clients are informed on
sustainable
transport
options
in
destinations. For example by providing
information on public transport.





Donations

Clients are encouraged to donate (e.g.
through travel company supported
charities) to local sustainable initiatives
(e.g. nature conservation, cultural & social
projects).



25.

Client satisfaction

Client satisfaction is systematically
measured and the results are taken into
account for service and product
improvements.



26.

Sustainability and
client satisfaction

Sustainability is an integral part of the
research into client satisfaction.



27.

Complaints

The company has clear procedures in case
of complaints from clients.



22.

23.

24.

use





13.4.4. Promotional and marketing activities
Joining in regional and national marketing and promotional campaigns
The region might be included as one of the destinations in a wider tourism offer. This way more trust and
recognition is achieved in the target audience. It also helps to reach larger target audience which is not
possible and cannot be adequately done by individual service providers or even the whole destination.
Options are following:
• Theme publications – for example, national, regional or international, and similar guidebooks;
• Involve in marketing campaigns organised by national tourism organisations;
• Develop such destination’s tourism offer which is relevant to include in larger touring routes. It can be
done in consultation with the travel agencies in the country or international tour operators who are selling
similar travel packages or tours to similar destinations;
• Invite mass media, organise family days and family trips or educational trips etc
• Invite tourism professionals – agencies, operators, accommodations, guides and others to such trips for
professionals. From them you can learn a lot about how to make tourism products in your destination;
• Develop and maintain the web site with updated information on services available;
• Involve in international marketing organisations, associations and consultants.

Participation in travel fairs and exhibitions
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Participating in travel fairs you get in direct contact with eventual visitors of your destination. During fairs
you can understand visitor expectations and ideas about your destination which helps to develop relevant
tourism offer. Travel fairs represent an opportunity to inform travellers personally about what they can
expect and experience in your destination. Participating in such events you must be prepared with
relevant attractive presentations (preferably electronic) of your region, tour packages, stories etc
Steps to do:
• Develop the concept of your travel fair stand presenting the image and products, inviting to visit your
sustainable tourism destination;
• Develop stand design and technical specification. The stand consists of the basic construction and
changeable/removable elements which can be renewed as necessary at low cost or can be used
separately from the whole stand in other promotional events;
• The stand concept should be possibly open and democratic stressing accessibility and hospitality of the
destination;
• The stand should demonstrate the key values – nature, culture, people, etc. Should illustrate that the
services are really based on the local society. The values should be communicated in simple,
understandable and brief form to catch visitor attention and interest. The values should be integrated in
the services and routes so that the visitors could easily enjoy them getting impressions and memories of
the destination.
• The stand should be equiped with the necessary electronic facilities such as projectors, displays, internet
connection etc
• Choose the manufacturer and place an order for the exhibition stand.
• Participate in travel fair.

13.4.5. Marketing events
The goal is to present the tourism products, services, local produce and the destination as a whole to large
public audience and media. Another goal of such event is also to consolidate the local society and
institutions, to generate ideas, to design and shape the tourism offer for the season. All involved
stakeholders have a common goal and a lot of work to achieve it. There is no time for conflicts.
In the first event (if the event is to become regular) the tourist services (guided excursions, entrances)
should be offered free of charge to attract more visitors. Do not plan to present services of high costs,
like, the local transport. Food services should be available for pay, however, it is recommended to put a
low profit margin and choose local foods. If the budget allows, it is advisable to provide a simple meal, for
example, a soup free of charge for visitors. At later stage, when the visitors know the event as a regular
one, you can ask small fees for services to cover costs. Still it has to be remembered that the goal of the
event is the promotion of local tourist products or the whole destination, therefore it cannot be viewed
as the right time and place to make profit.
It is recommended to involve a marketing company or specialist in organisation of the promotional event.
There is a high competition between a number of events, and, especially as your event is promoting
specific non-mass product , professional knowledge is required to address and attract the target audience
in relevant way.
It is important to stress the uniqueness of the destination in your marketing message. Sustainability
should also be stressed (but avoid using this professional term in marketing!). This way you will prepare
the visitors to really learn about the destination and behave responsibly.

Steps in organising a promotional event:
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• Make preliminary investigation and take decisions;
• Get familiar with the legislation concerning event organisation;
• Involve cooperation partners;
• Involve sponsors and informational support;
• Make inventory of the available and required resources;
• Write the program and scenario of the event;
• Calculate the event budget;
• Make the list of operational tasks;
• Write the communication plan;
• Use social networks to get publicity;
• Involve local community and businesses;
• Establish communication with media;
• Establish communication with politicians and the relevant institutions;
• Start communication with the event participants;
• Run and manage the event;
• Do the event follow-up.

13.4.6. Marketing publications
Information can be provided in many ways, from a simple map or inexpensive colour-marked routes, to
ranger-led guided expeditions. This section discusses some examples of published information in hard
copy or digital forms.
Newspapers, guides, leaflets and books are all especially useful means of giving out information. Even in
the digital age, printed materials are still popular, especially for tourists, who may not have access to the
internet. They may also like to have a publication as a real “souvenir” that they can take home.
But remember when producing printed publications it is essential to be accurate: information must be
correct when it is going to be printed in ink as it cannot be changed, like electronic versions. Focus on
providing useful, real and truthful information to your visitors and test what you are going to print bygiving
it to people to use beforehand.
Working in partnership can be critical while producing a successful publication. Use your communities and
stakeholder organisations: the project will bring you closer together, and you will have something to show
for it at the end. Finally, keep an eye on practical issues. For example, check where copies of the
publication are going to be stored, and how they will be distributed.

a. Key elements for a successful marketing publication
1. Work in partnership – use others’ expertise.
2. Be accurate – have a careful checking and editing process.
3. Provide useful information – spend time on research. Include: description of the destination, main
attractions, availability of accommodation and restaurants, festivals and events.
4. Use prominently the destination brand and slogan. Clearly indicate on the cover the name of the
destination and if for international promotion also the country.
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5. Produce high-quality content – use text that is positive and images that reflect the area.
6. Always provide truthful information.
7. Include photos (definitely on the cover page) which include visitors in action (walking, cycling or
experiencing local traditions).
8. Show pictures of hospitable, friendly looking local people.
9. Include a map of the area and a map indicating the area in your country.
10. Refer to sources of further information.
11. Test your product – trial a “dummy” in advance of production.
12. Use environmentally-friendly high-quality paper.
13. Plan distribution and storage in advance.

b. Travel guide of a territory – key steps
The goal is to provide visitors with practical and quality information on the territory as a whole – nature,
history, tourist services, touring around, etc.
Key steps in production of the travel guide:
1. Previous preparations.
2. Development of the structure and contents of the guide. The contents are developed by tourism
professionals. It is worth to find 5-10 key values („pearls” or „treasures”) in the territory – usually
particular sights, natural or cultural attractions, people and the values they have created, things that are
associated with the given territory. This works well in marketing.
3. Regular visits in the area, to the objects and attractions there, collecting information from the local
population. In this way, the authors of the guide have an objective and updated idea of what is going on
in the territory in all seasons of a year.
4. Involving municipality or other administration for approval of information contents.
5. Involvement of the local businesses, tourist information centre, regional researchers and other local
players.
6. Development of touring routes for the guidebook. Active touring routes can be included which are
developed together with local players (see „10 steps in building a touring route”).
7. Development of the guide contents.
8. Approval of the layout version with possibly wide stakeholder representation. The layout and contents
are approved with the national park administration or municipality and its tourist information centre as
well as with local regional researchers and service providers. All the constructive suggestions, corrections
and additions are included in the guide.
9. To gain local acceptance, the guidebook should be presented to the local community as well as to public
at large. You can also send a press release and free copies of the guidebook to media. It is advisable to
put online the electronic version of the guidebook for better public accessibility.

c. The action points for Publications:


Collect together all the different publications that are produced about your region – books,
newspapers, magazines, leaflets, children’s storybooks, activity books, etc.
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Describe for each: title; author; date; publisher; target audience; print run (how many copies);
approx. cost to produce; cover price; amount of pages; format. Now think about where the gaps
are. What are the publications you would like to see produced?
Fill in the same details for them as you have for existing publications. Can you find some partner
to work with, by comparing with your first list?

13.4.7. Outdoor interpretation
Outdoor signs which let people know where they are, how they should behave, and why a place is
important, are key communications tools for protected areas. They can be costly but they are visible to
many people and they often remain in place for many years. So it is important to spend time on getting
them right. The Latvian Country Tourism Association has produced guidelines for developing outdoor
interpretation panels based on its practical experience3. These cover key interpretive planning issues, how
to develop content, where to site panels, standards for signs, and good practice examples. An overview is
provided (see table) on what can be written and displayed on an outdoor interpretation panel. The
guidelines also provide a clear summary of the process you need to go through to generate content. Here
we must to mention that all described information can be placed in digital form in different appropriate
means (website, blog, facebook, instagram etc)

a. Contents of outdoor interpretation stands
Object
Information
(header of the
stand)

Description
·
·
·
·
·

General
information about
the region

The title of the interpretation.
The name of the territory.
The logo of the specially protected nature area or cultural/historical heritage
site and an explanatory text about the logo, if relevant.
The logo of Natura 2000 or the logo of a bird site, if relevant.
Other important information about the unique assets of the territory (e.g.
ethnic communities).
About the territory (nature park, etc.) – if and when the protected territories
were established and why, the unique and main resources of the region.

·

Cartographic
information

Activities – hiking,
bike trails,
bird-watching etc

Roads, villages, waters, homesteads, tourist attractions and other objects are
marked on the map depending on its scale.
· Text in the original language.
· The location of the stand is marked with a “You Are Here” sign.
· Map legend or explanation of symbols.
· Scale
· Service providers cited in the text of the stand (accommodation, etc.). Car
parks.
· Other objects of interest nearby.
· Marked routes.
A map of trails and routes: A more detailed map of the trail: Is it linear or a loop?
Does it connect with other trails? Where there are places to relax or have a picnic,
lavatories, swimming locations? The map marks the beginning of the trail, noting
points of interest
by number. The stand contains brief information about each object. Information
about trails and routes:
• The name of the trail

3

ECEAT & Latvian Country Tourism Association (2010) How to design an outdoor panel, Guidelines for interpretation based on
practical experience in the Slītere National Park
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Object

Points of interest
– cultural,
architectural
monuments etc

Nature attraction
object or site

Services

Green advice
(limitations)

An information
band at the
bottom

Description
• Length of trail km/m
• Amount of time needed
• Level of difficulty (pictograms)
• What is the marking on the ground for orientation – specific pictogram (e.g., a
cyclist) or colour-markings on trees?
Infrastructure: road surface on the trail, obstacles (steps), accessibility for people
with special needs, people with baby carriages or bicycles.
· Location on the map
· Photographs
· A brief description about the object – history, use over time, perhaps
interesting stories or legends
· Historical photographs
· A map, also showing the location of the stand
· A brief description of the object and why it is unique
· Plants, animals and birds in the area – those that are not protected and can
be seen
· Historical maps, photos for comparison to see how the territory has changed
over the course of time
· For bird-watchers – the most commonly found birds and photos of them
· Accommodation – shown on map, in text – name, contact numbers
· Dining facilities - shown on map, name
· Shops – shown on map
· Guide services with telephone numbers
· Bicycle rental, services, boat, trekking stick or other inventory rent – shown
on map, in text – name, contact numbers
· Tourist information offices or travel agencies providing visitor information –
marked on the map, contact details provided
· Emergency telephone number (112 or 999 depending on country)
· Things not allowed can be noted with pictograms which take up less room,
understandable in any language
· Focus on positive things – activities allowed
· Alternatives to restrictions. If no camping is allowed on a particular site,
provide information of the nearest campsite.
· Information about the administration of any protected nature territory, the
author of the interpretation, co-operation partners, funding sources and
their logos, contact details.

b) The action points for Outdoor interpretation



Bring together a team of relevant people including site manager and tourism officers.
Ask yourselves the following key questions and share your answers.
 Why do you want to provide information or interpretation?
 Who should be involved in the information/interpretive process?
 What are you interpreting?
 Who is your target group?
 What stories do you want to tell?
 How will your interpretation be implemented?
 How will it be monitored and evaluated?
 How will it be maintained?
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Case study - Installing outdoor interpretation panel in Slītere National Park, Latvia
The following criteria were used to guide the installation of outdoor panels in the Slītere National Park:
Good quality cartographic information.
Text in Latvian for domestic visitors and English for foreign visitors.
Good quality photos of the objects described.
Information on the national park, its nature values, services available, regulations and funding sources.
Information on what is allowed in the park against to only inform about restrictions and prohibitions.
Include unique information and combination of facts without repeating.
The locations of the new stands were carefully considered taking into account where outdoor panels
already existed and finding out where new outdoor panels were most necessary. Installation was
approved with the land owners, the national park management, the local municipality and with local
residents during public discussions. This involvement of all stakeholders resulted in high level local
acceptance of the new outdoor panels. The interpretation was produced by specialists of the Latvian
Country Tourism Association involving professionals from the administration of the Slītere National Park
to write specific information on birds and plants. The interpretation was co-ordinated and approved also
with the local residents, bringing in their corrections.
The development of interpretation was carried out in the following stages:
Conceptual agreement on location of the outdoor panels and the interpretation contents - Setting the
purpose of each outdoor panel and careful development of the interpretation - Writing texts, preparation
of maps, selection of photos.
See more at: https://www.celotajs.lv/en/e/sliteresnacparks?0

13.5. Cost per action
Briefly recognize and state how much money you intend to invest in marketing as a percentage of your
projected gross sales.
You can divide this into monthly, quarterly, or yearly estimates. Ideally, you should have already figured
out the amount of your marketing budget. The number you choose will largely depend on your line of
business and your goals. It can be anywhere from 5% to 20% or more. If your tourism firm is a business
that sells mainly its products, for example, through tour operators / agencies advertising, then you are
likely to allocate slightly more for this purpose than a company that will construct its customer base
through building a consistent customer network and through direct marketing.
There are a few more things to consider when planning your budget:



When you write down a number, you are completely committed to supporting your marketing
program. You will know how much you can afford to spend on various forms of advertising, PR
and other tactics.
Try to track how effective each marketing tactic is. That because after all, you are planning to get
the most out of your marketing investment.

13.6. Check & corrective actions
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It is proposed to take measures from the beginning to deal with unexpected situations or difficulties in
the implementation of the central points of marketing plan, both in actions concerning the operational
units of your firm and the factors of the tourist market. Unexpected situations and difficulties should be
identified after facts (during the implementation of marketing plan), although in advance, the main
parameters for which relevant care should be taken should be considered.such as:



securing critical resources (eg funding, technology support, specialized human resources), and
changes in relation to buyers, competition, technological developments and the economic, social
and political environment.

The funds to cover the costs of emergency measures should be clearly defined and immediately
disbursable in the event of a sudden crisis. You can, for example, include in your budget an item of 15%
of the total budget intended to be used exclusively for dealing with emergencies or unforeseen situations.
The control of the implementation of the marketing program focuses mainly on the examination of the
parameters of the contingencies described above. The parameters that will be monitored for the
detection of these situations should be precisely identified, before the start of the implementation of
marketing plan, together with signs / indications of concern. At regular intervals, product-related results
should be compared in terms of sales, market share, marketing costs in relation to sales, visitor
satisfaction, in relation to what is specified in the marketing plan (but possibly also the performance of
the competition).
In order to achieve the above control procedures, it is necessary to adopt an information retrieval system
so that to know in time, important elements of firm activities, both in terms of its internal functions, but
also in relation to the tourism market. Emphasis should be placed on designing a flexible system with
useful and reliable data with the lowest possible development and operation costs which will be utilized
by the management of the firm for decision making. This system should be fed with data from the
distribution channels, the complaints of the visitors, the focused surveys in groups of visitors, but also the
tourist enterprises of the island. Following the verification and detection of significant changes and
possible corrective action, this plan should be updated.

13.7 Internal structure / s that undertakes the implementation of the overall Action Plan
Here we note that depending on the size (micro, small, medium) and the turnover of your company you
should have accordingly determined the manager or managers or the internal structure that will design,
implement, control and report marketing issues.
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14. Marketing mix program for our hypothetical region & tactics suggestions
The following marketing mix program concerns the development of all distinct tourist products of our
hypothetical region The proposed options of forms of tourism aim at satisfying the needs and desires of
the target markets, applying predetermined positioning strategies. The marketing mix proposed below
includes tourism marketing actions on a regular basis on the more of the 9P’s previously presented.
It is worth noting that participation of the region and its tourism firms in a developed and operating locally
or nationally Electronic Management & Marketing Tourism System is an action absolutely critical and
necessary (and urgent priority) to achieve the objectives. The mentioned system might cover a very
important part of the promotional and distributional actions.
Our MSMEs can consider their capabilities to tailor their promotion and promotion plans as well as tour
packages, and product offers according to the description of the sample proposals for the hypothetical
area that follow.
14.1 Action Plan for tourist products of the region
As mentioned in the previous analysis, the tourist product of the region is composed of a relatively wide
variety of tourist resources, an element that allows the attraction of different groups of tourists and
especially groups interested in alternative tourism activities. Conditions - actions that will contribute
directly or indirectly to the improvement of the tourist product of the region might be:
1. Upgrade rural and urban road network, in particular in mountain / semi - mountainous areas and
in inaccessible places of the region, so that visitors have the opportunity for easier exploration
and access to all points of tourist interest. This upgrade can be an important factor in supporting
the development of special forms of tourism.
2. Resolution of outstanding environmental issues (such as pollution of land, water and air,
reforestation etc) by the responsible bodies of the Country. These problems, in addition to
potentially damaging the natural environment, which is a major motivation for the majority of
tourists, could cause a blow to the image of the tourist destination (e.g. creating a negative
publicity).
3. Improving the levels of cleanliness of public spaces and the natural environment and waste
management methods (incl. elimination of illegal landfills). The lack of an adequate level of
cleanliness might be a significant disadvantage of the destination. It goes without saying that such
factors should be taken for granted for a tourist destination that aspires to claim a share of the
modern highly competitive domestic and international market.
4. Improving the levels of cleanliness of the rivers and riverbanks, which have been contaminated by
sewage or waste.
5. Active operation of Tourist Information Centers / Regional Tourism Departments forward the
registration of complaints, provision of useful information and printed information material
(according to the standard "info-point" - "info-kiosk" of most European cities) in the entries of the
region.
6. Improving the signage of tourist destinations of all interest groups and especially of the tourist
resources of alternative forms of tourism, in order to facilitate the movements of the visitors.
7. The measured organization of the tourist areas of the region with respect to the landscape and
the character of the environment and biodiversity. The lack of it may create dissatisfaction of the
visitors. The creation of basic service infrastructure can lead to increased visitors' satisfaction but
also be a source of profitability for local businesses.
8. Creation / renewal of detailed multilingual informative tourist guides and maps of the region, that
must be distributed free of charge in tourist spots of interest.
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9. Understanding the importance of upgrading human resources as the main development resource
and source of competitive advantages by all stakeholders in tourism and the local community with
appropriate information and actions.
10. Education of tourism business owners through specialized professional programs, in order to
emphasize the quality of the services, provision of competitive services with good value for money
(value for money) and avoidance of cases of scandal by all the companies involved in the provision
of the tourist product. Education of employees in tourism companies through continuing
vocational education and training programs in customer service and communication
management, especially those employed in hotels and travel agencies. Example: The field of
training is the management of yields (yield management) of tourism companies, so that through
it they can better deal with the seasonality and low occupancy of specific periods.
11. Improvement of catering services through cultivating a different view of tourism. Entrepreneurs
need to understand that providing quality services provides them with loyal customers. Training
in the basic principles of marketing and its practices, based on the customer-centric concept and
the provision of services based on the needs and desires of customers, would help in this direction.
12. Culture change for all tourism businesses with an emphasis on visitor satisfaction, as it leads to
the creation of word of mouth, which is an important source of tourist information when it comes
from reliable sources. As is usually the case in tourists are decisively influenced by their previous
visits and / or by relatives and friends. Especially in the age of the internet, electronic word of
mouth among tourists can either significantly enhance or cancel promotions.
13. Encourage middle and lower class accommodation owners (who constitute the majority in the
region) to upgrade their accommodation, possibly through participation in related local or
international grant programs.
14. Intense promotion and protection of ecologically or culturally sensitive and protected areas
15. Incorporation of complementary services of high added value in the main tourist product of
accommodation and tourist offices, according to the profile and needs of tourists. For example,
given that region is a popular "family" destination, it is proposed to set up special facilities in
accommodation for children, provision of relevant services (baby-sitting, sports facilities, creative
activities etc).
16. Organization of workshops open to the citizens of the region to promote and understand the
benefits that can come from sustainable, tourism development and better use of tourism for local
society.
17. Promotion and provision of different and enriched alternative services and packages by the tourist
agencies and accommodation units of the region with regular cross-selling.
18. Encouragement of the tourism enterprises for electronic presence on the internet and for
consistent and timely updating of the electronic content of their websites. Strengthen investment
plans for the development of e-business, with the aim of creating cooperation networks between
tourism companies to expand, upgrade quality and reduce the cost of the tourism product.
19. Strengthen business networking and join wider groups of similar tourism businesses at local and
national level for the purpose of cooperation and exchange of information and useful practices.
20. Encourage innovative actions, utilizing the achievements and tools of the knowledge society,
modern information and communication technologies and modern financial tools.
21. Benchmarking (comparative standardization) of tourism businesses and tourism policies through
continuous monitoring of tourism market developments. Tourists can look for successful ones
practices of related companies and institutions of the country or abroad, which have yielded
excellent results and to adopt them adapting them to the local needs and particularities of the
local tourism product.
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Then follow more specialized examples of proposals for our region by type of tourism product.

14.2 Holiday Tourism
Holiday tourism is an important "weapon" in the product portfolio of the prefecture, as it includes tourists
with a long stay and remarkable degree of loyalty in terms of traffic. Prolonged stay in many cases implies
increased costs compared to visitors staying for a few days while maintaining "loyal" visitors is the ultimate
goal of many destinations, as it ensures greater resilience to crisis and competition in the tourism industry.
Suggested options:
 Upgrading the quality of accommodation, in order to improve the degree of satisfaction of
holidaymakers with accommodation and to extend the average stay or to increase prices and
revenues, provided it is accompanied by a corresponding quality upgrade of services.
 Implementation of appropriate pricing policies by companies in periods of low demand, in order
to achieve the extension of the tourist season and to reduce the phenomenon of intense
seasonality.
 Availability of printed information material about the alternative tourist activities offered in the
region, so that even if the primary motivation of the visitor is leisure, he can enrich his stay
according to his interests. This material is suggested to be available at all points of tourist interest.
In this way tourists can meet / try new tourist products during their holidays and discover new
interests.
 Upgrading the quality of services of tourism companies located near the infrastructure, as this
tourism product is usually aimed at a high-income and demanding public.

14.3 Health and Wellness Tourism
The region has all the prospects to become an important "player" in this form of tourism. According to
data of the European Travel Monitor health holidays account around 15% of the total European tourism
market. The rapid growth of health & wellness tourism is also reflected in the recent rapid growth of spas
worldwide, which are an integral part of it. An important parameter to be mentioned is that the wellness
tourism market is characterized by reduced seasonality and few irregular short-term fluctuations
compared to the demand for other forms of tourism.
The main factors that determine and intensify this demand are demographic changes, increased health
awareness, changes in consumer behavior and values. "Wellness" tourists are middle-aged travelers,
whose children are mostly old and independent. They have a high level of education and belong to higher
economic strata while their main purchasing motivation is to maintain or improve physical and mental
health. The product of wellness tourism is used to meet needs: emotional / mental, aesthetic / narcissistic,
and physiological / medical. Additional motivations and expected benefits for visiting health & wellness
centers are: a) the pleasure of the experience of a person dealing with them, b) the "escape" from the
tensions of everyday life,
According to international research, the key features of wellness tourism demand include the following:
 Customers are constantly buying "bread and butter" services, such as facial care, various
massages, manicures and pedicures while highly appreciating the aesthetically pleasing design of
the interiors of wellness centers. Visiting wellness centers during the holidays is accompanied by
a strong desire to consume "local" food, snacks and drinks.
 Wellness center visitors are increasingly wanting to experiment with more "authentic / local"
wellness services, and expect to be able to choose from the many alternative health services
available (with an emphasis on different forms of hydrotherapy). Still, it appears steady increase
in demand for various forms of hydrotherapy and lady for thalassotherapy.
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 Occasional wellness users are more price-sensitive of the services provided than most "Regular"
users while the expectations of "first time customers" tend to are particularly high.
 Finally, there is a steady increase in the demand for wellness services by men and by children and
adolescents accompanying their parents to wellness centers. It is noted that the environment of
the wellness centers must be "Gender-neutral".
 Among the most popular sub-wellness services are: Aromatherapy, various massages, facial care,
manicures / pedicures, but also more creative services, such as reflexology, hydrotherapy and
thalassotherapy, body care with natural elements (mud, seaweed, clay) etc. As a rule, wellness
clients require personal / individual care and attention, pay special attention to the cleanliness
and hygiene conditions in the wellness areas, and often seek to develop a personal / friendly
relationship with the wellness staff.
 An important opportunity for the region is that wellness services can be provided as an additional
benefit to the wider holiday package for tourists. of who had different main motives for visiting.
However, tourism health and wellness services will be used as a central attraction for a new
segment of the tourism market with special characteristics and requirements. More specifically,
they are proposed:
 Targeting wellness tourism clients in neighboring countries of origin and European countries with
smaller expectations, but highly dynamic segment of the special tourism market.
 Superior quality programs and services of wellness and personalized (customized) care. It is
necessary to improve both the knowledge and skills of the human resources that provide wellness
services to the final consumer and to develop and offer a rich "menu" of alternative services.
 Ensuring excellent conditions of cleanliness and hygiene, both in the wellness service centers and
in the complementary products to them, and improvement of the "hard" infrastructure in the
wellness service centers, both in terms of spaces and specialized equipment.
 Development and management of directed "personal" relationships between frontline human
resources and customers (customer relationship marketing), according to the proven (and
confirmed successful) model of "relations" used by relevant centers in the urban type in Europe.
 Effective connection of the central product of wellness tourism with selected ancillary elements,
such as various forms of alternative tourism, thermal baths, provision of medical services etc
 Ongoing evaluation of wellness centers, regular market monitoring research and development of
a business exchange program.

14.4 Agritourism & Rural Tourism (ecotourism and wine tourism included)
The region with its natural advantages can develop a big number of actions. Some examples follows:
 Encourage the networking of the businesses that are already active in agritourism, in order to
create additional synergies and mutual benefits (eg liaison with local wine companies and local
women's cooperatives).
 Encouraging the participation of farmers in agritourism training programs to expand the number
of people who can work or even manage an agritourism unit.
 Organizing agritourism festivals by local organizations and / or authorities with the participation
of local tourism units in order to help shape the agritourism identity of the region, to deal with
the seasonality and to contribute to the creation of long-term demand for this tourism product.
 Creation of thematic activities depending on the seasons and the agricultural works of the period,
connection with local events (religious, local festivals and other celebrations such as sport
competitions etc) and their proper promotion through the internet and public relations actions.
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 Integration of high quality gastronomy both in the agritourism product and in the total tourist offer
of the region and promotion of the traditional local products (incl. qualitative wine products if
possible). Catering companies can play key role in this.
 View of rare monuments of natural environment and their importance for biodiversity.
 Further enrichment and combination of the additional services provided and provision of
personalized services based on the profile and requirements of visitors, e.g. possibility of extreme
sports, horseback riding, mountain biking, bird watching, home-made activities, tour of
monuments of cultural and religious interest, use of wellness tourism etc
 Promotion of model "good" practices and examples from agritourism units of the region, country
or abroad and cooperation of the involved agritourism bodies for the exchange of beneficial
information and experiences.
The wine tourism can be developed with:
 Closer co-operation of local wineries and wider institutions promotion of wine tourism (Wine
Roads) with local tourism companies (hotels, catering companies) for the promotion of region as
a wine tourism destination.
 The combination with services of relevant tourist products (agritourism, ecotourism) and the
targeting of groups of visitors of related interests.
 The integration of wine tourism visits among the tourist packages available from travel agencies
with regular cross-selling sales).

14.5 Cultural & Religious Tourism
The wealth of the region in cultural heritage monuments can be utilized through the promotion of cultural
tourism. The advantage of this tourism product is that it can help reduce its seasonality tourism and the
extension of the tourist season. In order to highlight the cultural tourism product, the following are
proposed:
 Creation of integrated thematic products of cultural content (combination of planned itineraries
to visit cultural attractions.
 Examination of the formation of a single ticket and a single guide for the monuments of historical,
archaeological and religious interest.
 Targeting and attracting groups of the public with a special interest in cultural tourism activities
(eg students on educational school trips, cultural associations).
 Decoration / enrichment of cultural activities and events that are already taking place in the region
These events can play a critical role for new visitors, as they enable them to get to know the county
through authentic events related to tradition.
 Promotion through appropriate communication actions and promotion of cultural events which
can increase the attendance not only temporarily but to arouse the interest of new visitors and
visit him again in the future.
Religious tourism includes all tourist activities which is centered around monuments and places of
religious importance and it might consist an important part of sustainable tourist. It is divided into two
categories: a) pilgrims, who are religiously motivated and visit an area exclusively for visiting the religious
site and b) religious heritage tourism, where tourists travel in groups and combine their travel with other
tourist activities . Pilgrimage tourism in our region has significant growth prospects.
 Joint actions of tourist offices and accommodation with the local authorities and the competent
bodies. Targeting audiences who prefer religious tourism (cultural associations, associations of
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retirees and the elderly) and combination with other tourism products that interest them
(wellness & health tourism).

14.6 Adventure Tourism & Sports Tourism
The natural environment of the region makes different forms of this type of tourism possible all year round
with a more suitable period in Spring and Autumn:
 Formulation of proposals - mountain tourism or other packages that will be addressed to
specialized tourist agencies / tour operators etc.
 Strengthening sports tourism infrastructure (eg creation of cycling routes).
 Organizing sports competitions and events (amateur or professional) on a more regular basis,
especially for sports that gather a large audience (eg racing car races).
 More intensive publicity in games and adventure tourism activities that are already taking place
in the region (e.g. mountain climb, cave exploration, bungee jumping, horse racing).
 Targeting young people through appropriate social media, in which adventure and sports tourism
(freefall, climbing etc).
 Cooperation with the local authorities for the implementation of actions in the region (eg "I know
my region" - three days of winter / sprin / autumn alternative tourism) and utilization of the
existing student community as nuclei creating interest in the development of this forms of tourism.

14.7 Conference (MICE) Tourism
Conference tourism is one of the most developing and dynamic sectors. The adequate hotel infrastructure
that already operates in the region in combination with the natural beauty, the cultural reserve, the variety
of alternative activities and the the local gastronomy make it an ideal destination for MICE events.
Conference tourism generally presents a lower degree of seasonality than general tourism and seasonal
complementarily with the large "wave" of general tourism.
The main sources of demand for conference services are two: a) the various types of scientific, professional
and other organizations (e.g. sport or other type associations), which cover more than 50% of the total
traffic and b) large companies (corporate market), which cover a smaller part of the traffic in numbers but
constitute the largest part of the total turnover, due to the higher per capita expenditure. Suggested:
 Enrichment of activities and services provided by the hotel units that have conference centers, in
order to form strongly differentiated experiences (e.g. combination with alternative tourism
packages available in the region) and formation of attractive service packages, in order to
differentiate and prefer the region over other competitive destinations in the domestic and
international market.
 Targeting conference companies and providing pricing incentives (discounts) to promote the
destination of the region for their client conferences (push strategy), as they manage a large part
of conference tourism market.
 Direct (direct) targeting of companies in specific sectors that organize regular conferences (e.g.
pharmaceutical companies, medical associations) and intensity of the promotion of the
advantages of the prefecture as a destination for conference tourism (pull strategy).
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15. Design, promotion & distribution on the Internet
The development and global adoption and use of Internet tools have enabled every tourism business
(regardless of the size or type of its products and services) to acquire, at a relatively very low cost, an
online store, through which it can to advertise and serve the global tourism market, directly and
economically. On the other hand, because of the immediate and fast access that the internet offers to
consumers to information and global tourism suppliers, the current tourist-visitor has been empowered,
since he can now easily from the comfort of his home to locate, evaluate, choose and buy a tourist product
and destination of his choice. However, things are not so simple for the tourism sector. International
experience has shown that the internet has not reduced the gap between small and large tourism
businesses. Thus, while small businesses should be represented on the Internet and compete with larger
ones, on almost the same terms and at low financial cost, the Internet has widened this gap (and we are
now talking about a digital divide).
In conclusion, the bargaining power of small and medium-sized enterprises does not have increase from
the use of the Internet and their dependence on tourism intermediaries still exists to a large extent. Thus,
most small and medium-sized businesses still rely on the sales and marketing offered by large
organizations and tour operators. In addition, the international tourist-visitor is lost in the huge amount
of information provided to him via the Internet. Which website out of thousands of websites to collect
valid and timely information? Which of all provides him with reliable and true information and not selfdirected advertising? Which website can provide a complete "one stop shop" and reliable information
about the destination or accommodation of their choice, without the stress and waste of time required to
navigate many different websites.
At the same time, in recent years, there has been an increasing use of internet technologies that allow to
users the creation and distribution of content (User Generated Content). These tools are referred to as
Social Media, such as blogs, social networks, etc. are essentially the technologies / applications of the
Social / Participatory Internet (Web 2.0). They can be considered as tools of mass collaboration, since they
empower internet users and allow them to actively participate and collaborate with each other in real
time, for the production, consumption and dissemination of information and knowledge (content) that is
circulated through the Internet.
The modern tourist now chooses tourist destinations and businesses based on the activities - experiences
that can be experienced in them and not so much based on their price or geographical location. This is
confirmed by the fact that the keywords that are used very often and by the majority of the tourist demand
for locating a destination - business mainly represent verbs that indicate activities and not place names or
business names. For example, words like swimming, trekking, skiing, relaxing, wedding are used etc. That
means to attracted potential tourists and in order to increase the traffic of a website, the MSME must first
manage to make a good thematic product (in infrastructure and services) and then use it to make and
promote its image and brand name via the Internet. Regarding the creation of a thematic tourism product,
it is understood that the synergy and coordination of the actions of many companies of the tourist sector
is required and competent public bodies.
Every tourist business can address and meet the needs of promotion and marketing through web aiming
to the implementation of such objectives as:
(a) The representation of selected tourist information and provided services for the provision of
comprehensive "one stop shop" tool.
b) The organizational empowerment of the network of collaborating tourism enterprises and
other entities.
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(c) Filling the market gap to provide from the view of a MSME a holistic, reliable and targeted
information and services platform to potential visitors.

15.1 Design of the functions, services and information of a web platform for a MSME
Those responsible for the design and implementation of the web platform can and should use the
following functional properties: multimedia presentation of information, collaboration, two-way and
interactive communication, and tool trading. These features offer new and more effective opportunities
for the implementation of electronic promotion and marketing of a tourist firm / destination, which can
be summarized in the following three major categories:
 Huge opportunities and new ways of providing multimedia information and better services, while
reducing the cost of providing them (in comparison with other means for the same services).
 New opportunities and practices of cultivating customer relationships through use Internet tools
by developing two-way communication with customers, collecting information from them and for
them in order to use it to provide personalized services.
 Opportunities to bypass the tourist intermediaries, the reduction of the distribution-promotion
expenses and the direct communication with the customers.

Based on the above, to be effective strategist e-marketing planning the provision of services and
information should be developed and implemented according to the following four thematic axes:
 Design and provision of quality information
 Development of communication policy
 Support financial transactions
 Cultivation and development of customer relationships with visiting interested persons

15.1.1 Design and provision of quality information:
While all potential visitors - tourists who browse the websites of tourism marketing systems require to be
able to easily locate and extract information from the system, these visitors do not all have the same needs
and desires. For this reason, the electronic information and promotion system should identify the market
segments it wants to reach and design special websites through which it will target them and offer them
personalized and specialized information. The website should be designed in such a way as to offer the
following: a) provision of quality, multimedia, interactive and fun - pleasant information, b) interactive
ways of extracting and finding information, c) provision services personalized information and (d)
providing information to various users and stakeholders.
To achieve these goals the following will be accomplished:
Providing quality and multimedia information
 Width of tourist information
 Depth and constant updating of information.
 Providing specialized information on specific topics and specific target markets.
 Providing information in multiple languages, but also special websites for specific markets (eg
building a website with its own URL ie ending with .de .ch, .uk to target important markets
 Live content, e.g. promotion of vintage and festivals at specific times, use of geographic
information systems for daily and lively information of the public regarding the weather, wind etc.
 Avoiding wooden or technocratic language, using humor verbal and graphic
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 Providing virtual samples of thematic tours
 Providing practical and sustain solutions, e.g. to use the public transport at the peak hours,etc.
 Promotion and "exploitation" of local events or products
 Use of multimedia content, e.g. music, 3D information, videos, webcam etc.
 Provide fun and entertainment content such as Games, contests, Screen savers etc.
 Maps and digital representations (panoramas, videos) and interpretation of sights etc.
 Interviews with tourists who have visited (via video) or even interviews with locals who interpret
their culture and customs, give advice or welcome visitors

Interactive ways of extracting and finding information
 Providing information based on the use and location of services - products on dynamic and digital
maps
 Ability to access and navigate the website from different browsers
 Website design for people with disabilities

 Providing information in multiple formats
 Using multiple search engines, e.g. search engine for cultural events or sport events
 Use of tools to increase the usability of the website such as advance searchers and user help, site
maps
 Use of virtual virtual tour applications, interactive maps etc.
Personalized information services
 Personalized services and customer relationship management, e.g. e-mail campaigns, RSS,
newsletters, discussion forums, weblogs etc.
 My routes: a tool that allows the user to locate, store and then organize their travel options on
personalized routes. The visitor will then be able to print these routes as personalized brochures,
sending them to others. as cards, keep them as a keepsake, share them with the friends. This
action provides for the construction of the appropriate background that will provide the traveler
with the possibility of digital browsing and guidance. All available information about the area will
be recorded in the form of maps, where the traveler will be able to search for collective
information about travel, leisure, market, attractions, cultural events, etc. The aim of the action is
to make the digital platform a means for the promotion and implementation of innovative
services, such as the mapping of routes, virtual cultural events and nature-friendly navigations,
selection of alternative activities, services etc.
 Search engines that filter and find information based on the profile a+nd interests of the visitor,
which are determined by the user by selecting various filters - criteria for extracting and finding
information
Providing information for various users and stakeholders
 Websites for broader information of the destination about the history, the tradition and the sights,
the way of movement, the entertainment, local gastronomy etc. Maps as well as various useful
telephones are essential information. This category of users is also the most "demanding", as the
visitor needs to know immediately and easily everything interesting him.
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 Information material for journalists and the media. Journalists prefer to find ready-made material
for publication. Are also happy and want to be informed and invited to various events such as open
days, openings and events and this website is the best way to communicate with them.
 Information material for travel professionals, travel agents and other entrepreneurs who want to
collaborate with firm.
 Information material for conference (MICE) organizers (capacity, venues, facilities, catering etc.

15.1.2 Development of communication policy
The development of the appropriate communication policy aims at the following:
a) the choice of communication policy that will allow users and visitors to easily locate and find the website
b) the adoption and development of an interactive communication policy with users - visitors, so that they
are provided with better services and increase the loyalty and traffic of the website and
`c) the creation of a network of multi-channel media with the users - visitors, so that services and
information are provided to them in each place and time.
Communication policy of the website for its easy finding and promotion
Select and use the URL
The choice and using the web site's URL is very important decision because it facilitates the easy finding
of the website by both travelers and search engines, e.g.www.google.com, which travelers very often
consult to find information. Most websites use the words tourism or visit (e.g. www.visitbritain.com,
www.visitlondon.com, www.maribor-tourism.si, www.ljubljana-tourism.si, www.visitnorwich.co.uk). This
practice is well established worldwide, resulting in the simple registration of the geographical name of a
destination for identification of the URL (eg www.santorini.gr) is no longer the best listing on the Internet,
so that the traveler can locate it and find it easily, without first knowing the exact electronic address of the
website. However, this does not mean that the geographical name of the destination should not be
developed or purchased. The main reason is that if the local autority is reluctant to buy the geographical
URL for the development then others do it for commercial purposes, resulting in the loss of visitors and
potential customers who now go to these commercial portals.
Nowadays, travel websites have also been created and promoted. The move to create travel was spurred
on by Travel Partnership Corporation (TTPC) www.ttpc.org where take part the major international tourism
organizations. Travel is the website dedicated exclusively to the tourism and travel industry. There are also
authenticators who certify that those who apply for a .travel domain name belong to the tourism industry
and are entitled to it. All major players participate here (WTTC, PATA, ASTA, ABTA, TIA etc). For example in
Greece the Association of Greek Tourist Enterprises (https://sete.gr/en/) became a certification body.
Why is registering in “.travel” important? The main reasons and advantages for which a website of MSME
must reach a conclusion URLs in “.travel” are:

 .Travel separates tourism and travel from .com anonymity
 Only legal tourism companies are registered in .traveland following a rigorous certification
process.
 .Travel increases trust in online transactions between consumers / tourists and tourism
businesses, as .travel has only trusted tourism-related companies.
 Joining the world's first central internet directory for the tourism sector, which is designed to
bring suppliers of travel products and services to consumers globally in an impartial and unified
manner - www.directory.travel
 Joining the search engine www.search.travel, which offers quality internet search results
worldwide and gives priority to all certified businesses and destinations with entry name in
.travel.
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 .Travel is supported by leading tourism organizations such as UNWTO (World Tourism
Organization), WTTC World Travel and Tourism Council), IH&RA (International Hotel &
Restaurant Association) and PATA (Pacific Asia Travel Association).
In conclusion, the listing in .travel will enable the MSME website to be on the Internet, but and be easily
identified by users, in relation to the chaos and anonymity of .com, as well as to inspire the trust and
reliability of a serious organization that provides the most relevant and specialized information about the
destination, while offering guarantees to those who want to work with this site but do not know if the
player is trustworthy because they do not know him.
Marketing and website promotion methods
1. The search engine optimization (SEO)
These techniques aim to improve a website's ranking by improving both the structure and the contents of
the website. The ranking of a web page is determined by the return of the results that a search engine
returns when a search is performed with specific search "keys" or "phrases". Search engines have
developed and use special algorithms which when a search is performed based on certain keywords to
rank the relevant websites and present them to use based on the relevance status of the searched term.
Website optimization techniques are widely used by all companies that want to increase the ranking of a
company website to attract a larger buying audience. To achieve the above, the promotion of a website of
MSME on the internet should include the following four steps:
a. Website analysis: Website code analysis (suitability) - Analysis of the content of the website
b. Keyword analysis: Search and analyze the right keywords - Analysis and modification of Meta Tags Search the most important pages of competitors
c. Creating links - links (link popularity): Check for website links, page rank - Increase website links with
other
d. Monitoring results: Monitoring and analysis of statistics - Monitoring of ranking positions and
interventions
For the most effective optimization of SEO techniques the following parameters of the website should
be monitored and evaluated: Text inside the title - Domain name - Keywords in header tags - Keywords
in hyperlinks to a web page - Keywords appearing in the text – Website popularity as measured by its
“Page Rank algorithm Google” - Web directory listings (URLs) and filenames - HTML tags: headers and
bold text - Frequency of terms - Proximity of keywords - Neighboring keywords - Sequence of keywords Text inside NOFRAMES tags - Image properties
2. Payment based on visits to a website (pay-per-click ads that are attracted by search engine sponsored listings
new visitors to a website).
These methods are common for companies to advertise on the World Wide Web aiming in this case as
much as possible to penetrate the market. The methods are also known by other terms in the field of
advertising, such as sponsored search and search engine advertising. The most popular search engines
and companies that offer this service to users are Google, Yahoo and Microsoft. Companies that want to
advertise in this way engage in specific "keywords" that they think users and the buying public will be
looking for.
Paid Inclusion: It is the listing of a web page in search engines and directories.
Another popular method used by companies to advertise is paid inclusion, in which companies pay the
search engine provider a fee to include their websites in the search index kept by search engines. Most
search engines offer this service with the exception of Google. The cost of the service varies depending on
the company that offers it and usually consists of an annual subscription.
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3. Social media optimization (SMO)
It based on the notion that promotion is achieved by placing ideas in online communities, in the hope that
they will be widely disseminated. Here are some basic rules that help companies that use social media in
this direction:
1. Increase the link ability of the website – It is the first and most important priority of any website. Many
websites are "static" - in the sense that they rarely update their content and only serve as a "dusty"
showcase for the business. In order to optimize the performance of a social media website, you must first
optimize / increase the connectivity of its content. A great idea would be to create a blog, although there
are other ways such as creating spaces to express customers' thoughts or ideas on the company's
homepage, or even adding useful material that is available on other websites, such as for example at
Ogilvy Feeds (http://blogfeeds.ogilvypr.com/)
2.Optimizing the tagging and bookmarking of the website - One way to make it easier for users to tag
the information on a web page is to have 'fast' buttons on it, such as "add to del.icio.us". But beyond that
one should make sure that his website includes a list of the appropriate tags, the necessary instructions
for creating a link (which should appear automatically when the user categorizes a website) as well to
make sure he has his own website too posted for categorization on popular social bookmarking sites,
which include information not only from its original site, but from all its online material.
3. Reward those websites that link to the company website - Websites that list other websites as
hyperlinks are used as barometers of the success of the websites to which they refer, while they
contribute significantly to the improvement (higher and more often) of the appearance of the latter in the
results of the search engines. In order to encourage these websites to create links to the company website
they should be easy to access, as well as have clear and accessible rewards to them. A very good solution
is for the company to create links to these websites, so that they are also displayed in turn through the
company's website.
4. Content created must "travel"- In contrast with SEO, SMO is not just about updating the content of a
website. When there is content that can be circulated on the Internet, promoting it to other relevant
websites will help it to travel farther, and in turn attract new ones. links and new readers even for the
company's homepage
5. Encourage mash-up creation - In a world of co-creation, it's worth to be open and allow others to use
the content you create, while of course having indirect rewards. The idea of YouTube to provide the ability
to cut and paste the videos that it has so that they can be used by its users and outside of its own website
it has significantly fueled its own development. Making the content of a web page via RSS technologies
even easier creation mash-ups from other websites, which in turn will increase the traffic to the homepage
or enhance and enhance its original content.
6. Every website should become a source of information for its users, even if it is not immediately
understood that this helps business - Companies that choose to include external links on their websites
help in the goals and aspirations of their users, improving the times and the quality of their searches. The
proper and intelligent development of a website may even include linking to competitors' websites. As
the first thing consumers do is gather information about the topic they are interested in from various
sources, companies only have to profit from such a move. How does this relate to SMO? Through the fact
that consumers as they visit the now enriched website will categorize it (tagging) as particularly useful or
as the 'alternative' guide to the subject. And as long as this is constantly spreading,
7. Reward 'active' users - It is often observed, some of the users of a website to influence or even lead its
'social' side, presenting and promoting their actions even on the home page of the company or even
developing evaluation systems of its products and / or services . Many times even a short email or a
personal message from the company acknowledging their valuable contribution to the company is enough
to continue their work. These actions should always be done with great care and absolute honesty on the
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part of the company. Wrong information may lead to the opposite results. This action may not be directly
related to SMO but it helps to keep the company's most valuable customers loyal.
8. Participate in the discussion - Social Media is a two-way street and it is not should be overlooked by
companies. By discussing the company with its 'community', it proves its degree of participation and
awareness, while at the same time enhancing its reputation. The participation of the company helps to
continue and strengthen the discussion that is created and thus contributes to the faster and greater
dissemination of its messages.
9. Proper targeting of the common goal - And in the case of social media, the company should know what
its common goal is. The segmentation of internet users and the selection of that segment of the market
in which the company's website should target is a critical function of marketing department.
10. Content creation - There are always some types of content that can be created on the internet, which
are passed on to the public as natural facts and are disseminated in a natural way. It does not matter
which sub-sector of tourism the company belongs to or what kind of products it markets. There is always
some type of content that can work in favor of the company. The company needs to find out what content
will appeal to its target audience (even if it's a funny story) and create it.
11. Sincerity - Companies running social media should be aware that the digital community not only does
not reward, but also 'punishes' those who attempt to defraud it.
12. Respect to those who helped the company in its first steps - Sometimes it is possible after the
development of the company website, its expansion and dissemination to become a leader or 'Blog Star'
of the industry. The company should always remember and respect all those who helped it in its long
journey, a fact that helps maintain its good relations.
13. Avoid the fear of trying new things and constantly updating - Social Media changes and transforms
every minute. The company should stays informed about new tools, products and opportunities that can
be created in the digital world.
14. Develop an SMO strategy and clearly define the objectives - The company should know exactly what
is the desired result for it from the implementation of Web 2.0 tools, such as reputation, sales, influence,
reliability, traffic etc.
15. Careful selection of SMO tactics - It should be checked every time which tactics and actions will most
effectively lead to the desired result. Of those who get involved in social media, only 1% are content
creators. 9% of them will enrich (change, add, remove) this content, while 90% will simply consume it
(consult, be informed). This is a very important factor for content creators, blogs and mash-ups.
Companies need to know how to create content or how to reposition - manage what already exists in
order to get the most efficient result for themselves.
16. Transforming SMO into a part of the daily procedures and best practices of the company - As in the
case of SEO, so in that of SMOs their tactics should become part of the daily practices of the company.
SMO tactics should be integrated into all the processes of the company and mainly in the part of
dissemination of information. Practices such as encouraging collaboration with other websites can serve
as common practice throughout all business processes.
17. Eliminate the fear of spreading information and information about the business - Content is the king
of the game (content is the king) on the Participatory Internet. The goal of the company should be not
only the dissemination of the content it creates, but also the elimination of the fear regarding the
dissemination and circulation of its data and information.

Interactive communication policy with users
To develop interactive communication with users, it is proposed to design and implement the following
actions, which are a mixture of push and pull communication:
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 Communication via email
 Create a company weblog, where users will be informed about the various sustainable tourism
topics, plans and achievements of the firm and will be able to write their comments, ideas,
proposals etc. There also should be placed the development of thematic Discussion forums,
where user will be able to discuss various topics that interest them, e.g. beach and sea protection,
wine tourism, etc.
 Newsletters for the periodic updating of visitors
 Call me back option in case a user wants to talk to an employee of the organization and has various
questions
 Creating a wiki where users (visitors and residents) will be able to use their collective intelligence
to create live and useful content such as, local travel guides, interpretive sightseeing material,
recipes for cooking, etc.
 The creation of an equal community of friends of the firm / destination where users (visitors and
residents) will be able to share their experiences, their multimedia material (photos, videos, audio
files, etc.) with others, to communicate and advise other, comment on the services of the company
(positive and negative) etc.
 The constant updating and updating of the content of the website by the users themselves, so that
the last one appears and is "live". To make the website more attractive to users and to encourage
them to visit it often
 The development of relationships with visitors and between visitors, which in turn increases their
loyalty (customer loyalty) and their interest to the destination
 The express of satisfaction of the new generation of visitors - tourists who demand and expect
such communication policy and practices
 Increase and optimize the SEO and marketing of the website so that make it easier to locate

15.1.3. Financial transaction support
The website of the firm should also facilitate the realization and completion of financial transactions
through the internet. For this reason the following infrastructures will need to be created:
 Mask and platform through which the firm will offer and sell its services, which platform will be
able to: a) either inform the availability and prices of tour packages and products and then receive
the reservations by e-mail and b) or will the technological integration of the reservation system of
a business be allowed with the internet website so that the transaction is completed automatically
 This can also be done for the products and services of the companies that work closely with our
company if a mutually beneficial agreement is reached. (i.e vehicles rental, wineries, local
products, souvenirs etc.)
 The development of technologies to provide and ensure security of transactions as well as the
provision of the policy of security of transactions and protection of personal data of the users
through the website for the information of the user.
 The ability for the firm to advertise and promote for certain periods of time some special prices
and offers (i.e. the operation of a website on last minute deals or special offers etc.)
 The use of tools such as collaborative filtering and recommendation systems, so that the user of
the website is offered to buy or find similar products and services based on his profile (and what
other users with a similar profile have previously bought)
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15.1.4. Cultivation and development of relationships with visiting customers
It is proposed the operation of various tools and communication policies for the development of customer
relationships with visitors, such as the provision of: newsletters, advertising campaigns and
communication with users through the use of e-mail, the creation and operation of a peer community
users (eg discussion groups, forums, social networking etc.), the ability to personalize the content and
services of the website (eg member registration), the operation of a loyalty program at the level of our
firm and close collaborating companies and also public organizations (i.e museums, protected areas etc)
The development of loyalty programs at the micro level of business has proven to be very beneficial for
all collaborating tourism businesses:
Tourists can accumulate points faster and so on redeem them faster so they stay true to this program and
commit to coming back to the accommodation (increase loyalty - frequency of tourist visits and
consumption of visitors to the hotel).
We propose the investigation, design and implementation of a cluster of our business with some of close
collaborating companies for the reason that small tourism businesses do not have the know-how and
means to operate such a loyalty program. With the implementation of a collective body / cluster small
and medium-sized tourism companies will suffer from competition from similar loyalty programs already
developed by large companies, e.g. phenomenon is often observed where one is not faithful to a
destination but in the "card" of Marriott, Best Western and other large international companies where
every year he chooses a destination based on the points he has collected and can redeem in every
company in the international chain.

A proposal of Good loyalty card development for your firm: The card and the loyalty program that should be
developed might be supported by a partnership of your firm, other collaborating private entities and public bodies like
National Tourism Organization and local authorities (Oblast administration, municipalities etc). This loyalty card may
also create a credit card so that visitors can collect points with each purchase when using the credit card (within the
country and outside if possible, preferably to neighboring countries) so that they can collect points faster and to
redeem them, however, only with services at our destination. In other words, users should be tied to this program and
destination with the aim to increase the number of visitors to our region. The card also may provide a broad range of
services to visitors such as, buying tickets to museums or ski lifts without waiting in line, priority check-in at
collaborating hotels etc. For the participation in this program a tourism firm must pay a membership fee and provide
some kind of attractive offer to the holders of the card (i.e. discount of 3% or some gifts collecting different number of
points etc). The participating firms except other may enjoy the increased clientele and advertising that can to be
brought by this card.
In the context of customer relationship development, the management of this card might also operate
and develop a system for collecting, storing and analyzing user-visitor information and expenses, so that
this information can be used for decision making such as, the development of new tourism products and
services and the provision of personalized services. In other words, the card management system should
collect information and statistical data on tourism supply and demand in order to create and develop a
useful database, which can then be used as a valuable source of knowledge for strategic planning and
promotion of the network and destination

15.2 Utilization of the tools of the Social Internet
15.2.1 Social Internet Approach Strategies
With the advent of the Internet of Things, hundreds of new ways of approaching the customer are being
introduced, most of which are created by consumers themselves, through the use and dissemination of
social media content. Many businesses and marketing executives already understand the importance of
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their presence in this new online reality. But in the multitude of marketing options that arise in the
Participatory Internet it is difficult to determine what is the best way to get involved in this and what is
the best course of action to take. Anyone can create a link to social platforms. But what will be the result
of such a choice and what exactly are the benefits for the business?
There are two strategies for approaching social media and promoting content through them, in many
cases and depending on the needs of each company, these two strategies are applied in combination,
creating a third approach strategy.
The "active" approach is suitable for cases where the website does not produce on a regular basis
"content" to be promoted, i.e. content that creates unique value for the company and its consumers. In
this case, the company should constantly find new ways to promote and distribute the specific content in
order to create more discussion around its topics. Of course, this strategy will never be successful if the
content that is being distributed does not satisfy the needs and requirements of users. Both the media
and the content itself need to be checked frequently by the company's marketing managers. Important
in the active approach is the existence of a group of 'supporters' of the company. This community with its
action contributes significantly to its promotion company content.
“Passive” is the strategy followed by organizations that often create content, such as online publications,
product reviews, etc. so are themselves, as well as their users (user generated content). When there is
plenty of content to distribute then the goal of the passive approach is to find those media that will be
most appropriate and effective (blogs, social networks, etc.) for the type of content that the company
wants to distribute, so that to optimize its content management system each time. In case a website has
rich content then its content management includes tools such as encouraging users to evaluate and
promote content (eg "bookmark this", "share this", "digg this", etc.).
The mechanisms that put these strategies into operation depending on the resources and time available
to the company and can be applied individually or in combination. Usually, companies, mainly due to
limited resources, initially implement the 'active' strategy. However, whatever strategy the company
follows, the final decision will have to be made after a thorough study and strategic planning of the social
media approach. Below are some of the goals that the company can achieve through the application of
social media.

Control and Management of the Good Reputation of the Company / Destination
Through the systematic control of the main websites, tourist social networks and blog search engines one
can get a fairly comprehensive view of what exactly is being said on the Affiliate Internet both for oneself
and for its competitors and thus to manage and develop the good reputation of one's company. Utilizing
the exact same Really Simple Syndication (RSS) technology that allows consumers to be informed about
each new listing of the websites they are interested in, the tourism professional can in turn create a series
of RSS feeds for each website he is interested in as well as develop RSS feed searches on Web 2.0 search
engines using specific keywords. All this can be gathered in a personalized website or Feed Reader for the
convenience of the user. These control machines generally function as information services. Most of them
include personalized services, while also informing the user's email about new entries. Users can configure
them based on their business needs for each source of information.

Promotion and Promotion of Trademarks
Consumer information about the existence of the company or its products is increasing through social
media. Discussions about the company take place on the internet with or without its own participation.
Duty and strategic decision of the company is to participate in this discussion in ways that emphasize the
interests and needs of consumers - providing them with information and influencing them in ways that
will strengthen its brand and lead to ensuring the recognition of the company and its prestige its
trademark. Choosing a company as a topic of discussion is a success for the company that has started to
mix with social media.
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Attracting and Retaining Customers
With the development of Participatory Internet applications, a public expression website has been created
where discussions take place regarding everything that has to do with a company, such as its products
and services, the tourist destination in which it operates, its name, etc. The content created by these
discussions can then be read by other users who in addition to reading it can comment on or modify it.
Recent research shows that more and more content created by users themselves has a greater impact on
consumers than what is published by businesses in the context of their marketing activities.
The goal of the company is to initially attract the interest of potential visitors. This can be achieved even
with the simple electronic dissemination of the Company's Press Releases (eg for upcoming events offers
etc) on the numerous channels created by the emergence of the Participatory Internet. An interested
traveler who sees the publication of the business can start the process of spreading it and consequently
the process of producing content for the company. In addition, a press release can, if used properly, enter
the world of collaborative content creation on its own, through Internet Search Engines. Another
approach to seizing the vital opportunities of the Internet of Things is to build special relationships with
the most active users by promoting them material for which they could create content for the company.
In this way, a topic of discussion is created around which consumers can gather who will then 'tie' with
the company as well as to increase the awareness of its products. Another method is to present the
company as an expert on a topic and then create discussions around it.
The reader of the content is the one who will determine which position the specific comment will
eventually take and to what extent it will be disseminated. The constant promotion of news and
information about the company through the same websites may quickly turn into defamation, taking the
form and characteristics of the corresponding annoying e-mail correspondence. Creating content for the
company should not be an end in itself. The goal should be the creation and dissemination of content
always carried out with respect to the values of users and the unwritten laws of the Internet of Things
(Web 2.0), in order to maintain the dissemination of the company through the tools of the latter.

New product development
The contribution of users and consumers to the Participatory Internet is not limited to the creation and
circulation of content. The company can use the immediate feedback it has from the consumer public and
to achieve objectives, such as developing new products or improving existing ones. Businesses should give
users the opportunity to participate in the whole process of improving or developing a product by allowing
them to freely express their opinion on redesign, upgrade, functionality, etc. of its products and services
taking advantage of all the information that accumulates on social media.

Market Research & Creating Consumer Profiles
The most efficient and productive market research can be carried out by observing consumer behavior
through social networks and social media in general. The way consumers communicate with each other,
exchange information and opinions and interact with each other in each other's decisions is the best way
to find out what their preferences, needs and desires are. Also, creating the profile required for user
participation in some of the social media is one of the most efficient ways to collect consumer
demographics.

Ad Capability
Another possibility / opportunity that arises in all websites that allow the creation of content by
consumers is the possibility of citation business advertising. Many websites offer advertising programs. In
most cases, it is also possible to track the statistics and demographics of consumers who click on these
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ads. However, statistics show that traffic does not increase from social media advertising. It is the content
of the website that initially attracts users, who then lure and 'click' on the banner ads.

Social Internet Good Practices that can be applied by the firm
RSS Feeds
RSS feeds allow users to subscribe to online news feeds, discussions, blogs and various published multimedia
presentations. This application saves the user valuable time, as he no longer needs to visit each separate website,
while it is certain that information presented to him are the latest. Finally, through the personalization of the RSS
function, the user has immediate information about what he is really interested in. Next two charts show the listings
of STA Travel and MSNBC.com Travel in Google's RSS Reader.

The STA Travel website in Google's RSS Reader
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Weblogs (Blogs)
Blogs are a form of online diary, published on a website and powered by RSS or track back technology, to notify the
person who wrote something that another person has responded. Weblogs are very important tools in influencing
information retrieval, as links. Their content and popularity can dictate the position of a business in a search through
search engines. Many travelers or tourists use Weblogs as entertainment or as a way of expressing themselves. Blogs
have the power of impartial, diffuse information online like a virus. In addition, it is very likely that when reading one
person's experience in one tourist destination from another, the latter will have the desire to visit the destination or
the specific supplier himself. Several times a blog, convinces a consumer more from a well-paid advertisement.
Specifically, the content of a Blog can:
 to attract the attention of other internet users with the increased number of visitors
 create interest in users who can search for more information
 develop a desire to also visit a destination and / or to buy the product
 to encourage an action (eg book a hotel or arrange a trip to a destination).
Of course, it should be noted that the influence of a Weblog can also be negative, i.e. a bad experience of a tourist
being available to millions of them in online internet users. Therefore, it is very important for companies to establish
a corporate policy of monitoring publications, so that the content is not corrupted but is not offensive or abusive.
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Comments

from

Marriott's website visitors on firm’s blog
Social Networks
Social networks describe the trend that exists in websites to be created digital communities in virtual spaces by
a large number of users. They allow their users to create a personal website with their profile and invite
other users to create similar websites with their own profile and thus all together participate and create a
digital community. The most popular websites in this category are facebook, instagram, youtube, vk.ru
etc. These digital communities maintain the interest of their members by allowing them to expand their
social circle, to constantly update the profile of their website with photos, videos, etc. or promote material
to other members of the community. The online community creates content in addition to consuming the
content of web pages created and published by businesses. On Facebook.com, one of the largest social
networks on the internet, TripAdvisor has created the group Cities I've Visited, which has more than 2
million daily visitors.

Trip Advisor's Cities I've Visited Facebook group

Users who join the group can create their own travels to their favorite cities, consult other users who or
make new friends, as well as to be informed about the travel interests of their already friends.
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\

Sharing information and preferences about travel destinations in Cities I've Visited
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Online Video and Audio Files
Users now have the ability to post their own multimedia files online, whether they are music or video files
(podcasts). The most famous website that provides this feature is youtube.com. Tourist experiences are
not something tangible. It is not possible to know in advance what you are going to experience in a tourist
destination. For this reason the provider should find a way to convince the customer of the quality of the
services he will offer. This is done through the video files available on the provider's website, on the
subject of hotel tour, destination, etc., so that the customer is informed exactly what he is interested in.
Many travel providers use internet video files as a means of communication and marketing. Practical
guidances for making a travel video is placed in a lot of internet platforms, as for example at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGhjvist4gk&ab_channel=LostLeBlanc
Online Multiplayer Role Playing Games
Many consider online multiplayer role-playing games, as just a kind of game or a virtual world, irrelevant
to the real thing. These two elements, although true, do not represent all of these games. An example of
this is the game "Second Life", in which there is no specific goal or scenario, but everything is available to
the user. This game had over 5 million users, some years before and the game page is sold half a million
dollars every year. In these virtual worlds, there are people who, in addition to wanting to have fun, express
themselves and satisfy, for example, their desire to excel in a profession that they could not in real life or
design a product or service,
Apart from the above, it is now a fact that several companies on the tourism have set up their respective
virtual offices in the game mentioned above, as have the embassies and tourism authorities of several
countries. Even more famous islands have been integrated as they are in the Second Life world. Finally,
Hyatt used this game to advise architects and customers how they could improve the structure and layout
of their hotel, while game users created and designed the first Al hotel in the game.

Top View and Snapshots from the Al Hotel in Second Life
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Mash - ups
By "Mash-up" we mean the combination of two or more content sources in a single package producing a
new value service for the internet user. An example is the website traintimes.org.uk, where the visitor can
observe in real time what the trains are and when they will arrive at their destination. This service is
implemented thanks to the combination of Google Maps and data from the British Train Service
(timetables, delays, etc.). More and more tourists are demanding a combination of information from
different sources to make the final decision. For example, descriptions such as "The hotel is on the beach
... either near the beach ... or next to the beach ... or finally near the beach" are incomprehensible to the
user, characterized by ambiguity. In contrast, mash-up pages such as earthbooker.com or tripmojo.com
allow the user to see exactly where the hotel is located (and sometimes even the view from some rooms)
and then decide if he wants to stay at this hotel. Many similar pages are starting to integrate Google Maps
or other geographic tools. Next diagram shows the combination of google maps on the Epirus (GR) Wine
Roads website in order to show the exact location of the wineries and their profile.

Mash up' application on the Epirus Wine Roads website

Another example combining hotrls, wineries, restaurants, entertainment etc is the wine routes of a place:
https://www.wineroads.gr/en/wine-routes/map-of-the-wine-routes-of-northern-greece
Wikis
By "WiKi" we include all those pages to which the user can add, delete or edit their content. The most
known WiKi page is wikipedia.com, the online encyclopedia created and updated by its users. In the
tourism sector, wikitravel.org represents an effort by internet users to create a tourism page and update
its content regularly, through their experiences. Next diagram presents the travel guide made by users for
the city of Athens at wikitravel.org.
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The Athens travel guide at wikitravel.org

The electronic word-of-mouth (e-WOM)
As it is understood from the above, through the Social Internet an e-WOM is created which directly
concerns the firms that are active in it, and can take various names and forms such as virtual opinion
platforms, consumer portals, social networks, comments. Blogs, tag words, podcasting, virtual
communities and electronic feedback mechanisms. Users of websites and tools can post their personal
experiences, videos, share opinions, give advice, or find answers to their questions. Consumers also
perceive e-WOM as a reliable source of information. More than 75% of potential visitors consult websites
with user reports and ratings (younger people even 95%), while websites with similar content show high
traffic. In general, the advantages of organizations from the e-WOM can be summarized as follows:
creating and strengthening a brand name, managing customer relationships, attracting customers, dealing
with customer complaints, market research, product development, quality control and assurance of their
logistics activities chain.
In recent years, the development and utilization of Information Communication Technologies (ICT) has
been radically promoted. ICT on tourism is not just an electronic database for registering and promoting
data on the tourism (natural-environmental and cultural) resources of an area. Utilizing modern
developments and new technologies (such as Geographic Information Systems - GIS, web communities,
mobile and wireless technologies, Internet of Things (IoT), VR/AR etc.) ICT develops a variety of
applications aimed at further economic development and competitiveness of the firms, providing
additional value and offer and reduce social, cultural and environmental negative effects. To achieve the
above, the ICT develop further new applications and functions such as:
 E-learning applications in small and medium enterprises
 Development of a Knowledge Management System
 Strengthening and promoting cooperation and creating thematic clusters of tourism companies
 Enhancing information and communication between visitors and staff thus helping them to form realistic
expectations and predictions, to appreciate and protect local cultural wealth by adopting a more responsible
attitude
 Use of GIS to measure bearing capacity and identify saturated or non-saturated areas that can to be further
developed
 Multi-channel promotion strategies to provide tourism information at different stages of tourism demand:
before, during and after the trip
 Implementation of Customer Relationship Management systems to create and manage relationships with
tourism demand.
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 The provision of Tele-consulting services for tourism businesses
 The use of VR / AR tools to combine timely and valid information, attractive display of exhibits and attractions
with the inclusion of the visitor in the natural and cultural wealth of the area and the facilities of the hotel
even before his arrival
 The development and operation of e-services for the development of social dialogue, the promotion of
participatory processes in the planning and decision-making strategy regarding the tourism development.
In conclusion, integrated ICT can play a key role in the ability of a MSME - or more than one MSME
collaborating in a form of tourist cluster - to improve its economic, socio-cultural and environmental
impacts and conserve resources.
Their operations can further benefit remote, peripheral and isolated areas as well as small and mediumsized tourism businesses.

Based on the above, we suggest that the future design of relevant initiatives at the area should aim at the
networking of all interest groups and partners in the tourism industry on which they can develop various
functions and practices, e.g. advertising, sales, customer relationship development, new tourist products
etc. Such clusters may continue its evolution and will seek its future development offering similar services,
as above
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Epilogue
It is hopefull to us that small and medium-sized tourism businesses in the broad region, regardless of their
size, can utilize if not all then some of the crucial issues presented in order to enhance their sustainable
approach and improve their overall efficiency. Of course it is not something easy, nor can it be achieved in
a short time. You need the right information and analysis, vision, the right choices, SMART plan,
perseverance and patience, utilization of sustainability criteria and the potential of new technologies. In
this endeavor you will have the project experts next to you, so do not hesitate to turn for additional
information, clarifications and help. For this difficult but beautiful journey we want to remind both to you
businessmen and to your travelers - customers the poet's lyrics:4
“As you set out for Ithaka
hope your road is a long one,
full of adventure, full of discovery.
Laistrygonians, Cyclops,
angry Poseidon—don’t be afraid of them:
you’ll never find things like that on your way
as long as you keep your thoughts raised high,
as long as a rare excitement
stirs your spirit and your body.
Laistrygonians, Cyclops,
wild Poseidon—you won’t encounter them
unless you bring them along inside your soul,
unless your soul sets them up in front of you…
… Keep Ithaka always in your mind.
Arriving there is what you’re destined for.
But don’t hurry the journey at all.
Better if it lasts for years,
so you’re old by the time you reach the island,
wealthy with all you’ve gained on the way,
not expecting Ithaka to make you rich.
Ithaka gave you the marvelous journey.
Without her you wouldn't have set out.
She has nothing left to give you now.
And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you.
Wise as you will have become, so full of experience,
you’ll have understood by then what these Ithakas mean”

4

C. P. Cavafy, "The City" from C.P. Cavafy: Collected Poems. Translated by Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard. Translation Copyright ©

1975, 1992 by Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard. Reproduced with permission of Princeton University Press. Source: Princeton University
Press, 1975
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Selected Sources of information 5
International Organizations:





European Union Delegation to Kazakhstan: https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/kazakhstan_en
European Union Delegation to Tajikistan: https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/tajikistan_en
European Union Delegation to Uzbekistan: https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/uzbekistan_en
EC on Sustainable Tourism: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/tourism/offer/sustainable_en




European Tourism Manifesto: https://tourismmanifesto.eu/


















Global Sustainable Tourism Council: https://www.gstcouncil.org/
IATA Travel Centre. COVID-19 Travel Regulations Map: https://www.iatatravelcentre.com/world.php
International Eco Tourism Society: https://ecotourism.org/
Low Carbon Green Growth Asia: https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/20.%20FS-Ecotourism.pdf
OECD: https://www.oecd.org/cfe/tourism/
Switch Asia: https://www.switch-asia.eu/news/sustainable-tourism-solutions-and-strategies-discussed-incentral-asia/
UN. Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future:
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/5987our-common-future.pdf
UN. Sustainable tourism and sustainable development in Central Asia :
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3835167
UNWTO Commission for Europe 66th meeting. Report on the implementation of the Programme of Work
in Europe (2020-2021): https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/202106/AP%20report.pdf?Xd8OnwD5VXXp1GnAR8HGvzrJ8sqnbtWk
UNWTO Commission for Europe 66th meeting. Results of the Survey on Members’ priorities for the
General Programme of Work and Budget for the period 2022-2023:https://webunwto.s3.eu-west1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-05/CEU_POW_survey.pdf?W7 _UmbtpnjYvj8EQuoJ9YJGsIWZzNNAP
UNWTO Commission for Europe 66th meeting. Report of the Secretary-General 2020-2021:
https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-05/CEU_66_report_
SG.pdf?sg36nMVOIDmO8CPLBAS.Nvf14rcByxUp
UNWTO Commission for Europe 66th meeting. Report on the implementation of the Programme of Work
in Europe (2020-2021): https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/202106/AP_PRESENTATION_final.pdf?hezswVzL5Jcoez_zeHm822pnJUG3OWnJ
UNWTO. Recommendations on Tourism and Rural development: https://www.eunwto.org/doi/epdf/10.18111/9789284422173
UNWTO: https://www.unwto.org/tourism-flows-source-markets-and-destinations
UNWTO and the G20 Tourism Working Group. AlUla Framework for Inclusive Community Development
through Tourism: https://www.e-unwto.org/doi/book/10.18111/9789284422159
World Bank on Sustainable Tourism: https://www.worldbank.org/en/search?q= sustainable+
tourism&currentTab=1&label=2710001431
World Health Organisation: https://www.who.int/

Journals on Tourism






5

Academica Turistica: http://academica.turistica.si/index.php/AT-TIJ
African Journal of Hospitality, Tourism and Leisure: https://www.ajhtl.com/2021.html
Asia Pasific Journal of Innovation in Hospitality and Tourism: https://university2.taylors.edu.my/apjiht/
Euro Asia Tourism Studies Journal: https://www.eatsa-researches.org/journal/category/volume-1/
European Journal of Tourism Research: https://ejtr.vumk.eu/index.php/about

All sources accessed: on April 29, 2021 and after till June 10, 2021
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International Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Systems: http://www.publishingindia.com/ijhts/
Journal of Travel Research: https://journals.sagepub.com/home/jtr
Tourism and Hospitality Management: https://thm.fthm.hr/
Tourism Management: https://www.journals.elsevier.com/tourism-management
Tourismos - International Multidisciplinary Journal: http://www.chios.aegean.gr/tourism/journal.htm

National Sources:










Agency on Statistics of Tajikistan: https://www.stat.tj/en
Association of Private Tourism Agencies of Uzbekistan: https://www.apta.uz/?lang_is=set&lang_data=en
Bureau of National statistics of Kazakhstan: https://stat.gov.kz/
Eurasian Tourism Association: https://eurasiantourism.com/en/
Kazakh Tourism: https://qaztourism.kz/en/about-company
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Tajikistan: https://mfa.tj/en/main/tajikistan/tourism
Ministry of Tourism and Sports of the Republic of Uzbekistan: https://uzbektourism.uz/en
State Committee of Uzbekistan on Statistics: https://www.stat.uz/en/
Tajik Association of Tourism Organisations: https://tato.tj/ru/

Specialized Information Sources:






















Amadeus IT Group. Future traveller tribes 2030: https://amadeus.com/documents/en/retail-travelagencies/research-report/amadeus-future-traveller-tribes-2030-report.pdf
Business to You: https://www.business-to-you.com/about/
CORE – Collection of Open Access Research Papers:
https://core.ac.uk/search?q=eco%20tourism&language=en%7Cru&from_Year=2001&to_Year=2020
Conserve Energy Future: https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/
CSR Europe. Europe’s Sustanaible Marketing Guide: https://twosidesna.org/wpcontent/uploads/sites/16/2018/05/CSRs_Europe_Sustainable_Marketing_Guide.pdf
DestiLink. Branding & Marketing on Sustainable Destinations:
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=rm&ogbl#inbox/FMfcgxwLtswZQbCqwMvGmCfMzSTsrSWS?proje
ctor=1&messagePartId=0.2
EUROPARC Consulting GmbH, ECEAT – Projects, Lauku Ceļotājs, the Latvian Country Tourism Association.
2012. Practical, profitable, protected. A starter guide to developing sustainable tourism in protected
areas: http://www.eceat.org/images/Practical,%20profitable,%20protected%204%20MB.pdf
European Charter for Sustainable Tourism: https://www.europarc.org/sustainable-tourism/
European Destinations of Excellence Initiative: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/tourism/eden_en
European Ecotourism Labelling Standard (EETLS):
https://prismanet.gr/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/ECOLNET-EETLS-blueprint.pdf
European Travel Commision. Handbook on COVID-19 recovery Strategies for NTOs. 2020 (ISBN No: 97892-95107-37-3): https://etc-corporate.org/
Green Global Travel: https://greenglobaltravel.com/
Grŵp Llandrillo Menai, University of Greifswald, ViaVia Tourism Academy, Latvijas Lauku Turisma
Asociacija Lauku Celotajs, Academia de Studii Economice din Bucuresti, Universita de Corsica Pasquale
Paoli. 2021. Fair tourism training course handbook:
https://macies.celotajs.lv/mod/resource/view.php?id=245&forceview=1
Knoema on Int’l Tourism Statistics: https://knoema.com/atlas/topics/Tourism
Lauku ceļotājs. 2021. Sustainable tourism model. Example: the Slītere National Park.
https://www.celotajs.lv/cont/prof/proj/PolProp/Dokumenti/ilgtspejiga_attistiba_eng.pdf
LLTA “Lauku ceļotājs”. 2012. Positive awareness of Natura 2000.
https://www.celotajs.lv/cont/prof/proj/PolProp/Dokumenti/natura_awareness_web.pdf
Our World in Data: https://ourworldindata.org/tourism
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Practical Marketing Guide for Environmentally Friendly Tourist Accommodations:
http://www.ecolabeltoolbox.com/files/marketing/Marketing_Guide_EN.pdf
Sustainable Tourism Marketing Guide:
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/25644260/sustainable-tourism-marketing-guide2011thedms
SESRIC: Int’l Tourism in D-8 Member States: https://www.sesric.org/files/article/654.pdf
Statista on Sustainable Tourism: https://www.statista.com/topics/1916/green-tourism/
Tourism Teacher: https://tourismteacher.com/
Travelife. 2021. Sustainability in tourism. Corporate Social Responsibility for Destination Management
Companies:
https://www.travelife.info/uploads/csr/1427454609_I1815016%20CSR%20TOUR%20Travelife%20DMC.p
df
UNEP. Marketing Sustainable Tourism Products:
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=rm&ogbl#inbox/FMfcgxwLtswZQbCqwMvGmCfMzSTsrSWS?proje
ctor=1&messagePartId=0.3
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